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Foreword
Sandia Laboratories' Advanced Reactor Safety Re- phase energetics; fuel failure and motion; probabilis-

sea 7h Program, initiated in FY 1975,i.-a comprehen- - tic accident delineation; and studies to quantify ele-
sive recarch activity conducted on behalf of the U. S vated temperature failure modes of critical compo-

.!p ' Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and is part of ' nent materials. A portion of the early effort in the

[ ' NRC's confirmatory research effort to assure that the program was directed toward obtaining data to sup-
necessary safety data and theoretical understanding port the licensing review of the Clinch River Breeder

"^ . exist to license and regulate the Liquid' Metal Fast Reactor (CRBR) and the 1 ast Flux Test Facility (FFTF).
Breeder Reactc: (LMFBR) or other advanced convert- Recently the emphasis has shifted toward applying

. ers, breeders or advanced light water reactors which advanced reactor safety technology to_ LWR Class 9
may be commercialized in the' United States. The . accident concerns which have been of considerable+

program includes a broad range of experiments to interest following the accident at TMI-2. For FY 1980,
simulate accidental trasient conditions to provide the the program is organized in the following subtasks,
required data base to understand the controlling - progress on which is reported herein.
accident sequen< es and to serve as a basis for verifica-
tion of the complex computer simulation models and -

Task 1 Energeticscodes used in accident analysis and licensing re.
views. Such a program must include the develop. Subtask 1.1 Prompt Burst Energetics

Subtask 1.2 Irradiated Fuels Responsernent of analytical models, verified by experiment,
which' can be_ used to predict reactor performance Task 2 Fuel Dynamics

- under a broad variety of abnormal conditions. Major Subtask 2.1 Transition Phase
program elements include studies of the_coolability Subtask 2.2 Initial and Extended Fuel
and containment of rubblized cores to assure contain- Motion
ment integrity.This work along with that of other U. Subtask 2.3 Fuel Motion Detection
S. and international researchers should provide the Task 3 Core Debris Behavior-Inherent Retention

. technology base on which licensing decisions can be Subtask 3.1 Molten Core Containment
made with confidence that the safety of the public is - Subtask 3.2 PAHR Debris Bed
assured.

. __ _ .

Subtask 3.3 PAHR Molten Pool
The early thrust of Sar.dia's program was de- Suotask 3.4 Fragmentation

signed to provide data associated with the hypotheti- Subtask 3.5 Sodium Containment and
cal core . disruptive accident, with emphasis on Structural Integrity

c prompt _ burst (~ 1-ms period) energetics and the Task 4 Aerosol Source Normalization
:, behaviorof postaccident core debris.The scope of the Task 5 Containment Analysis

program was 'expar in FYs 1976 and 1977 to
Task 6 Elevated Temperature Design Assessmentencompass other energetics and inherent retention
Task 7 LMFBR Accident Delineation[bL concerns such as large-scale sodium containment and

structural integrity; aerosol source studies; transition Task 8 Test and Facility Technology

:
56
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Executive Summary

.hdroduction
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New critical conditions. This program is directed at charac-

' Mexico is conducting the Advanced Reactor Safety terizing the phenomena which result in pressure
Research Program on behalf of the U. S. Nuclear generation and the conversion of thermal energy toU
Regulatory Commission (NRC). The overall objective work, and reactivity effects arining from rapid cool-
of the program is to provide NRC a comprehensive ant voiding and initial fuel motion. These experi-
data base essential to (1) defining key safety issues, ments examine integral effects of fuel-clad-coolanto
(2) understanding the controlling accident se- interactions (FCI), fission gas release, and fuel and

' quences, (3) verifying the complex computer models fission product vapor pressure during superprompt
used in accident analysis and licensing reviews, and critical core disruptive accidents, and determine the
(4) assuring the public that advanced power reactor potential for damage to the primary containment.
systems will not be licensed and placed in commer- The experimental work is closely interfaced with
cial service in the United States without appropriate analytical efforts to develop models which uniquely
consideration being given to their effects on health describe the observed phenomena for incorporation
and safety, into predictive accident analysis as well as to provide

The NRC program is carefully planned to comple- data to verify existing accident analysis codes. These
ment the larger DOE program, but at the same time to experiments also provide information about the ther-
satisfy the NRC obligation of independent confirma- modynamic states and spatial distribution of fuel,
tory research. clad, and coolant following a superprompt excursion.

Together with other programs, the Sandia effort is These data serve as initial conditions for postaccident.
directed at assuring the soundness of the technology heat removal (PAHR) and molten core containment
base upon which licensing decisions are made, and analysis.
includes experiments and model and code develop- In tests performed to date, single fuel pins have
ment, been pulse fission heated in the Annular Core Re-

Sandia has been asked to investigate eight major search Reactor (ACRR) to temperatures resulting in
areas of interest which are intin ately related to over- fuel vaporization. The pins, which have been sur-
all NRC needs. These are rounded by helium or sodium, are contained in a

. rigid pressure vessel which is instrumented with
1. Energetics

thermocouples and pressure transducers and which
2. Fwl Dynam.ics is fitted with a movable piston at its upper end.
3. Core Debns Behavior-Inherent Retention

Estimates of the conversion of thermal energy to4. Aerosol Source Normalization
work result from comparisons of the kinetic energy5. Containment Analysis. of the piston to the fission energy input to the fuel.

6. Elevated Temperature Design Assessment
, Pressure, temperature, and piston displacement his-> 7. LMFBR Accident Delineation

tories are determined for a variety of fuel-coolanto 8. Test and Facility Technology systems and initial conditions. A series of experi-
These major tas_ks are subdivided as necessary into ments with fresh uranium dioxide fuel and sodium

subtasks to facilitate the organization of work and the coolant has been completed. Additional oxide experi-
interaction of subtask results into a body of coherent ments are now being performed. Initial experiments
information which supports the requirements of the with fresh uranium carbide fuel and sodium have
NRC. been performed. Future pin experiments will exam-

ine fiSSi n Product effects in preirradiated fuel. A
1* Ener8etiCS seven-pin trst vehicle for PBE experiments has been

developed.
1.1 Prompt Burst Energetics The scope of the PBE work is being enlarged to

Prompt Burst Energetics (PBE) experiments pro- include separate effects experiments to examine FCI
vide information on the energetic response of var- phenomena between oxide fuel and sodium. The first
ious reactor fuel-clad-coolant systems to superprompt area to be addressed m these studies is to determine if

13
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the oxide / sodium system is capable of supporting expected accuracy of these calculations. This level of
large scale, propagating, escalating interactions and, accuracy is 5% of the transient time scale which,in
if so, to characterize the controlling phenomena. turn,is defined as 4 timea the pulse full width at half
Conceptually, the experiments will examine the re- maximum (FWHM).
sponse of a mixture of relatively large droplets of Examination hagbegun cr determining the char-
molten fuelin a sodium volume to externally applied acteristics and behavion of sodium vapor films sur-

*
- pressure transients. rounding fuel droplets immersed in so ium. This

The PBE-14S experiment was performed in mid- work is directed at assessing the feasibiiuy of the FCI
February. This experiment was designed to study the experiments involving coarse-predispersed-fuel mix- ,

energetics of the oxide / sodium system under condi- tures and will fora the basis of a model to describe<

tions yielding pin failure at high power in the pres- the initial temperature conditions of the fuel and
- ence of significant fuel vapor. The experiment also sodium in those experiments. The current work ex-
provided additional informacion about the failure of amines the dynamic growth of a vapor film around a
fuel pins that are restrained only at one end to aid in hot spherical particle which is suddenly immersed in
the validation of the EXPAND fresh-fuel pin-failure coolant. Of particular interest are the stability,
model. growth rate,and typical thickness of the film and the

The pin failed ~ 7 ms after the peak of the sensitivity of the film behavior to subcooling and
prompt-power pulse at ~ 20% of the peak power. particle size on the 10 ms timescale of the ACRR
Failure was evidenced by a hign amplitude pressure pulse. Preliminary analysis _ indicates that relatively
transient (recorded maximum ~ 100 MPa), consistent thin vapor films and molten fuel surfaces can be
with the predicted fuel vapor pressure. The initial attained for degrees of subcooling between 50 and
transient was followed by other pressure transients, 150 K for particle sizes in the range of interest (1 to 3
including a massive event at the top of the capsule mm diameter).
following piston stoppage. This large secondary The framework for the FCI analysis model is
event, which destroyed both top pressure trans- being assembled to permit evaluation of various
ducers, is (as in other PBE experiments) attributed to phenomenological models with respect to the results
an FCI triggered by the low amplitude pressurization of the FCI separate effects experiments.
arising from compression of the top sodium slug as Hardware design and procurement for future sin-
the piston is decelerated at the end of its travel. gle-p n PBE experiments and coarse-predispersed-

The maximum kinetic energy of the piston (170 J) fuel FCI experiments is in progress along with im-
represented ~ 0.1% of the thermal energy deposited provements in data logging and reduction methods.
in the fuel. The piston responded only to the initial
fuel-vapor-driven pressure transient and stopped as 1.2 Irradiated Fuels Response
the channel was pressurized by sodium vapor. Thus, The Sandia Natioaal Laboratories Irradiated Fuels

,

the observed energy conversion represents only part Response program is aimed at determining the re-
of the total work potential of the system. PBE-14S sponse of fresh and irradiated reactor fuels to both
represents the greatest energy input of any PBE ex. prompt burst (disassembly timescale) and loss-of- ,

peri nent and yielded the most energetic response of flow (LOF) heating conditions. On prompt burst
any oxide-fueled experiment. timescales, the press'are source from both fuel vapor

The validation of the EXPAND model is continu- and fission gases as well as the accelerations pro-
ing with preexperiment modeling of PBE-14S and duced by these pressure sources, are of central impor-
new calculations of the AX1 carbide TREAT experi- tance. Thus, the program in this area centers on
ment. The EXPAND code predicted that PBE-14S determining the effective equation-of-state (EEOS) of
would fail ~ 4 ms earlier than obwrved.This differ- both fresh and irradiated fuels, the dynamics of pres-
ence appears to result from the input data used. surization (rate effects), and the ability of this pres-
Recalculations are in progress using measured ex- sure to disperse fuel. On LOF timescales, the mode of
periment parameters. The results of the AX1 calcula- initial fuel disruption and its timescale for both fresh
tions agree with the experiment results to within the and irradiated fuels are of crucial importance.

14
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1.11 LOF-Tinnescale Fuel Disruption initial gas conditions, is better understood. The re-
maining six FD2 irradiated fuel experiments willA significant ongoing effort in support of the
f 11 w I ter in the year, depending on other exigen-Irradiated Fuels Response program has been the de-
caes and on the availability of the ultraclean shieldedvelopment of a high resolution optical diagnostic
8I **

system to observe and record exper ment results.This
Two gas samples obtained during the FD2.4 irra-development work has evolved into a system which dim fuel test have been analyzed by means of

o uses motion picture photography to provide a real-
pn ma se nning and mass spectrometry. A numbertime record of a fuel pin response under varioa

f f8SSI n Products and the expected hydrocarbonaccident conditions as simulated in the ACRR. From
gases were identified. The source of the hydrocar-o the motion picture record, fuel pin swelling, modes b ns was n t determined. Larger gas samples areof failure and disruption, an.1 other phenomena of

interest are determined. "'C'S*^'Y-
Program personnel have implemented a new,

In the inital series of fuel disruption experiments, S$mP ified Optical path for the fuel-response cinema-
. l

FDI, a significant unexpected result was very rapid EraP y. Two mirrors have been eliminated and anht
and extensive fuel swelling. In addition, this swell, - n- eStmn teleSc Pe will be used. This increasesing, which may be the dominant initial fuel disrup. the light-gathering by at least a factor of 4 and may
tion mechanism in an LOF, unexpecteoiy occurred in all w use f the optical pyrometer.
the restructured, least-gassy region of the fuel. A The high ramp rate (HRR) experiments to be
suitable explanat ... for either of these two phenom- perf rmed in c llabration with de UKAEA are now
ena has not emen,ed yet, and a model remains to be expected to start in June. Thae experiments will
developed. In an effort to provide insight into the - investigate the potential of fission product gases to
mechanisms responsible, some of the FD1 fuelis to be cause fuel dispersal before dispersal would occur
shipped to KfK, Karlsruhe, FRG for post test quantita- Imm fuel vapor pressure alone.
tive examination. The principle investigator visited KfK s ith a

An NRC license to export appropriate fuel was threefold purpose:
received in this quarter. The samples to be shipped
include (1) mixed oxide fuel which was irradiated in

To present an invited talk on FDI and FD2.

the FD1 series of tests and which swelled to varying To discuss the upcoming microscopic analysis.

degrees but did not disrupt, (2) a sample of sibling of the FD1 fuel by KfK

fuel, and (3) five small disks of fresn UO . KfK, To discuss a proposed fuel disruption experi-.

2 ment series, FD4, which would be collaborative
Karlsruhe will perform electron microscopy and gas

between KfK and Sandia.analysis on the mixed oxide fuel.The fresh fue disks
will be pulsed-laser heated for vapor generation and
measurement. Shipment is currently scheduled for 1.2.2 EEOS Preexperiment and

Postexperiment Analysisnext quarter..

The current experiment program centers on the The Sandia EEOS experiments give a direct mea-
second, or FD2 series of 10 sched uled tests. This series surement of fuel pressure vs energy for use in acci-'

includes experiment conditions more prototypic of dent analysis. This direct measurement eliminates'

an LOF than FDI. Experiment geometry, diagnostics, the additional uncertainties in the specific heat above
and fuel handling and heating conditions have been melt that are invoked in pressure-temperature mea-

surements. The pressures in the EEOS experimentsimproved. Four tests, including three with fresh UO2

fuel and one with irradiced mixed oxide, have been are a factor of 2 to 10 higher than those from pressure-
conducted. Results include molten fuel jetting temperature measurements,if currently accepted val-
through a solid outer annulus for the fresh fuel tests, ues of the specil . * 7 used to make the conver-
and chunk breakup for the mixed oxide. sion.

In this quarter, neutronic and thermal response The postexperiment analysis of the EEOS experi-
calculations have continued for the FD2.1-2,4 tes'.s. ments is aimed at (1) investigating the discrepancy
The calculated clad and fuel temperature histories between the pressure-energy and pressure-tempera-
now agree within 5% with those determined experi- ture measurements, and (2) reducing the experimen-
mentally. Gap conductance, a sensitive function of tal uncertainty (some 201)in the energy responsible
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for the pressure range quoted above. The first series became operational during this quarter and some
of CSQ-Il hydrocode calculations for EEOS analysis preliminary measurements have been made.
le.s been completed. The calculations are summa- The apparatus uses Joule heating to raise the
rized and tentative results given. A second series of sample temperature to the region of interest. After
calculations has been started to settle questions of Joule heating was discontinued, surface temperatures
numerical accuracy raised in the first series and to recorded as a function of time revealed that the
investigate the feasibility of code modifications sample cooled linearly with time. Following a short

*
. where no ssary. delay, a rapid temperature excursion was introduced

Increasing emphasis has been placed on design by discharging a capacitor into the sample. The ca-
and preoperiment analysis of the new EEOS series._ pacitor discharge resulted in a temperature in the

*

Investigators have set a design goal of 7% uncertainty jump fuel of an amount corresponding to the magni-
in energy with reliable contamination control. A tude of the instantaneous specific heat. After the
tentative neutronic design and the contamination capacitor discharge, the sample caoled exponentially
control analysis is presented here. The design of an in time while the specific heat reiaxed to the equilib-
in-pile calorimeter for absolute calibration of in-pile rium value. Then, the cooling rate again became
sample energy deposition has been started and will approximately constant. A technique was developed

. be discussed next quarter. to determine the relative magnitude of the instanta-
The goal of 7% uncertainty in energy at 3000 J/g neous specific heat.

deposition appears feasible for the fresh fuel EEOS
experiments. This apparent feasibility is based on
TNOTRAN neutronics calculations involving an oc-
clucer ring. However, a limitation on the accuracy of .

TWOTRAN calculations has delayed a final design 2. Fuel Dynamics
because of the need for independent corroboration.

Because fuel behavior in closed volume, in-pile
EEOS experiments is very sensitive to nonproto- 2.1 Transition Phase
typical contaminants, a program for contamination Following the loss of initial geometry in a core
analysts and control during the preparation of EEOS disruptive accident, and assuming that neither early

,

experiments fuel had previously been started. The shutdown nor rapid hydrodynamic disasserably
-analysis was completed this quarter. takes place, the accident enters the transition phase.

. Estimates of the gas contributions from the differ- The progression of the transition phase toward possi-
ent sources lead to the conclusion that the highest ble second recriticalities may strongly influence the

,

potential for atypical pressure contributions lies in severity of the accident and it is, therefore,important-

the fuel contamination from handling, although cru- to understand in detail the phenomena associated
cible contamination may also be significant. Several with this accident stage. Sandia work is currently

*
likely contaminants were studied and a contaminant- directed toward the mechanics of fuel blockage for-
specific cleaning and handling procedure was estab- mation since this defines conditions leading to recri-
lished. ticality. ,

The formation of fuel blockages by freezing is an
important aspect of the transition phase since this

1.2.3 UO2 Heat Capacity Experiments phenomenon controls fuel penetration through the
High temperature properties of UO are required upper core structure and hence the amount of nega- ,

2

for thermal transient calculations of reactor systems tive reactivity available for accident termination.
under accident conditions. In particular, the heat Heat transfer between flowing molten fuel and ablat-

>

capacity of UO in the . solid phase is needed to ing steel walls which ultimately controls fuel pene-
2

establish the initial energy state for these calcula- tration distance is affected by transpiration as molten

5 steel raoves away from the solid wall and is ablated
Sandia investigators have devised an experiment inte the bulk flow.

to measure the relative values of the equilibrium and The sequence of experiments in the initial series
instantaneous specific heat of UO as well as the ci ACRR in-core fuel freezing experiments has been

2

relaxation time. The facility for these experiments ( efined. These experiments will study freezing of

16
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pure, low-void-fraction, UO over a steel-wall-tem- to provide a continuing interchange of expected data2

perature range of 673 to 1073 K (400 to 800*C), a fuel and analysis results.
temperature range of 3273 to 3973 K (3000* to The design of the initial out-of-pile loop system
3700*C), and a driving pressure range of 10 to 100 has been completed. Most of the major out-of-pile
atm. Heat transfer and neutronic calculations have loop components have been ordered. Several ap-
been performed to provide design information. Fab- proaches for sodium-level-detector instrumentation

0 rication of the experiment packages has begun, are being explored. The design of the initial in-pile
loop continues. Design of the loop-control and data-
acquisition systems is in progress.

2.2 Initial and Extended Fuel Motion The CABRI A2 TOP test was recalculated by using

(IEFM) revised version of the EXPAND code and actual
. . experimental data. The sensitivity of the EXPAND

The purpose of the lEFM Program is to investigate failure model to variations in the power level was
the key phencmena associated with fast reactor initi- found to be greater than the accuracy of the experi-
ating accidents such as a loss of coolant flow (LOF) mental data. The consequences of using UO instead2and transient overpower (TOP) without SCRAM. In of mixed oxide fuel in CABRI tests is under evalua-
these hypothetical accidents, dispersive fuel motion tion. The detectors for the CABRI-calorimeter experi-
is a major source of negative reactivity insertion. ment have been fabricated, tested and shipped to
However, depending upon failure location, failure France. Although five of the nine thermocouple de-
mode and final fuel relocation, positive reactivity tectors failed during mounting at Cadarache, the
effects are also possible. Therefore, it is important t remaining detectors will provide the needed infor-
identify and model phenomena such as fuel motion mation.
inside Ibe clad prior to failure, axial fuel-failure
location, mode of cladding failure, fuel disruption
modes, rate of dispersal, fuel plateout, and extended
ael motion into the blanket (potential for blockage). 2.3 In-Core Fuel Motion Detectior.

Data to support model development and verification The feasibility of in-core fuel motion detection is
of these phenomena are severely limited. being investigated at Sandia because many facilities

Irradiated fuel experiments are currently i:eing w'aich can be used for NRC fast reactor safety tests do
planned that will use the newly developed codel iot have instrumention slots. Also,in those reactors
aperture fuel motion detection system in the ACRR. which do have slots, self-shielding may preclude the
Investigators hope that, because of improved resolu. use of high-resolution techniques for large-scale
tion of this diagnostic device, direct observations of tests. Consequently,7,19, and 37-pin experiments
these phenomena will be possible. These tests in the are being conducted in the SPR-III to test both detec-
ACRR will require operating modes allowing pre- tors and unfolding methods. Following the comple-.

heats at nominal power followed by ramp, or pulse tion of these experiments, fuel motion detection will
power profiles. The required hardware to provide be performed in the ACRR as part of prototype acci-i

o these modes has been constructed. An additional dent situations generated during PBE experiments.
facility needed for these experiments is a flowing Experiments were performed in the SPR-III this
sodium loop. Design of a prototype in-pile loop for quarter to test the feasioility of in-core fuel motion
single fresh fuel pin tests is currently underway. An detection, using platinum self-powered detectors
out-of-pile loop has already been designed and will (Pt-SPD) outside of the fuel bundie to monitor fuel
be available this year. The out-of-pile loop will aid in motion. The detectors were located outside a seven-

P n fuel bundle in such a way location simulatesithe design of the in-pile loop and experiment plan-
ning. A program (Phase 2), involving a matrix of tests placement in the soldium bypass loop of a true fast
directed at specific issues,is proposed as a follow up reactor LOF or TOP experiment.
to the prototype loop program. The unfolding analysis of these experiments is

These experiments are complementary to those still under development. However, preliminary anal-
currently being performed in the CABRI reactor in ysis of the detector responses has been completed.
France. Consequently, cooperative efforts are under- The responses appear lower than those in the high-
way through the ACRR/CABRI exchange agreement resolution experiments, as expected. The detector
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responses of interest here changed by 3% to 5% as all 7 One aspect of melt / concrete interactions that
pins were moved away from the detector whereas the must be addressed in modeling their long term be-
signal change was about 15% for the high-resolution havior is the crust formation and growth that occurs

experiments. during solidification of the oxidic phase of the melt.
In addition to development of Pt-SPDs, a signifi- Crust formation is expected around the periphery of

cant effort is ongoing to develop a thick film self the melt where temperatures are lowest. One materi-
'

powered detector (TF-SPD) which has different sen- al property that undoubtedly plays a significant role
sitivities from those of Pt-SPDs. Afore experimental in the process of crust formation is viscosity. The
and developmental work is necessary before a choice viscosity of single phase siliceous melts increases ,

of detectors or an appropriate combination of detet dramatically with decreasing temperature. As the
tors can be made, melt temperature falls below its liquidus value, the

precipitation of solids will produce a two-phase slur-
ry having a viscosity different form that of the single
phase melt because of the presence of the solid par-
ticulate.

"veral correlations of the viscosities of slurries3. Core Debris Behavior- are available. For all the correlations, viscosity in.
,

Inherent Retention creases as sotia particies are adaea. viscosities be-
come quite large when the volume fraction of solids
exceeds abcut 0.9.

3.1 Molton Core Containment Numerous analytic attempts are being made to
estimate the attack on higO by molten reactor fuel,

If, following a major reactor accident the core using thermal ablation formalism. The formulationdebris is not permanently coolable, the debris will f the problem consists of approximating the reactor
penetrate the reactor vessel, and come into contact fuel as pure UO:, assuming some directional de-
with structural and containment materials.The inter- pendence of heat rejection from the molten pool,and
action of the melt with these materials causes (1) using heat rejected from the pool into the higO as the
pressurization of the containment structure, (2) re,
lease of the radioactive aerosols,and (3) erosion of the c ntrolling factor in determining the ablation rate.

The higO/UO system is far from ideal. Conse-2containment. The attack of high temperature, reactor
quently, the ablation rates calculated even with ideal

core materials on containment materials is the focus heats of solvation will still be lower bounds on the
of this task. true ablation rates.

This quarter has been devoted primarily to devel-
oping techniques for examination and posttest analy- In response to interest in the liquid pathway of
sis on in-pile and out-of-pile experiments involving fission product release following a core-meltdown *

the interaction of molten UO + (La2O + steel)with accident at a nuclear power plant, an effort to exam-
2 3

commercial grade ceramic materials. The focus is on ine, in an exploratory fashion, the aqueous leaching i

electron microprobe chemical analysis of the pro- of corium mixtures with concrete was wmpleted. ,

ducts of the reactions of molten core simulant with Leach studies were done on a basaltic concretr-
AfgO and higAl 0, bricks. This analysis is providing corium mixture of known composition. Acidity of

2
leach liquor is the most important factor in the lea-information on diffusion and meiting reactions in

the bricks. The information th as obtained leads to
chability of the mixtures. Water chemistry can be

estimates of both equilibrium and kinetic factors important if coordinating ions such as phosphate are

controlling the mechanism of attack. present in solution. Cerium, lanthanum, and cesium

The analytical method takes full advantage of the
are the most easily leached fission products.

The construction and installation of the large melt
accuracy, precision, and automated capability of the

facility was completed and two shakedown experi-Sandia electron microprobe. The approach being con-
sidered here was tested sufficiently to assure its ap- ments were performed by using a dummy graphite

load. In the second shakedown experiment the fur-
plicability and utility. Samples of appropriate materi- nace reached the design temperature of 3273 K
als from previous experiments have been selected for

(3000 C).analyses and are now being prepared.
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3.2 PAHR Debris Bed Specific Power Profiles and deposition were sub-

Requirements for the safe shutdown of an LMFBR ject to post-experiment analysis. This analysis re-

have led to many studies of Post Accident Heat vealed a discrepancy between the measured power
deposition and that calculated by the neutronic codeRemoval (PAHR) from disrupted-core geometries.
TWOTRAN 11. As a result, the helium loop powerStudies of in-vessel and ex-vessel PMIR have been
diagnostics and the neutronic calculation were re-motivated largely by- the significant reduction in
viewed. The reponse of the helium loop power diag-radiological hazard potential which results from re-,

n Stics W S experimentally quantified.tention of fuel and coolant within the primary or
Refinements in neutronic calculations were made

secondary containments. to imProv2 the accuracy of bed-power predictions.Following a core disruptive accident, molten core
materials may exit the core region and contact sodi-
um where solid fuel debris will be formed and col-
lected or Norizontal surfaces within the ve:,sel. This
debris is s..ll capable of generating significant power 3.2.2 Debris Bed Experiment D5
through the decay of fission products. Should insuffi- Debris bed experiment D5 is the first experiment
cient cooling be afforded by natural processes, the in which bed behavior at extended post dryout condi-
debris could remelt and threaten the vessel. The tions will be investigated. The three objectives are
purpose of this task is to determine the natural cool- (1) to observe bed behavior at elevated temperatures
ing of such debris. under varying conditions of sodium subcooling, (2)

to evaluate crucible design for future high tempera-
ture experiments, and (3) to evaluate double contain-

3.2.1 Debris Bed Experiment D4 ment concepts for D-series experiments. D5 is in the
early design stages. Prelimi -- y stress analysis on the

Debris bed experiment D4 was the fourth in a high temperature crucible norly completed and
series of experiments designed to provide quantita- indicated that the present .esign will meet all thetive information on the behavior of debris beds design measurements without crucible damage or
formed from reactor materials following a core-melt

{a lure. Thermal analysis has been completed andaccident. The analysis of the D4 data continued with indicated a maximum temperature of 2073 K can be
~ a detailed analysis of the experiment control runs and reached within the crucible while maintaining a
the review of the deposition and profile of the debris led temperature on the outer crucible wall. Insu c
bed power. Control run analysis allowed observation addition, investigators have mitiated thermal analy-
of the debris bed at a specific power of 0.27 kW/kg sis n the overall experiment package. Analysis will
and a temperature of 573 K. The debris bed was f Ilow. V ri us c nstruction and fabrication projectse.
cooled primarily by conduction. Information on the are in Progress to support D5.
effective conductivity allowed identification of bed"

characteristics and changes in these characteristics.*

These postchange conditions define the initial bed
conditions for the next series of dryout experiments. 3.2.3 Debris Bed Experiment D6
A two-region conduction phenomenon observed in Debris bed experiment D6 will investigate the

coolability of UO debris by natural convection inthe first control run led to speculation that a local 2

region of large resistance may be responsible. Agree- sodium following an LMFBR accident. D6 differs
ment between the predicted and measured tempera- from previous experiments in that a m. died bed is
tures tends to confirm the responsibility of local to be used to determine the characteristics of a bed in
resistance. Additional analysis on effective conduc. which particle size varies as a function of depth. A
tivity(k,,,) has resulted in a calculated k,,,of 34 W/ra- detailed design drawings for the D6 experiment have

K as compared to a predicted value of 27 W/m-K. been completed. Fabrication of all uperiment com-
Undefined uncertainties are the causes of the vari- ponents has been initiated. A problem with vessel
ance between calculated and predicted k,,,. These fabrication arose as a void was discovered in the weld

must be resolved prior to additional analysis, of the debris-bed-vessel upper section. A reweld will
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be attempted but salvaging the part is doubtful. This downward heat-removal capability.) One prediction
problem is expected to delay fabrication by about a of the model is that the dryout power (or combined
month. Various analyses are underway to assure ade- upward and downward heat fluxes) fora bed of fixed
quate equipment performance.. height can increase by as much as a factor of 4 with

- downward boiling (and even more with subcooling
and conduction). This has an impact on core-catcher

3.2.4 PAHR Debris Bed Analysis design since the support plate must be thin enough to
,

pass this enhanced heat flux. The model also suggests
the possibility of core catchers for water-cooled reac-3.2.4.1 A General Dryout Model
tors since downward heat removal is no longer limit-

A general model for incipient dryout in debris ed by the low thermal conductivity of water.
'

beds has been developed This model includes the
effects of both laminar and turbulent flow in both the
vapor and the liquid phases. It also includes the 3.2.4.3 Zion-Indian Point Filtered Vending
driving forces of both gravity and capillary action. Containment System Studies
The laminar limit is similar to that of Shires and The general nature of events surrounding a PWR
Stevens. The laminar limit for very deep beds is reactor vessel failure following a core meltdown was
similar to that of Hardee and Nilson (and with fur- subjected to a cursory analysis to assess the impact of
ther restrictive assumptions is similar to the deep bed such events on a containment building filtered vent.
model of Dhir and Catton). The very turbulent limit The major findings are as follows:
for very deep beds is similar to the flooding model of The location and size of a vessel rupture could+

Ostensen. The model is based on first principles and significantly affect the pressure history in con-
contains only empirical constants which were ob- tainment and the subsequent loading on the
tained from areas other than dryout studies. Yet g;g
when the model is applied to published dryout dat A significant pressure rise in a containment+

(126 points involving 5 different fluids and many building could occur from molten debris drop-
different particle diameters and bed heights) agree- ping into the reactor cavity if there is adequate
ment with the data appears to be better than in all gg ;
other models (some of which include parameters The coolability of in-vessel or ex-vessel particle.

determmed from direct fitting of the models to the beds by natural circulation (assuming an ade-
dryout data themselves). quate coolant supply) can neither be assured

A major prediction of the general modelis that the nor precluded at this time. However current
dependence of dryout heat flux on particle diameter data and models suggest that ex-vessel beds
decreases from a square dependence to a square root may be coolable, especially if less than all of
dependence as the particle diameter increases. Thus the core material is involved in the bed.
the use of the Dhir-Catton or Hardee-Nilson models ,

for beds with a large particle diameier will result in a
i

large overprediction of the dryout flux. (The transi-
tion occurs for the particle diameters of ~ l mm for 3.2.5 LWR Related Activities ,

both sodium and water.) An interim review of current modeling of in-
vessel meltdown in an LWR was performed. The
objective was an assessment of the applicability of

3.2.4.2 Bottom Cooling and Downward Boiling current models to the process of specifying possible.
The presence of strong capillary forces in debris accident mitigation measures. Significant uncertain-

beds implies that downward boiling is possible in a ties, caused either by modeling problems or phe-
'

bed, provided that the support plate is sufficiently nomenological unknowns, have been identified and
cool to condense the downward flowing vapor. Ex- recommendations are made for resolution of some of
tension of the laminar limit of the general model the uncertainties. Elounds for the identified uncer-
(above) to include downward boiling results in equa- tainties could not be established without further
tions for the upward and downward heat fluxes at study. Visualizations of alternate meltdown hypo-
dryout for a bottom-cooled bed. (These equations do theses are offered. The report will be published in
not include condition effects, which would add to the April.
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3.3 PAHR Molten Pool . these uncertainties has received high priority atten-

The PAHR Molten Pool program interfaces close- - . tion this quarter. A new ultrasonic thermometer sys- -

' ly with both the Molten Core Containment and the . tem is under development with the objective of im-

PAHR Debris Bed programs. After a major reactor Proving its overall reliability and accuracy. A
accident, if the' core-material debris is uncoolaale it significant part of this development will require that

* will progress to a molten state.The progression of the signal reflections from containment seals be elimi-
.

nated,' as they have been a cause of substantial errordebris to a molten state and the interactior; of the
in in-P e experiments. Power measurment tech-ilmelt with structural and core retention i.aterial is

~ being experimentally investigated in the Molten niques for use in large debris beds of fuel particulate''

Pool studies. High-temperature, laboratory furnace are also being developed. Both tasks should be com-
P eted in time for the next in-pile molten pool experi-ltests and first-of-a-kind neutronically heated experi-

' ment, MP-5S, which is scheduled to be conducted
. ments are providing significant aeta on many PAHR-
: related issues, including the thermal response of shortly after next quarter.~

dried UO anil steel particulate beds to internal decay In addition to the above activities, the experimen-
3

heating, the formation of crust and voids in pools of tal matrix of out-of-pile UO /MgO interactions dis-2

internally heated molten fuel material, and the inter- cussed in the_ last two quarterlies was extended to

action of hot fuel debris with core structure and include the effect of ZrO,and La O to better simulate2 3

retention material. As with other safety research pro- fuel melt compositions. In all tests, the rate of the
inter etion increased while the threshold tempera-grams, the experimental results are being used to
ture f r the interaction decreased. The effect of La203- develop and verify analytical models to study reactor

' behavior under a wide variety of accident conditions. w s.significantly greater than that of ZrO . These2

To date, Sandia has performed four in-pile fission- tests have shown the need to properly simulate fuel

heated experiments in the Annular Core Pulse and material e mPositions in the study of core retention
m terialinteractions.

Research Reactors (ACPR and ACRR)and three more
are planned through FY 1981. The fourth experiment
examined the effect of internal heating on the attack
of magnesium oxide brick by overlying hot solid UO 2 .

particulate.: Ultrasonic thermometry was used suc. 3.4 Fragmentation
cessfully,in' these experiments to measure tempera- Most severe accidenycenarios for advanced sodi-
tures up to 3150 K in environments hostile to thermo- um-cooled reactor systems' involve the production of
couples and optical pyrometryi The temperature significant amounts of molten fuel and steel. The
measurements from these experiments are being ultimate dispersal of this molten material often de-
used to obtain heat flux distributions (i.e., the amount pends on either bulk freezing the melt or establish-

.~ - of heat lost to surroundings vs the amount of heat ing coolable particulate beds. Scenarios which differ-
! directed toward the attack of supporting structure) entiate between the dispersal modes involve

F and material property data (i.e., thermal condactivity questions of the fragmentation of substantial quanti-
* - - of mixed UO /5 teel Particle beds). ties of melt when contacted with coolant. Previous

2

This. quarter, reduction of the data from the re- investigations yielding quantitative information in-
, cently conducted MP-4 in-pile experiment was com- volve very small quantities of fuel melt, leaving
. pleted. Temperature and energy deposition profiles unanswered the question as to whether or not large
were compared against existing heat transfer and quantities would yield different particulate size dis-
neutronic models. The comparisons, which are pre- tribution because of vapor blanking of the bulk
liminary, indicate some discrepancies in the models stream. A knowledge of particle size distributions is
and are pointing to the fact that radiation heat trans- crucial to the resolution of postaccident coolability of
fer may be_ more dominant in particulate beds than cores which have been reduced to rubble.
previously believed. As with previous molten pool Following whole-core accidents in which all, or
experiments, uncertainties in material properties, most, of the sodium remains in the reactor vessel,
and in the ultrasonic thermometry and fuel bed molten / vaporized core materials and sodium will
energy deposition data have made the thermal analy- come in contact, resulting in sudden freezing and
sis of these tests very difficult Resolution of some of fragmentation of the core debris, which may then
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settle on various surfaces within the vessel. If recriti- with measurements of fragment-weight fraction, will
calities do not occur, this fragmentation and onset of give the variation in the void fraction of the bed.
settling roughly denotes the beginning of the post- Test FRAG 12, performed during this quarter, was
accident sequence. ,1esigned' to investigate the effect of the melt /

In this program, melts of core material about a concrete and sodium / concrete interactions on the
factor of 10 larger than previously used are contacted fragmentation process and the formation of the de-
with sodium. Characterization of the fragmented de- bus bed. Twenty kg of metallothermic melt, pro- .

bris size and the settling of this debris within the duced in a crucible with a limestone concrete bottom
residual sodium pool are the most important results and higO sidewalls, were subject to a teem of 23 kg of
expected from this program. high temperature sodium. The sodium was released a

Gamma ray densitometry measurements of the 10.7 s after ignition of the melt. Audio signals indicat-
residual sodium pool in test FRAG 11 are reported ed six separate interactions lasting a total of 1.87 s.
this quarter.This test involved deposition of sodium Other phenomena accompanied the interactions. The

- coolant onto a pool of molten core material. Initial temperature response of the concrete, as monitored
results from the densito.netry measurement indicate with thermocouples embedded in the concrete,
the presence of large fragments (> 28 mm diameter) shows that the reaction front of the sodium / concrete
throughout the bed and that the debris had not interaction reached a depth of 63 mm at 8 min and

. leveled within the sodium pool. Large debris has not 1.27 mm at 21.5 min. As a result of the interaction, the
- been encountered in previous tests involving molten higO sidewalls were heavily eroded up to 20 mm.
core material streaming into a sodium pool. This phenomenon did not appear in previous frag-

The unusual results from test FRAG 11 on debris mentation experiments.
size and bed leveling may be a consequence of pre-
mature freezing of portions of the core debris before 3.5 Sodium Containment and

, ,

it was quenched by sodium.
Test FRAG 12 was run during this quarter. This Structural Integrity

test was similar to test FRAG 11 except the, pool of The interaction of sodium with concrete will ap-
molten core debris was formed in contact with con- pear in a variety of fast reactor scenarios. Such inter-
crete rather than higO. The debris / coolant interac- actions could develop in severe, core-disruptive acci-
tion was quite vigorous in this test. The 2000-kg test dents and in milder accidents that do not involve the
apparatus was moved laterally about 2 cm as a result core. Research in this program has shown that
of this interaction. Early results on the posttest exami- sodium / concrete interactions involve two distinct
nation suggest both vigorous attack on the concrete phases. The first phase is relatively mild and involves
and AfgO cavity walls took place. No data are yet only the exothermic reaction of the sodium with
available on the debris formed during the interaction water from the concrete. The rate of this reaction is
test. believed to be controlled by the rate of heat transfer ,

Gamma-ray den 3itometry measurements were into the concrete and the consequent thermal decom-
imade of core samples from fragmentation test FRAG position of hydrates and hydroxides in the concrete.

11. Several core samples were taken, of which some The USINT code, developed as part of this program, ,

were unsuccessful, probably because of fragments is a useful model of the heat and mass transfer within
comparable in diameter to the sampling tubes. A full the concrete during the mild first stage of sodium /
core sample could usually be obtained within a few concrete interactions.
centimeters of an unsuccessful attempt. Dunny this quarter, the USINT code was im-

Gamma-ray scans were made 90 degrees apart for proved and used to predict data from tests conducted
each sample. The density variations between the two at HEDL on heated concrete. Predicted and measured

- directions were quite large and the density variations temperatures within the concrete agree quite closely.
in the bed were also very large.These variations were Pressures within the concrete were less accurately
due to the large fragments. For the scale of the predicted. Also during ti.;s quarter, magnetite con-
samples, the bed structure was nonuniform, the high crete was characterized to provide data for the USINT
density partion of the bed bein; thicker near the code.
walls J.an in the center. The average density in both The second phase of sodium / concrete interac-
of these regions was 3.7g/cm2.These results, together tions is exceptionally exothermic. During this phase,
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actual erosion of the conct ete takes place. The sodium accident, fuel vapor may be produced which subse-
. temperature rises to' near boiling. Temperatures at - quently condenses to form small particulate debris

_ .

the reaction front are even higher. (molten or solid) which can be transported to the
Prediction of transition from the mild to the ener- - upper vessel regions and through breaks which may

getic phase of sodium / concrete interactions and pre- have occurred in the vessel. The possibility of trans-
~

' diction of the rate of the energetic phase are required porting this material depends strongly on its initial
for analysis of the safety of fast reacm. Once these character.,
predictions can be made, heat generation,= aerosol Particu. ate debris produced from in-pile (ACRR)
generation and gas generation can be easily derived. experiments is being characterized to determine the

4 ~ ' Experimental characterization of the transition | physical properties of fuel particles resulting from
_

from the mild to the energetic phase of the interac- the vaporization and melt breakup of fuel pins sub-
E tion has been handicapped because the transition has jected to simulated overpower excursions. The char-

been observed only;in relatively large-scale tests. acteristics of these particles are being compared with
. Energetic interactions.have never been observed in those produced by out-of-pile experiments at ORNL
small tests (< 50 lb sodium) either in this research .which are part of the NRC sponsored aerosol trans-

' program or in work elsewhere. Without the ability to port program. Subsequent in-pile studies will exam-
_

do rapid, low cost tests, empirical description of the ine the interaction of particles with the supporting
.

. transition is a time-consuming effort. structure and with sodium.
- During this quarter, some promising results arose In a recent series of experiments at ORNL, fuel

in the small-scale testing program to suggest that debris was sampled and fuel temperatures measured
small-scale tests may be triggered to enter the ener-- by methods previously demonstrated at Sandia's
getic phase. A small-scale test with basaltic concrete ACPR.

.~

. proceeded much the same as in the past. That is, only _
ture response of an exposed fuel pellet in a stack of

Previous quarterlies have described the tempera-
' the mild phase of the interaction was observed. How-
ever, after some time the test call ruptured and sodi- fuel pellets when the stack was resistively heated to

, um drained away from the h' eaters and the concrete. vapor. Calibrated photographic film was used to mea-
As the sodium drained away, exothermic excursions - sure the temperatures of the fuel surface and of the

- were recorded by thermocouples 'used in 'the test. bottom of a hole drilled to the pellet centerline.
This suggests that.the energetic reaction was trig- Several tests established the accuracy of the tempera-

~gered by either increased heating of_ the pool that ture measurements.
.

resulted when much of the sodium.was lost from the - Sandia has continued to cooperate with ORNL in
cell or flow of the sodium across the concrete as the a joint program of aerosol studies in which the results

: sodium drained. These possibilities will be pursued of out-of-pile and in-pile aerosol experiments are
_

L in_ future small-scale tests. . being compared and analyzed. The_ purpose of these
Characterization of the transition of the sodium / studies is to determine the validity of each type of test' ' ' concrete interactions, that has been possible in this to portray the behavior of aerosols in actual reactor-

: program, has been 'significant. Enough data _ have _ accident situations. This joint effort is expected to
.

been accumulated to begin construction of a model of ' continue.. . .

'*
the interaction. The early form of this model is de-
scribed here. Though the model is far from complete,
it contains operative phenomena now believed to be
important -in_ the interaction. This model should 5. Containment Analysis

,

guide future experimentation and, eventually, con-
stitute the basis for systematizing data generated by
this research program. This task is directed toward d. veloping a general

comprehensive containment systems code (CON-
TAIN) which will be a basic computational tool for

4.' Aerosol Source Normalization the analysis of a variety of possible postaccident
sequences, generally beginning with primary con-
tainment failure and proceeding to the determina-

During an energetic hypothetical core disruptive tion of the radiological release from the secondary
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Executive Summary

contaireent failure. Core-melt accidents, energetic As part of the current ZIP Study, CONTAIN is
disassemblies, reactor vessel rupture, and large scale being modified for application to problems with
sodium spills are addressed. Existing containment condensable atmosphere such as the steam encoun-
models are being adapted where feasible and new tered in LWR events. When completed, the atmo-
models are being supported by containment-related sphere calculation in CONTAIN will handle mix-
experiment p rograms, some of which are described in tures of noncondensable and condensable gases and

*previous sections. Major phenomena are their condensation on aerosols and structures.
Postaccident heat removal+

Debris bed behavior+
,

Vessel failure+

%acrete-sodium interactions 6. Elevated Temperature Desion*

oConcrete-melt interactions.

Melt-sodium interactions Assessment+

Liner response+

Sodium pool / spray burning+

Chemical reactions products and kinetics The primary objectives of the elevated-tempera-+

Gas flow, pressurization and venting character- ture design assessment studies are to (1) develop+

istics correlative NDE techniques that can be used to moni-
Heat transfer (pool / wall / atmosphere) tor progressive creep, fatigue, and combined creep-+

Fission product chemistry and inventory fatigue damage in materials used in advanced reactor+

Aeresol transport behavior primary- and secondary-loop components; (2) evalu-+

During this quarter, CONTAIN's capabilities con- ate analytical methods (and correlate with experi-
tinued to increase. The principal improvement has mental data) for creep buckling of advanced-reactor
been the inclusion of a new aerosol module. components operating at elevated temperatures; and
MAEROS, a new state-of-the-art aerosol code, has (3) design, fabricate, and operate a multiaxial creep-
now been incorporated into CONTAIN. MAEROS fatigue facility for the purpose of evaluation of creep-
uses a sectional treatment of the size distribution fatigue damage rules.
function for aerosol particles. Further, MAEROS al-
lows simulation of multispecies aerosols under the
assumption that agglomeration and settling effects 6.1 Uniaxial Creep-Fatigue Behavior
are functions solely of particle size. This treatment A 2.25Cr-1Mo steel specimen from ORNL was
provides new capabilities in aerosol modeling which examined with transmission electron microscopy '

will allow more mechanistic treatment of aerosol (TEM). The specimen was cycled at 811 K at the low
composition in CONTAIN. MAEROS also calculates strain range of 0.001 with a 0.05-h compressive hold

- *the effects of vapor condensation on aerosol dy- period. These conditions prevailed for 8124 h after
namics. Sensitivity calculations with MAEROS have which the strain range was increased to 0.004 and ,

investigated aerosol behavior in a light water reactor cycling was continued to failure. Examination of the ,

(LWR) TMLB' scenario as part of the Zion-Indian sample revealed that only thermal aging effects h-
Point (ZIP) Study. occurred and that the strain range-temperature com-

The reconstructed version of CONTAIN, reported bination used in the test did not cause added carbide
last quarter, has now successfully run a test problem- precipitation. Further, the dislocasion density was
CONTAIN now has a more general heat transfer very low cons 2dering the 3733 cycles given the speci-
model which allows an arbitrary number of heat men prior to failure. These observations indicate th at
transfer nodes in a cell. This permits the heat-sink accelerated testing of 2.24Cr-1Mo steel at high than
and surface deposition effects of piping, equipment, service temperatures needs to be re-evaluated.
etc, to be modeled in addition to the walls. floor,and Thirteen experiments wes conducted on tubular
roof. A major revision of the plot package is under- biaxial specimens of 316 stainless steel at 866 K to
way. When it is completed, a more useful set of plots checkout the multiaxial test facility and specimen
will be available to allow more efficient assessment of design and to enmpa e the biaxial results with exist-
the voluminous ciutput from CONTAIN. ing data. The sp< cimens were cycled until leaking
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Executive Summary

was noted, the pressure was then shut off, and cy- must focus on quantification of the SHRS fault tree
cling was continued until a crack had propagated because of its complexity, its sensitivity to common
approximately 50% around the circumference. This mode and common cause effects, and the importance
effort r viated that much more energy was required of protected accident sequences to the analysis of
to initiate cracking than to propagate it. In addition, overall LMFBR uses. Assessment of the applicability
results were reproducible and indicated that tubular of several computer codes to Phase 11 efforts was
specimens had shorter lifetimes than did solid speci- initiated; codes considered included the LMFBR-

mens, that the amount of wall thickness of tubular plant-systems code BRENDA, the fault tree evalua-
*

specimens had minimal effect on life length, and that tion code SETS, and the AUTOET event tree evalua-
tensile holds significantly shorter life, tion code. The accident initiation and engineered

safety-systems response portions of the LAffBR Acci-,

dent Delineation Study Phase i Firal Report (henceforth

7. LMFBR Accident Delineation called the Phase 1 Report) were completed in draft
form.

In the accident phenomenology area, the major
The principal objective of this program is to deter. task for this quarter was the preparation of the Phase

mine the applicability of event tree methodology to I Report, with work centering on four subtasks. These
were:all phases of LMFBR accidents. The results of the

study are intended to (1) provide a demonstrated
methodology for developing accident sequence dia- A substantial expansion and revision of pro-.

grams for an LMFBR,(2) identify and systematize the tected accidents
key phenomena and phenomenological or system Delineation of the late stages of local fault.

uncertainties in the accident sequences, and (3) illus- propagation accidents
trate the methodology by determining the dominant Incorporation of recent SIMMER-II computer.

accident sequences. code calculations into the delineation of ULOF
Sandia National Laboratories initiated the LMFBR tratisition and fuel dispersal phases

Accident Delineation Study to examine the applica- Exploring the applicability of two representa-.

bility of logic techniques, such as event and favit tree tion techniques, other than event trees, to de-
methods in the overall tafety assessment of advanced lineation of LMFBR accident phenomenology.
reactor power systems. The purpose of this study is to
(1) delineate the significant accident sequences in
candidate advanced reactors,(2) develop the method-
ologies necessary to estimate the relative importance Of these subtasks, the first (protected-accident delin-
of both specific accident sequences and key phenom. eation) is considered to be the most vnportant. It
ena within these sequences, and (3) utilize this per- further highlighted the need for the LMFBR safety
spective on important accident sequences to focus community to devote much more atten. ion to p o-,

research resources on the most crucial reactor safety tected accident delineation and related ssues, since

issues. This is a broad based program which combines Protected accidents may contribute morv to the total
logical and analytie methodologies in an attempt to societal risk of LMFBR systems than do unprotectedo

pn sent a state-of-the-art view of important accident accidents.
features. Early phases of this study have used the In the postaccident phenomenology area, the
CRBRP as an illustrative facility. Future efforts will event trees defining the postaccident phenomenol-
be directed toward proposed candidate LMFBR de- ogy were modified during this period. These modifi-
signs when design information becomes available. cations improved the capability of the trees to repre-

Fault trees for detection, SCRAM, and shutdown sent in-vessel and ex-vessel energetic recriticalities,
heat ren oval systems (SHRS) in the CRBRP were to represent primary sodium spills not involving a
comp eted during this quarter and data collecticn for CDA, and to reflect feedback from experimental and
quantification during Phase II of the Accident Delin. analytical information in the future. Substantial ef-
cation Study was initiated. Sandia program person- forts were devoted to preparation of the Phase I
nel became aware that a mcjor portion of the effort in Report. At NRC request, a listing of LMFBR contain-
the Engineered Safety Systems area during Phase Il ment research and development needs was compiled.
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Executive Summary

8. Test and Facility noise in the active detector recordings appears to be
'" * 8 ' i"-Technolobv The CAIS is being prepared for full-scale Prompt/

Burst Ene;getics Tests to be conducted in August
1980.

8.1 ACRR Fuel-Motion Detection 8.2 ACRR Status
System Durin8 this quarter, modification of the ACRR

The Coded Aperature Imaging Fuel Motion De- continu.d with the objective of improving its perfor-
tection System (CAIS) is being declared operational mance in several ways including giving it a capacity .

because recent tests prove that it will supply very for increased power levels, faster control rod drive
useful information during experiments simulating speeds, an enhanced pulse shaping capability. This
core disruptive accidents. Added shielding in the modification was not only applicable to the reactor
instrumentation chamber has increased the signal-to- itself, but also involved the installation and testing of
noise ratio at the detector plane by a factor of 10. The several pieces of auxiliary equipment for program-
recent tests have also shown that CaWO. is still the ming ACRR operating modes.
best scintillator among those tested. The major re- The initial character eation of the programmed
maining background at the detector plane is generat- transient rod withdras al (TRW) mode was per-
ed in the region of the canister, in the center of the formed under control sf the eight-segment hard-
core, which holds the fuel pin. Quality coded images wired programmer. The initial attempt at a high-
have been obtained through the active system and power square wave resulted in a power level of 37 3
were recorded on 35mm film. The major source of MW for 4 s with an energy release of 150 MJ.

I
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Advanced Reactor Safety Research Program
Quarterly Report
January-March 1980

'

1. Energetics

.

1.1 Prompt Burst Energetics (K. O. Reil,
4423; M. F. Young,4425; J. T. Hitchcock, 4424)

1.1.1 Introduction
Prompt Burst Energetics (PBE) experiments pro- thermocouples and pressure transde~rs and fitted

vide information on the energetic response of v,r- with a movable piston a; i's upper end. Estimates of
ious reactor fuel-clad-coolant systems to superprompt the conversion of thermal energy to work result from
critical conditions. This program is directed at charac. comparism of the. kinetic energy of the piston to the
terizing the phenomena which result in pressure fission energy input to the fuel. Pressure, tempera-
generation and the conversion of thermal energy to ture, and piston displacement histories are deter-
work, and at understanding the reactivity effects mined for a variety of fuel-coolant systems and initial
arising from rapid coolant voiding and initial fuel conditions. A series of experiments with fresh urani-
motion. These experiments examine integral effects um dioxide fuel and sodium coolant has been com-
of fuel-clad-coolant interactions (FCI), fission gas re- pleted. Additional oxide experiments are now being
lease and fuel and fission product vapor pressures performed. Future pin experiments will examine fis-
during superprompt critical core disruptive accidents sion product effects in preirradiated fuel. A seven-
and determine the potential for damage to the prima- pin test vehicle for PBE experiments has been devel-
ry containment. The rate of coolant voiding in a oped.
positive reactivity void-coefficient system deter- The scope of the PBE work is being enlarged to
mines the reactivity insertion rate and hence the include separate effects experiments to examine FCI
magnitude of the transient under accident condi- phenomena between oxide fuel and sodium. The first
tions. The experimental work is closely interfaced area to be addressed in these studies is to determine if
with analytical efforts to develop models which the oxide / sodium system is capable of supporting
uniquely describe the observed phenomena for in- large-scale, propagating, escalating interactions and*

corporation into predictive accident analysis as well if so, to characterize the controlling phenomena.
as to provide data to verify existing accident analysis Conceptually, the experiments will examine the re-
codes. These experiments also provide information sponse of a mixture of relatively large droplets of*

about the thermodynamic states and spatial distribu- molten fuelin a sodium volume to externally applied
tion of fuel, clad, and coolant following a super- pressure transients.
prompt excursion. These data serve as initial condi- During this quarter the PBE-14S experiment was
tions for postaccident heat removal (PAHR) and assembled and performed. This experiment was de-
molten core containment analysis. signed to study the energetics of the oxide / sodium

In tests performed to date, single fuel pins have system under conditions yielding pin failur it high
been pulse fission heated in the Annular Core Re. power in the presence of significant fuel vaper. The
search Reactor (ACRR). (and previously in the Annu. experiment also provided additional information
lar Core Pulse Reactor (ACPR)) to temperatures re- about the failure of fuel pins that are restrained only

sulting in fuel vaporization. The pins, which have at one end to aid in the validation of the EXPAND
been surrounded by helium or sodium, are contained fresh-fuel pin-failure model. Current EXPAND work

in a rigid pressure vessel which is instrumented with has involved preexperiment modeling of PBE-14S
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and postexperiment calculation of the AX1 carbide! pressure transient is consistent with the fuel vapor
experiment in TREAT. pressure predicted by the EXPAND pin failure model

Examination has begun to determine the charac- (see Section 1.1-3). The channel remained pressur-
teristics and behavior of sodium; vapor films sur- ized for ~ 40 ms after the initial transient.
rounding fuel droplets immersed in sodium. This
work is directed at assessing the feasibility of the FCI Table 1-1 PBE-14S Initial Conditions and Results
experiments involving coarse predispersed fuel mix- Fuel material UO
tures. Current work will'also form the basis of a Fuel enrichment (% U-235) 14
model to describe mitial temperature conditions for - Polyethylene moderator .
fuel and sodium in those experiments thickness (mm) 6.35 ,

- An FCT analysis model is being .'.ssembled to initial temperature (K)- 773
permit evaluation of various phenomenological mod- Initial pressure (MPa) 0.22
els with respect to the results of FCI separate effects Reactor pulse mode Single *

experiments.

Reactor yield (MJ) 340
Pulse full width at half

. .

1.1.2 Prompt Burst _ Energetics Experiment maximum (ms) . 7.1
. PBE-14S . Maximum radially averaged energy

- The PBE-14S experiment was performed in Febru-- deposition (J/g) 3980

ary 1980 and was the second experiment in the cur - Total energy deposition (kJ) 237

: rent series of PBE experiments. The objectives were to Maximum pressure at top
obtain information about the energetics of the fresh of capsule (MPa) 82

oxide / sodium system for high en'ergy deposition in Maximum pressure at bottom
the fuel and to provide 'more data about failure of- ' of capsule (MPa) 100

pins that are restrained only at one end. PBE-14S was . Maximum piston kinetic energy (J) 170
designed to produce pin failure during the reactor Piston energy conversion ratio 1x104

pulse in the presence of significant fuel vapor pres-
sure. To achieve this design goal, a 14benriched ,, _ ., .. _ , ,. _ -.

fresh UO fuel pin surrounded by sodium was irrad -2
30 - /ated in the ACRR during a" single maximum pulse

l'.with a 6.35 mm-thick polyethylene moderator. The
resulting maximum-radially-averaged fission energy - E /

deposited.in the test fuel was 3980 J/g above the y f
~ isothermal initial condition of 773 K. This represents y j

the. highest energy deposition attained in any PBE 2 /
experiment.

'

o ,
' h

~ Preliminary results of PBE-14S are shown in Table y io
1-1 and in Figures 1.1-1,1.1-2,1.1-3 and 1.1-4. Consid- E , ,

erable data reduction remains to be completed; thus
these results (many of them raw data) must be consid- og/ " Tosered preliminary and subject to change as noise sig- o, o.o3 ou ,

nals, signal biases, and other factors are corrected. we <si

' Figures 1.1-1 through 1.1-4_ show, respectively, the
reactor power history, a bottom pressure history, a rigure 1.1-1 Pile-14S Reactor Power History (Tf = failure time -

381 m5)L top pressure history, and the piston displacement.

Pin failure was indicated by the initial pressure - A comparison of Figures 1.1-3 and 1.1-4 reveals
transient observed at the bottom of the capsule at 38.7 that a large pressure transient occurred at the top of
ms. As shown in Figure 1.1-1, pin failure occurred 6.6 the capsule following stoppage of the piston. Both
ms after the peak of the prompt pulse at ~ 20% of the top pressure transducers were destroyed during that

' maximum power. The pressure histories observed at pressure transient. The transient reached ~ 60 MPa
both the top and bottom of the capsule are character- before the transducers were destroyed. Since each
ized by multiple pressure transients (Figures 1.1-2 . transducer was statically calibrated to ~ 60 MPa,it is
and 1.1-3). The observed amplitude of the initial doubtful that such a transient would destroy the
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i

,

transducers. Thus, a sharp, high amplitude transient ,,. ' '

apparently occurred in the vicinity of the transducers
between 43.5 and 44.0 ms resulting in their destruc- -

tion. Lower . amplitude (< 50 MPa) pressure tran- so.
sients have been observed immediately following 7
piston stoppabe in other PBE experiments t 8-2); these 5u

transients wen attributed to FCis triggered by small j 4o.
pressurications resulting from deceleration of the 3
sodium hlug mcving with the piston. 4

Another nressure transient was observed at the $ 20.
3' bottom of the capsule ~ 4 ar after the piston stopped r,

- (Figure 1.1-2).This transient appears to have resulted
0-from com.pression of the f vo-phase region in the*

centra! portion of the channel as sodium and pin
" ' " ' '* '' A5debris were driven back into the channel by the

NE (s)pressure event occurring at the top.

Figure 1.1-4 PBE-14S Piston Displacement History (Tf = failure_ .- - , . ,. - .v. . - - - -

time - 38.7 ms)(Time of peak of reactor power 32.1 ms)

too -

O
g From the piston displacement history, the maxi-i

g so .
i mum kinetic energy of the piston can be derived and

j- |- was found to be ~ 170 J. When this value is compared
.y l

'
| to the total fission energy deposited in the fuel pin at

[Q* /' that point (~ 166 KJ), the fraction of thermal energy
j. | gJ

%
that was converted to work is 1 x 10-5. This is greateri

at than that observed in other oxide-fueled PBE experi-
ments. Note that, as in previous experiments, signifi-
cant pressurization occurred following piston stop-o oss o o4o o.o4 s o.oso

TIME (S> page; thus the piston motion reflects only a part of
the total work potential of the system.

Figure 1.1-2 PBE-14S Bottom Pressure History (Time of peak of Pretest and posttest radiographs of the experi-
reactor power - 32.1 ms) ment package are shown in Figure 1.1-5. The posttest

radiograph shows that the fuel pin was totally de-
_ , - _ - . . . , . , .- stroyed. An accumulation of debris is seen below the

core centerline with very little debris above the core
* 00 - centerline. (The fuel column as shown in the pretest

radiograph was centered in the ACRR core.) The
;- accumulation of most of the debris in the bottom of
$ the capsule supports the conclusion that the late

*~

j 3,( ) pressure transient at the bottom was caused by mate-
g | rial driven back down the channel, in all but one of

,

E
|

[ the other PBE experiments, the plenum portion of the
g | fuel pin including the top end cap, clad section,
' '

plenum spring and scratch gauge was found more or
o; . _ / less intact after the experiment. No evidence of this

! structure is seen in PBE-14S. An image near the top of.

~ '~~ ~

the debris accumulation may be the scratch gauge.o oss o o40 o o4s o oso

TIME (S> The total disruption of the top of the pin may be the
result of the total energy deposited in the fuel or may

rigure 1.1-3 PBE-14S Top Pressure Ilistory (Time of peak of reac- be indicative of the pressure transient which de-
tor power - 32.1 ms) stroyed the top pressure transducers.

>-.
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PBE-14S represents the greatest energy input of PBE carbide tests PBE-SGI, PBE-SG2, and PBE-SG3." 5)
any PBE experiment and yielded the most energetic Failure occurred at 93 ms before peak power for the
response of any oxide-fueled experiment. The initial nominal power calibration (3.34 W/g/htW reactor)
pressure transient appears to have been fuel vapor. and at 70 ms before peak power for 90% of nominal
The balance of the pressure history, particularly the power (3.01 W/g/htW reactor). Internal pin pressure
transient following piston stoppage and the slowly for the nominal case was 1.06 MPa and for the 90%
decaying sustained pressure that followed, must be case,1.07 MPa. The AX1 experiment was observed to
attributed to sodium. While different in degree, simi- fail at 60 ms before peak power.
lar phenomena were observed in other oxide experi. The error in EXPAND pin-failure predictions de-
ments, particularly PBE-9S, PBE-12S, and PBE-13S pends on the rate of energy input (power level); a.

(see References 1-1 and 1-2). rough rule-of-thumb for pin failure at high power
(>10 kW/g) is 5% of the transient time scale,
defined as four times the FWHM. Pin power at failuree

1.1.3 Preexperiment Calculations.

for AX1 was 22 kW/g and the FWHM was ~ 220 ms,
for PBE-14S thus the expected error in the prediction is roughly

Preexperiment calculations for PBE-14S, using the 40 ms. Both predictions are in rough agreement
EXPAND pin failure model, indicated that the ex- with the experimental result. This expected error is of
periment objectives would be met with pin failure the same order as observed error in LAFM predic-
occurring at high power on the backside of the tions * for irradiated fuel pins subjected to similaru

prompt pulse. TREAT transients. (Note:Since the time of the AX1
In modeling PBE-14S, a pulse shape characteristic recalculation, the nominal power calibration has

of the ACPR was used. This pulse shape is narrower been revised downward by 3% to a value of 3.25
(5 ms full width at half maximum-FWHM) than the W/g/MW reactor.)*n
present ACRR pulse (7 ms FWHM) with a greater
fraction of the total energy in the prompt pulse. A 1.1.5 Calculations for FCI Experiments
coupling factor was chosen to yield ~ 3800 J/g total- Involving Coarse Predispersed Fuel
radially-averaged energy deposition at the axial Mixtures
maximum.The molten fuel-clad-contact conductance Calculations have been completed which investi-
was assumed to be between 2.5 and 5 W/cm2 K (the gate the characteristics of the film of boiling sodium
latter value corresponding to previous analysis of around small UO droplets in preparation for the2
PBE experiments) and the stress correction factor was detailed specification of the coarse-predispersed-mix-
set at 1.5 (see Reference 1-3 for description of these ture FCI experiments. In these experiments small
parometers). A radial peak-to-minimum fission-den" particles (1 to 3 mm diameter) of UO will be pre-2
sity ratio of 1.44 was assumed. The two values of the dispersed in sodium and rapidly heated in the ACRR.
contact-conductance gave predicted failure at 2.3 ms Pressures, temperatures, and the conversion of ther-
after peak power at an internal pin pressure of 59 mal energy to mechanical energy will be measured
MPa and at a 1.7 ms with 33 MPa, respectively. The for both triggered and untriggered configurations.
later predicted failure (2.3 ms) is still at high pin The objectives of these experiments are to determine,

power (100 kW/g) and pressure and should result in the capability of the oxide / sodium system to support
an initial pressure pulse due to fuel vapor as in PBE- large scale, propagating, escalating thermal interac-
45 through PBE-75."'" tions and to map the sensitivity of such interactions.

in the experiment the pin failed at 6.6 ms after the to various initial conditions.
power peak. The later failure is thought to be primar- In the ACRR the bulk of the energy deposition
ily due to differences between the actual power histo- occurs over about 10 ms. During this heating period
ry and that used in the calculations. The calculations stable film boiling is desirable in order to obtain the
will be redone when the actual detailed power histo- accompanying low heat transfer rate and high fuel
ry data is available. temperature. However, a very thick film, which

would be difficult to collapse,is undesirable. Calcula-
tions were performed which examine the effect of

1.1.4 AX1 Recalculation particle size and sodium subcooling on the stability
'

Recalculation of the TREAT carbide fuel test of the film boiling, on the film thickness, and on the
AX 10+ was performed with EXPAND using the fuel surface temperature.
stress correction factor *5) and molten fuel-clad cool. The analysis was based on a method developed by
ant conductance (2.5 W/cm2 K) determined from the Kazimi for investigating the dynamic growth of a
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vapor film around a hot spherical particle which has behavior of a hot particle initially at a uniform tem-
been suddenly immersed in a coolanty-*> The follow- perature. Second, there is no modeling of phase
ing assumptions are made: change in the particle. Work is currently underway to

improve the models, but preliminary calculations
The system is spherically symmetric. have been completed using Kazimi's approach..

,

. All the generated vapor is retained in the film. The primary objective of this study was to investi-
A small gaseous film initially exists at the sur- gate the dynamics of the growth of a sodium vapor.

face of the sphere, film around a molten UO Particle. Investigators2
The pressure in the film is uniform. sought answers to the following questions:.

The liquid and vapor are at equilibrium at the g ,.
,

film /hquid interface. .

*
feat is transferred across the film only by * ' ' , ' '

*
.

; ; f; g,

What is the sensitivity of the film behavior to.

The vapor and gases in the film may be treated.
subcooling and particle size?

as perfect gases. Does the particle surface remain molten?.

Buoyancy effects may be neglected.-

Inf rmat. ion in all these areas can be obtained by
Convective heat transfer in the liquid may be.

c l-down calculations.
neglected The boiling of the sodium film around UO2 Parti-
The liquid may be treated either as incompress-.

cles f 0.5 to 2.0 mm radius was investigated for
ible or as acoustically infinite. V#'I "S values f subcooling ranging from 39 to 231
The physical properties of the sphere and lig- K. The m. itial UO, temperature was 3470 K and the

.

uid may be considered temperature indepen- bulk sodium temperature was 920 K. Subcooling was 1

g,g*
adjusted by varying the pressure in the bulk sodium.
The calculations follow the film growth for 10 ms.

The use of this method for examining the predis- Table 1-11 summarizes the various cases run and the
persed fuel experiments has several obvious limita- final values for film thickness and UO wall tempera-2

tions. First, the method examines only the cool-down ture.

Table 1-II Sodium Vapor Film Growth Around UO2

Radius Sodium Corresponding UO2 Wall Temp (b) Film Thickness
of UO2 Subcooling Pressure at 10 ms at 10 ms
(mm) (K) (105 Pa) Model(a) (K) (gm)

1 39 0. 12 C 3380 39
*

1 39 0. 12 1 3320-3400 13-83
0.5 100 0.257 C 3170 11

0.5 100 0.257 1 3150-3230 6-14 ,

1 100 0.257 C 3250 15
1 100 -0.257 1 3200-3280 9-21
2 100 0.257 C 3290 18
2 100 0.257 1 3240-3320 10-38
1 160 0.5 C 3120 8
1 160 0.5 I 3080-3150 6-11
1 231 1.0 C 2960 5
1 231 1.0 1 2680-3120 2-14
2 231 1.0 C 3050 6
2 231 1.0 1 2990-3110 4-9

(a) 1 - incompressible
C - compressible, acoustically infinite

(b) Melting temperature of UO - 3138 K2
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For a particle having a 1 mm radius, vapor film data, data reports will be assembled for each of those
and wall temperature behavior during the calcula- experiments.
tions are illustrated for various values of subcooiing The evaluation of the fast transient response of
in Figures 1.1-6 through 1.1-9. Predictions from both the Kaman pressure transducers is continuing. This
the incompressible and compressible, acoustically in- involves the mer.surement of the transient response
finite models are shown. The incompressible coolant by using a shock tube and unfolding that response
model predicts a continued oscillatory behavior, from the measured pressure data by using an inverse
while the compressible model shows rapid damping, digital filtering technique.uw
As these are bounding approximations, the actual A report describing the EXPAND fresh fuel pin
behavior is expected to be intermediate. Table 111 failure model has been prepared and is being re-*

and the figures reveal that both film thickness and viewed for publication.
particle-surface temperature decrease with increased

* subcooling. Decreasing the particle size over the
range examined had the same effect as increasing the 1.2 Irradiated Fuels Response (c. L.
subcooling. In the planned predispersed-fuel experi- Cano, 4423; W. R. Trebilcock, 4424; K. K. Murata,

ments a relatively thin film and a molten surface 4425; W. Breitung, 4425; J. Smaardyk, 4422; M. J.
temperature is desired. From the entrent work, a McNamee, 5534)

subcooling of between 50 to 150 K sppears to give
reasonable conditions for the range of particle sizes 1.2.1 Introduction
of interest * The Sandia National Laboratories Irradiated Fuels

1.1.6 EPIC Modification Response program is aimed at determining the re-
. sponse of fresh and irradiated reactor fuels to bothThe progressive fuel fragmentation model for the

prompt burst (disassembly timescale) and loss-of-EPIC FCI codeum has been debugged. Some further flow (LOF) heating conditions. On prompt burstwork may be required to extend the code algorithms
timescales, the pressure source from both fuel vaporto handle supercritical sodium;in particular, calcula.
and fission gases as well as the accelerations pro-' ions of channel pressure and energy partitioning are
duced by these pressure sources are of central impor-changed if the state of the sodium coolant is off the tance. Thus, the program in this area centers onsaturation curve. In this model, fragmentation is con- determination of the effective equation-of-statetrolled by local hydrodynamic conditions in the cool.
(EEOS) of both fresh and irradiated fuels, the dyna-ant channel, as interpreted by the assumed fragmen-
mics of pressurization (rate effects) and the ability oftation model. This work and the model used were
this pressure to disperse fuel.reported in more detail previously (see Refer- On LOF timescales, the modes of initial fuel dis-

ence 1-2h ruption and its timescale for both fresh and irradiated
fuels are of crucial importance. Various mechanisms

1.1.7 Status for disruption have been proposed: liquid fuel
Preparations for future experiments are continu- slumping, rapid solid / liquid-state swelling, solid-.

ing. These include design of a nuclear heated channel state breakup, and liquid / gas froth formation. Ofe

boundary for single pin PBE experiments, design of these, the last two are dispersive and would tend to
the fuel dispersing system for the Coarse Predis- reduce reactivity, while the first two are not disper-
persed Mixture FCI experiments, and definition of sive and thus would not diminish reactivity. Indeed,'

instrumentation for those experiments. Long lead they could have deleterious effects on the accident
time items such as pressure transducers and raw progression. Thus, determining the disruption
metal stock have been ordered. mechanisms operating under various LOF heating

An FCI analysis model is being assembled to conditions is important. To assist in this determina-
. analyze results of the FCI separate effects experi- tion, the FD1 series of fuel disruption experiments
ments using various phenomenological models. The was performed and the 1D2 series, with significant
governing equations and possible numerical-salu- improvements over FDI, has been initiated. The first
tion methods fora one-dimensional FCI analysis cade seiies involved multipulse heating of single fresh
are being researched. and irradiated pellets, individually, in the ACPR.

The necessary hardware and software are being Film records of fuel behavior were obtained for all 12
assembled to fully use the new data acquisition and experiments. Significant results from this series in-
display system. When that work is sufficiently com. clude the observation of rapid swelling as a disrup-

- plete to permit reduction of the PBE-13S and PBE-14S tion mechanism.
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Currently, the experimental program centers on then be measured. Shipment is scheduled for the next
the FD2 series in which larger fuel sections (three quarter.

~

. pellets) are being irradiated in the ACRR with 1 eat. A semiempirical dynamic gap-conductance model
ing conditions much more typical of LOF conditions of the form
than those which were obtainable in the ACPR. 2

Additional improvements include filming of both h,-Aea

sides of the pellet stack, gas sampling, dynamic clad is being used in the calculations of heat transfer
thermometry for the fresh fuel, and contamination- through the fuel-clad gap for the FD2 experiments
free fuel-handling facilities for sectioning the preir- conducted so far. This model replaced the constant
radiated fuel. Four tests have been conducted in this value that was used in FD1. Preliminary results show *

series; three used fresh UO fuel, and one used preir- 15% agreement between this representation and2

radiated, mixed-oxide fuel. four fresh fuel tests. The exponential representation
Analytical work in the EEOS and LOF/FD pro- appl es only in the molecular flow regime as used in *

grams continued with neutronic and thermohydro- the FD2 tests so far (~ < 2 Torr). At this prosure, gas
dynamic analysis of the experiments. In the case of type is not very important. In the viscous flow regime
the EEOS program, the CSQ hydrodynamics code is (as in FD1), the gap-conductance depends primarily
being used in an attempt to unfold the equilibrium on gap width and strongly on gas type. A model for
pressure from the dynamic pressure. In the case of gap-conductance, as used in the EXPAND, and other
LOF/FD experiments, analysis is being performed codes, will be modified and integrated into Sandia's
with the FISGAS code. FISGAS is intended to calcu- TAC 2D heat transfer code. The new model will calcu-
late fuel mechanics including swelling, cracking, late gap-conductance as a function of pressure and
frothing, and gas release. In its current form, FISGAS temperature in the gap. The TAC 2D calculations will
concentrates on the dynamics of gas release and fuel be used with the gas release and swelling code TIGRS
swelling. An advanced module, TIGRS, which also to compare fuel disruption calculations with observa-
includes cracking is being incorporated in FISCAS II. tions.

Two samples of gases which were taken from the
disassembling FD2.4 fuel have been analyzed by
means of gamma scanning and mass spectrometry.

1.2.2 LOF-Timescale Fuel Disruption The gamma scanning identified only the condens-
. . .

Phenornenology able fission products and mass spectrometry identi-
'

fied the corresponding non-condensables and also
hydrocarbons. The results are very similar for both

1.2.2.1 FD1 Experiments and Analysis samples, and include 53Cr, "Zr, 2*Sb, HoAg, "Fe ana
An NRC license to export fuel samples to KfK, aCo by gamma scanning, and H,, CO + N,, O,, CO,

Karlsruhe, FRG was received. The fuel includes both and cleaning solutions by mass spectrometry. Kr and
irradiated mixed-oxide and fresh UO fuel. The Xe were not detected. This is probably due to the2

mixed-oxide consists of three half-pellet samples re- level of detection capability of the spectrometer be-
irradiated in FDI.4,1.7 and 1.8 respectively, and one ing about an order of magnitude greater than the ,

half-pellet sample of sibling, irradiated fuel. This expected availability of Kr and Xe. The atmospheric
' mixed-oxide fuel is enriched to 67% effective fissile hydrocarbon constituents may have come from the
atoms. The fresh UO samples, enriched to 30% 2nU, fuel and /or from the residual gases. Relative amounts .

2

are in the form of five disks each weighing I g, were measured. Further tests in which greater quan-
KfK will perform electron microprobe analysis, tities of gas samples are captured are necessary,

scanning electron microscopy and finally, will ana- A new simplified optical path has been imple-
. lyze the total gas content of each sample by dissolv- mented and tested for the fuel response cinematogra-
ing the fuel and spectrometrically determining the phy.This new system has eliminated two mirrors and
constituents. KfK will study the concentration and now includes an 8-in.-diameter Celestron telescope.
distribution of fission gases and Cs in the lattice and The present system allows viewing the fuel directly
in the pores, and the distribution and quantity of through the line-of-sight (LOS) tube. The cbnges
fission gas bubbles within grains and on grain sur- have increased the f-number of the optical system by
faces. KfK will study and identify metallic precipi- at least a factor of 2; thus, at least four times the light
tates in the central void, and finally, will determine obtained previously is collected now. The two-color
the Pu-distribution.The fresh fuel will be pulse-laser optical pyrometer, which was obtained to determine
heated to generate UO vapor; vapor pressures will the clad temperature to meltoff and fuel temperature2
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after clad mettoff, and which wa:, discarded due to and then at either 102 K/s or 105 K/s to disrupcion,if
light gathering limitations of the old optical system, that occurs.
may now be usable. It will be tested in the next Neutronic and heat transfer calculations for the
quarter, proposed LOF experiments have been completed.

The high ramp rate (HRR) experiments to be These include energy generation profiles, tempera-
performed in collaboration with the UKAEA now are ture profiles, and temperature histories for both bare
planned to commence in June. These experiments and filtered neutron-energy spectra from the ACRR.
will investigate the potential of fission gases to cause These calculations illustrate that the desired power,
fuel dispersal milliseconds before dispersal would energy, and temperature conditions can be met by
occur from fuel vapor pressure alone. A tentative using available fuel and the ACRR. KfK will evaluate

* matrix of 10 tests has been defined. The current these results and will inform Sandia concerning the
experiment matrix consists of eight tests using a KfK views on this proposed collaborative project.
pellet stack and two tests using powdered fuel. The

* eight-test series will consist of four contaminated-
fuel tests, two uncontaminated fuel tests and two
iresh fuel tests. The final two tests will use fuel- 1.2.3 EEOS Preexperinient and
i.ncontaminated by atmospheric gases, and 'vhich Postexperiment Analysis
has been pulverized. These powdered-fuel e vri-,

! ments are for direct comparison with results of com-
panion tests in the EOS series. 1.2.3.1 Introduction

Preliminary neutronic and h?at transfer calcula- In this quarter, the first series of EEOS experi-
tions have commenced for this series. An ACRR men ts,0@ was analyzed to obtain a more precise

' double pulse, as in FDI.6, will be used. The first, equation-of-state of UO . Preliminary results of this2

single-rod pulse will serve to preheat the fuel for a analysis have already been presented, along with
short time (~ 2.5 s) to a specified temperature. The separate neutronic and heat transfer analyses at the
second, or double-rod pulse will take the fuel at ~ 105 Seattle Fast Reactor Safety Conference."*
K/s to disruption either by occluded fission gases or Questions as to the numeri~ cal accuracy of the 10 x
fuel vapor generation. Cinematography at 5000 to 10 mesh in the first series have, however, been raised
10000 frames /s is planned. and are presently not resolved.The goal of the hydro-

dynamic analysis is to reduce the experimental un-
certainty of some 20% in the EEOS experiment. T1.is

1.2.2.2 Proposed Additional Experiments uncertainty is attributed to nonuniform fission-
An additional series of experiments, FD4, has energy deposition in the UOz sample. Therefore, a

been planned for performance in collaboration with hydrocode should be capable of calculating the ener-
the Nuclear Research Center (KfK) of West Germany. gy profile, after dispersal, with considerably less than
The main reason for these experiments is to deter- 20% uncertainty in order for the associated analysis to
mine the response of SNR-300 type fuel to both LOF be defensible. Because of. .or example, numerical
and LOF/ TOP accident simulations. SNR-300 fuel diffusion in the two-dimensional Eulerian mesh,

with the requisite parameter values is not available CSQ may have extreme difficulty in achieving this'

and none will be for about 3 yr. The only fuel level of precision on the 10 x 10 mesh. ;

available for these experiments was irradiated in To resolve the questions of numerical accuracy, a
* PHENIX and is of low (I atom percent) burnup. Fuel second analysis series, using 20 x 30 mesh and 40 x 60

available in the U.S. (some immediately available and mesh, has been started. Special techniques, including
some to be obtained), has been proposed for these scaling methods, have also been implemented to
tests. Besides fuel type, the most important test pa- reduce the running times normally required by these
rameters are the fuel temperature profile at the time smaller mesh sizes.The 20 x 30 and 40 x 60 mesh sizes
of fuel disruption,and the power history.The energy normally require running times that are longer than
generation profile must be as low as possible to attain that for the 10 x 10 mesh by factors of 18 and 144,
these conditions. respectively. The results from the second serie= .vil

A test matrix which includes up to 10 experiments address several questions related to numerical accura-
has been proposed. Up to seven of these will be of the cy, and possible improvements to the code, but are
LOF variety with the remainder being LOF/ TOP type still too preliminary to discuss here.
tests. In both test categories, the fuel will be heated at To provide some familiarity with the hydrocode
~< 102 K/s to ~ 2100 to 2400 K during the preheat analysis, a brief presentation of the results from the
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first series is given in Sections 1.2.* 2 to 1.2.3.7. But, a over a duration of 3 ms, requiring 3 x 104 iterations to
bottom-line appraisal of the results is being deferred. model the experiment. This is very large and requires
Concensus on various aspects of the calculation has ~ 2 hr of central processing time on Sandia's CDC
been delayed because of the absence of one of 7600. For this reason, the graphite container could
Sandia's key investigators. A topical report on the not be modeled. Figure 1.2 2 shows the spatial mesh
first series, however, is being written and wili discuss and initial fuel configuration used in most of the
the results in more detail as will future quarterly experiment modeling and Figure 1.2-3 shows the
reports, energy deposition profile used in most of the experi-

ment modeling.

CSQ cannot exactly simulate neutronic (fission)
1.2.3.2 Equation-of-State of UO2 heating of material because its specific energy depo-

*

Five different versions of the UO, equation-of- sition rate (watts / gram of UO )iS Space fixed. For the2

state (EOS) have been generated and used in CSQ for E2OS experiments, the code was set up to deposit
*

modeling the EEOS experiments. The pressure-ener- specific energy in each of 15 regions shown in Figure
gy relationships (the saturation curve) are plotted for 1.2-3 at a normalized rate shown in Figure 1.2-4. The
each version in Figure 1.21, along with the specific energy deposited in each region has been scaled from
energy of the liquid at melt. As is customary, the Figure 1.2-4 as shown in Table 1-111.The values of the
energy axis is the specific energy of the condensed scale factors, in the regions where there is no UO,
phase in Joules / gram, relative to the room tempera- initially, anticipates that dispersal will proceed from
ture value, E-E n. The first UO EOS (EOS-1) has been disk to *100% smeared" to "shell* geometry as Figure2 2

used in the past at Sandia and predicts the solid phase 1.2-5 shows. Comparison of the coded deposition
properties of UO, quite well. The saturation curve profile from Figure 1.2-3 and Table 1-IV with that of a
pressure-energy relation, however, is not well repre- TWOTRAN neutronics calculations for the geome-
sented by this EOs. For this reason, Sanaia has not tries in Figure 1.2-5 is shown in Table 1-IV.
employed it in the EEOS modeling.The second UO2

EOS (EOS-2) has been used for fast-executing scaled
calculations with CSQ which have been reported Table 1-111 Energy Deposited in Each Region,
elsewhere.ud2) Scaled From Figure 1.2-4

Relative to the melt-energy or if plotted as;ainst Region Scale Factors
temperature, the vapor pressure from EOS-2 hes in 1, 13 1.03
the German "best estimaie" band, its apparent shift t

2 0.89
the right is due to its poor treatment of the solid-state 3,10 1.00
specific heat at low temperature. Thus, this EOS can 4,14 1.09

; only be used with initial conditions near or above 5 0.94
melt with an appropriate energy shift. The final three 6, 11 1.04
equations-of-state have been used in the CSQ model- 7, 33 3,3 g

! ing reported here and have been developed to repro- 3 3,33

! duce the Harwell saturation curve (EOS-3)n.m to lie 9,12 1.16
within the German "best estimate * band (EOS-4)o m '

,

and to reproduce more closely previous EEOSu-u> and|

REBAuds) series vapor pressure results (EOS-5). The 1.2.3.4 Preliminary Modeling~

circled points are the REBA results. The parameters of interest for the EEOS-4 experi- *

;

l ment are the dynamic pressure on the transducer face

( and the time-dependent internal energy of the sam-
'

ple. The energy used here in reporting the results of
1.2.3.3 Experiment Modeling With CSQ the scalculations is the average specific energy depos-

An important consideration in modeling the ited in the sample at a given time. In the CSQ and also
EEOS experiment series d2> with CSQ, which is an the experimental pressure-energy relationships dis-u

explicit code, has been to keep the running time at a cussed here, the specific energy deposited (E - E *)2
,

reasonable level. The time ste ps in CSQ are never can be used interchangeably with that deposited in
longer than the shock-wave trasit :ime in a single t',.. predominant condensed phases. Note that the
cell. For the 10 x 10 mesh used for most of the results specific energy of the vapor phase is not the same as
discussed here, the timestep, at is of ee order of 10A the condensed-phase energy on the saturation curve,
The experimental pressure-energy c ata are taken but the vapor phase will not be referenced.
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Initial calculations with CSQ did not include heat
transfer. Indeed, calculations C-1 through C-4 with
CSQ were scoping and were run under nominal
rather than actual condi;Sns in order to investigate, ,

. g . ., _
_

the basic characteristics of the code and the important
.-- experimental parameters. In addition, these initial

runs sought to determine the nature of the UO
2'" '

dispersal predicted by CSQ. These runs will not be
.~ . detailed here.

i. ..

. . 1.2.3.5 Modeling of E2OS-4
To model the EEOS series more closely (in particu-, ,,

lar, EEOS-4), an additional five calculations, C-5
.= . ' through C-9, were performed ali using EOS-5. In C-5,

"* '

the calculation was begun at 26.5 ms when the UO2

has attained a specific energy of E - E , - 565 J/g.2
.. . This is a 1.5 ms before the peak of the reactor pulse at

" "
, ,

28.0 ms. All segments of the UO are assumed to be in2,, ,

" ""
the solid phase at resi vith the added energy distrib-
uted throughout the same as in Figure 1.2-3. The UO2, Figure 1,2-4 Normalized Enetgy Deposition Rate for Figure 1.2-3 is assumed to be at 100% density.

The calculation predicts that until 27 ms, the UO2

cei,q.~.
.

remains stationary at the bottom of the capsule. At
.. .fi9.. 7jpc.ph*.:; ~ j; 27.1 ms, brittle fractures begin and are complete by

.

I.3i . * ,T:.. -|-|: h;'|.,[)'' . '"
.

- 27.4 ms. At this point,only small amounts of UO are
'

2

lil(' liquid. IVaterial continues to fracture and disperse,

6-[[.ff k'S..f'.:f..'f GE'$lkthe transducer diaphragm decreases to the pressure
/ re but with less force, so that the effective pressure on

V/////////
'

DISK 100% SMEARED genuated by the vapor only. This occurs at about 27.7
ms. The pressure against the transducer diaphragm
after this time is vapor pressure and is shown in

' ###"" #[ / Figure 1.2-6 along with the measured pressure in

h.h.5.h'):h:f(. -||:.'f.k$ %

:

@;,:r. t.. 2!,:e,: ...?. . .
. ,. . - ..

.i. : Y!. , '

f///////*

75% SMEARED SHELL*

Figure 1.2-5 Fuel Geometries Investigated in the Neutronics Cal-
culations

.

Table 1-IV Results of Neutronic Energy Deposition Calculations for Different Fuel Geometries Compared to
Values Used in CSQ Modeling

Peak to Average Peak to Minimum Relative Total Energy
Ratio Ratio input (%)

Fuel Geometry TWOTRAN Used in CSQ TWOTRAN Used in CSQ TWOTRAN Used in CSQ

Disk 1.34 1.18 1.53 1.32 100 100

75% smeared 1.25 - 1.49 - 107 -

100% smeared 1.24 - 1.48 1.33 112 104

Shell 1.17 - 1.24 1.15 117 110
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. energy was distributed within the sample as in Fig-
~

; [**"""''""""*'""'" ure 1.2-3. They further assumed the sample to be
: under a constraint pressure of 0.1 MPa. The hottest-

,, ,
part of the fuel was molten, but below the boiling

,, ,
point at 0.025 MPa vapor pressure and the coldest3 -

part was wellinto the melt. Implicit in the condition
that t,he UO is initially at rest is the assumption that2., _

surface-tension constraints on the internal porosity{i
: '''

[: : serving as nucleation sites minimizes dispersal of the
t*

~ molten outer edges of the fuel before starting. Figure
'

1 * '

{ J 1.2-7 is the pressure vs time plot.
e .

' ;.
: : a

.. . .

U
'

3 ! -

-
| :

- -

. . f
- - -

..

3 *

iE,
~

_
y - w.-~

| . .

. .

' Figure 1.24 Vapor Pressure Against the Transducer and Mea- . -

sured Pressure in EEOS-4 , ,

Because of the energetic early fragmentation, the E-
_.

o

UO is distributed throughout the free volume in E e-
2

chunks when vapor pressure becomes appreciable. [
Because of the predispersal, the subsequent vapor- '"

pressure dispersal of UO to essentially uniform den-2

sities is rapid compared to that observed in runs ,

" " "
, ,,,

"

started at melt. The vapor-pressure-caused dispersal -

requires on the order of a few tenths of a millisecond.,

Unfortunately in this run, nonuniform energy Figure 1.2 7 Results of a S x 5 Mesh Calculation

I accounting errors appeared to distort 'he energy pro-

f file even though the average specific energy in the The third calculation, C-7, done with EOS-5, in.
I sample was adjusted to follow Figure 1.2-4 with E, = cludes heat transfer within the sample and to the2257 J/g. The distortion of the profile resulted in an
j increase in peak-to-average ratio to a value of 1.35 at surrounding walls. Because the graphite walls not *

exP citly included in the CSQ calculation, the ali27.7 ms from an initial value of 1.18. Thus, the
comparison of vapor pressures from this run with temperatures calculated with TAC 2Do-89 have been

*

experiment and with runs C-6 through C-9 (to be used.These values are given in Table 1-V. A thermal

discussed),is difficult even though the pressure 4ime conductivity for UO of 1.74 x 1010 [T (eV)]ic2,

2'

trace most closely approximated that in EEOS-4. ergs /cm/s/eV was used. In all other respects, the
Because of creep and plastic strain (neither of calculation is identical to C-6. Figure 1.2-7 is the

| which was present in CSQ in C-5), the fracturing pressure vs time plot for this calculation also.

| caused by thermal stresses seen in C-5 may not occur. In C-8, only the mesh size was altered; otherwise
The thermal expansion may also be taken up some- the calculation is identical to C-6. C-8 used a 20 x 20

what by the porosity. Because of these uncertainties, cell mesh and was run only for 1 ms because of the
the second modeling calculation, C-6, with EOS-5 large amount of computing time used.The results are

j ' was begun when the UO had attained a total specific si.own in Figure 1.2-7 by circles and coincide exactly
2

| energy of E- Em - 1047 J/g at 27.7 ms (0.3 ms before to C-6 with a 10 x 10 mesh. Figure 1.2-7 also shows the

the peak of the reactor power). Investigators assumed results of a 5 x 5 mesh calculation (C-9).
that fuel was at rest at this point, and that fission In Figure 1.2-8, the results of C-6 and C-7 are
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plotted vs specific energy deposited in the sample. equilibrium vapor pressere vs energy relationship
For compar(son, the measured pressure vs energy in ehich will produce the dynamic pressures measured
EEOS-4 is given, assuming that the energy is deposit- in the EEOS experiments. Dynamic pressures have
ed along the experimental curve in Figure 1.2-4. (This been calculated explicitly for comparison to EEOS-4.
curve is the integral of the reactor pulse. Geometry However, for reasons discussed in the introduction,
changes as in Figure 1.2-5 during the experiment can an analysis of the errors in the calculations has been
modulate the energy deposition as in Table 1-IV). deferred and will not be presented here.
Since EEOS-4 is somewhat atypical of the EEOS se-
ries, a more representative curve, labeled EEOS-se-

,,

ries, is also given. It would be misleading to plot !
~

results from C-5 on this figure until the problem of :
* -

nonuniform energy accounting errors is investigat. i.=.=.=r:: . -~-

ed. gg= ,,,,"

s . .

u. ~f.
\

Table 1-V Wall Temperatures Calculated With i - -

TAC 2D !

!:
t Start T Top * T Sides" T Bottom"* I* - . . . -''

// .$.(ms) (K) (K) (K) -~

0 298 298 298 . _ _

7 298 337 337
8 298 1014 950 :

*

9 298 1200 1100 '

* '

10 1200 1344 1200
11 1300 1400 1500 '

12 1400 1500 1400

iI d' . .i".-. '13 1420 1550 1420 * ~ **

* Temperature of inside surface of graphite at top of
container. Figure 1.2-8 Results of C-6 and C */ ipecific Energy Deposited

" Temperature of inside surface of sides of con- in the Sample
tainer.

"' Temperature of inside surface of bottom of graph-
ite container. 1.2.4 Occluder Neutronic Design of the. .

New EOS Experiments
1.2.3.6 Evaluation The current design philosophy far the new EOS

The difficulty in EEOS analysis is that the prob- experiments is to ensure, if possible, that uncertain-
'

lems of heat transfer, neutronics,and hydrodynamics ties in experiment analysis do not lead to uncertain-
are coupled. The existence of coupled phenomena ties of greater than 7% in the energy corresponding to
severely complicates the prediction of behavior with- the experimentally measured pressure.This objective,

in the experiment capsule. Because of the small sam- can apparently be achieved in the ACRR for fresh
ple size, the neutronics could be simplified and calcu- fuel by careful neutronic design. After designing for
lated correctly by replacing the driver core with a low peak-to-average energy deposition, the only re-
source. But, on the other hand, the large surface-to- quirement is to assure that heat transfer cannot de-
volume ratio and the fact that thermal diffusion crease the peak energy in the sample below some
lengths are not completely negligible compared to bound, for example, the average energy deposited
sample size means that intercellular heat transfer during the measurement time. Such bounds using
should be included. The CSQ hydrodynamic code worse case estimates are probably much more reliable
with well-developed EOS, quasi-static energy source, than pinpointing the actual energy in an uncertainty
and heat transfer options provides a calculational band initially much broader than 7%.
tool, but because of its explicit nature and lack of The TWOTRAN calculations discussed here incor-
neutronic options,it is not entirely appropriate. porate a short cylindrical gold filter positioned as

CSQ has been used here to attempt to plot the shown in Figure 1.2-9 some distance from the fuel
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disk. The filter in this steometry is primarily a solid The thickness of the fuel disk can be adjusted to
angle occluder, 'hn ia pic flux in the filter mid- minimize the axial variation of th- .oergy deposi-
plane in the absence or the fuel disk decreases as a tion, but, the practical lower bound is determined by
fuaction of radius from solid angle considerations. heat transfer considerations.
The normalincrecse in fission density with radius in A test-case TWOTRAN calculation for the geome-
the fuel disk can thereby be offset and even reversed try in Figure 1.2-9 gives a radial variation for the
as Figure 1.2-10 shows. Although TWOTRAN is not energy deposition in the fuel disk as shown in Figure
capable of more elaborate occluder designs, split ring 1.2-10. This calculation corresponds to 1 g of 15%-
and double ring designs could be considered in prin- enriched UC fuel at 50% density and a gold occluder
ciple to gain more flexibility in tailoring the radial nominally I cm high and 0.15 cm thick. A lower

*

profile. Inconel plate is included in the calculation to assure
top-to-bottom symmetry along with top and bottom
polyethylene reflectors (not shown) and a tall cylin-

r "'" "ssua,
, ,

drical polyethylene moderator (not shown). The"* S"C'"
sotis

7ninferng
~ bands for different moderator thicknesses represent

\q q the probable peak-to-minimum axial variation at a" " " * ' "

L y L given radius. The axial variation could not be calcu-N
_
as'a' N-" L - lated with any certainty, due to what is believed to be

; , _

acout
- - a Space mesh-angular quadrature interaction effect

WSURE 'C" $E A/ ,\,,c.,,,,t and an inadequate angular quadrature (S16). At-
- -

N au ocetuoEn tempts were made to use nonstandard angular qua----

Etk - '% -~~~30PLE dTature sets but Were not particularly successful. The'

uncertainties in the bands in Figure 1.2-10 corre-
N camp,*TE spond to peak-to-average values between 1.07 and

1.03. The variation in the disk-core energy couplingD'5C

factor with moderator thickness is shown in Figure
1.2-11.

Figure 1.2-9 Cross Section of EEOS Pressure Cell
TEST CASE:
GOLD OCCLUDER-
NOMINALLY 1.0 cm. HIGH

TEST CASE: .15 cm. THICK
GOLD OCCLUDER-
NOMINALLY 1.0 cm. HIGH

} 15.15 cm. THK K

3
8
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o
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?. *o
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.
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Hgure 1.2-10 Relative Fission Denuty Profile vs Radius for Gold figure 1.2-11 Quantitative Estimates of Typical Fuel Pressure
Occluder Sources
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1.2.5 Contamination Control in Saadia EOS Direct Contact The contamination potential.

Experiments fr m direct c ntact is rather large because only
, a few tens of micrograms of volatile materials

This quarter, the design of a cleaning and han-
are tolerable in the EOS experiments. As andling procedure for the EOS experiment series at

, example, one single fingerprint can be transferSandia was completer cnd documented. The aim is
104 g.

prevention of additbna. pressure contributions from
contaminant subances. For the design of this proce- Phyical Adsorption Physisorption of gases or*

dure, the vari .as aspects of the contamination phe- vapors from the atmosphere can result in mul-

nomenon wue investigated in detail.n 80 The main tilayer formation on the substrate. Therefore,
hP ysisorption was investigated in detail with. results are:

respect to its general properties, the attractive
forces and heats of physical adsorption. A ki-

*
1.2.5.1 Starting Point of Contamination netic adsorptien model was set up to determine

There are two sources for contaminant pressures the gases and p ,T-conditions for which multi-
layer P ysisorption has to be expected. It turnshin EOS experiments, namely fuel contamination and

crucible contamination. To determine which contri- ut that gases capable of multilayer adsorption

butions from these sources are tolerable in EOS ex- " "3 e e2Periment preparation are polar
gases having a critical temperature above 300

.

periments, quantitative estimates were made of the
K. The most important gases of this class arereactor-typical fuel pressure sources (Source C in
Water Vapor and polar hydrocarbons which canFigure 1.2-11). Two results from this estimation are
be very abundant in ambient air (Table 1-VI).
The kinetic model predicts that at room tem-o otypical fuel impurities which must be.

Perature partial pressure less than 1 Pa (whichconsidered typical of the particular reactor,
represent a pressure source which has the po, C rre5 Ponds (to 10 ppm at I bar) are required to

.

tential for dominating the pressures contribut- keep the surface coverage below one monolary.
Other gases, in air or in the hot celled by pure or even i.rradiated fuel (Figure 1.2-

h#tm SP ere, are not critical for the contamina-12). So far, this pressure potential from fuel
tm.n of EOS experiment parts.impurities has not been accommodated in EOS

studies on nuclear fueh They very likely con- ChemicalAdsorption Chemisorption may be re-.

tributed to the pressuret me.ssured in closed in- garded as a chemical surface reaction. It is a
pile volume experiments.o m single layer process because there are no longer
The experience from the VIPER experiments binding forces available c'ce the adsorbing.

has demonstrated that pressures from fuel and surface is covered with a complete monolayer
crucible contaminants can easily invalidate the of adsorbed molecules. Since monolayers of
results ofin-pile EOS measurements on nuclear contamination are tolerable for the EOS tests,
fuels, sources D and E in Figure 1.2-12. Thus, and since chemisorbed molecules are in gener-
ultra-pure environments are required for the al strongly bound, chemisorption is not critical.

* EOS-test preparation. Bulk Absorption Both physical and chemical.

adsorption of molecules can give rise to bulk
1.2.5.2 Required Degree of Cleanliness absorption. However, at or slightly above room,

The desired upper pressure limit from contamin- temperature, absorption proceeds slowly be-
ants is determined by the pressure transducer resolu- cause either an activation energy or slow non-
tion, which translates into about 1 mol of contamin- activated transport is involved. Thus, investi-
ant gases in the EOS capsule. If this quantity is gators expect no significant bulk absorption of
expressed as the number of monolayers which can be gases during handling of EOS experiment
formed on the available fuel and crucible surface, it is parts. On the other hand, the existing bulk gas
equivalent to three monolayers for PNL 9,10,11 fuel. within pressure cell components must be re-

ced prior to the EOS experiment.
1.2.5.3 Contamination Causes Deposition of Acrosols Exposure of surfaces to.

Contamination of a particular part requires a an atmosphere results in deposition of solid or
source of contaminants and a transfer mechanism. liquid airborne materials (aerosols). The most
The following transfer mechanisms exist in the EOS important transport mechanisms are sedimen-
experiment preparation: tation under the influence of gravity, and
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movement of the suspending atmosphere it. (plasticizers), and a wide variety of human contami-
self. Aerosols that come into contact with a nation (skin components, cosmetics, smoking).
solid surface will adhere to it due to bonding
forces. Liquid aerosols almost always spread
into thin films spontaneously. Solid aerosols 1.2.5.5. Removal of Contamination
can be vert strongly bound with forces equiv- Frora a review of the relative effectiveness of
alent to up to 105 g. available cleaning techniques, costs and influence on

the base material properties, the following cleaning
processes appear appropriate for pressure cell compo-

1.2.5.4 Contamination Sources nents: .

The contamination sources present in a given . Solvent cleaning combined with mechaniM
technical process depend on the trials involved, and ultrasonic cleaningi:

process parameters and handling. Contamination *UV-ozone cleaning.

sources common to many procedures and environ- . Thermal treatment, and eventually, if neces-
ments, and thus also important for EOS experiments, sary
were collected from the contamination literature (Ta- Plasma cleaning..

ble 1-VII). Two unexpected sources are low-molecu-
lar-weight hydrocarbons which are added to virtual-
ly all plastic materials to increase their flexibility

Table 1-VI Critical Temperatures and Concentrations of Gases Expected in llandling Atmospheres

Expected Content in
Critical Temperature Laboratory Air [ Volume ppm] in llot

Component (K) (Vppm) Cell Atmosphere

N, '126 780 900

O 155 209 500
2

CO 304 300
2

Ar 15! 9 300 >55.5% ~

Ne 44 18

-He 4 5 O'her gases < 10 ppm
(design goal)

Kr 209 1

H, 181 2

HO 647 11 500 ,
2

(293 K,50% rel. hum.)

CO 133 5.50t ,

300 to 600 K 0.1.. 2+ (vapors)P

Hydrocarbons * . (for 2 to 6 atoms 3800 weight ppm
of C, N, O or Cl) (sol. + lig.)

N 0' 310 ---

2

NO 180

0.05... l .3 t
NO' 4312 ;

0 268 0.5.. 3tTC3

SO ' 431 0.15.. 7t2

* Gases capable of multilayer adsorption at room temperature.
t Nonsmoggy day in Los Angeles.
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Table ?.-VII "lassification of Common Contamination Sources
Mode of Contamination Transfer

State of Direct Contact of Transfer From Ambient
Contaminant Condensed Phases Atmosphere

Atmospheric gases (0, N )2 2

Atmospheric vapors (H 0, hydrocarbons)2

Impurities in bottle gases
Gaseous Vacuum pump exhausts

Cases from cured resins (H ) *
2

Plasticizers
Human breath

a

Cutting fluids (H 0, oils) H O droplets
2 2

Grinding, polishing, buffering
compounds Water soluble acids

Liquid Cleaning solvent residues Pump oils
Machine oils Beaing lubricants
Grease Fluxes
Skin oils (finger prints) Human breath

Rust, scale Dust particulates
Nonadherent metal oxides Microbial contaminant,

Metallic microfragments Clothing fibr-
Solid Cosmetics Skin flakes

Perspiration salts
(finger prints) Smoking residues

Human hair

X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA)Also addressed were the problems of recontamina- .

Electron microprobe analysis (EMP).tion, storage and transport of cleaned samples. Ex- .

periments describ ed in the literature lead to the All these spectroscopic techniques are available at
-

conclusion that exp 3sure of a cleaned sample to ambi.
Sandia.ent air will result in significant recontamination with

water in less than 1 min and with hydrocarbons in 10 Proper indirect methods for the detection of hy-
drocarbon contamination aremin. Cleaned samples must be stored and transported

The water break test which examines the wet-in cleaned stainless steel containers containing a . *

hy;h purity inert gas, ting behavior of water
Measurement of the contact angle of water on,

.
'

! the sample surface. *

f L2.5.6 Measurement of Residual Contamination
Information will be needed about the actual sur- The wetting behavior of water was investigated

face states at different stages of cleaning and process- theoretically. Based on the available surface energies
ing. A survey of the available techniques for contami- of various substrates, water should spread spontane-
nation detection revealed several suitable ously on clean solid inorganic surfaces like glass,
spectroscopic methods: oxides, and hard metals. Already a fraction of a

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis monolayer of water-insoluble hydrocarbon contami-.

(ESCA) nation on these surfaces causes nonwetting. Contact
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) angle measurements yield numbers which are direct-.

. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) ly related to the hydrocarbon coverage of the test
Mass spectrometry in the UHV-system * su rface. This can be used to control working environ-.

With SIMS, all the relevant elements (H, C, N, O, Ar) ments by measuring contact angles as a function of
can be detected. More suitable for bulk analysis are time or environment parameters.
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1.2.5.7 Preparation Route for EOS Experiment also show the most important points for con-
Components: tamination :ontrol.The information from con.

Pressure Cell Conyonents Cleaning is designed tamination measurements will be used to con-*

to be done in three different environments firm or improve the designed preparation
with increasing degrees of cleanliness (Table 1 route.

Vill). Because physically adsorbed raMtilayers
of water an 1 hydrocarbons are expected to be
major causes for contamination, the least two 1.2.6 UO2 Heat Capacity Experiments
cleaning steps especially aim at removal of
these compounds. The flow of pressure cell.

components through the various stages of 1.2.6.1 Dynamic Heat Capacity Measurements on
cleaning and processing is summarized in Fig- UO2

e ure 1.2-13.

Fuel The EOS fuel must be characterized prior High temperature properties of UO are required
,

* 2

to the experiments with regard to its chemical for thermal transient calculations of reactor systems
composition and physical structure. The de- under accident conditions. In particular, the heat

in the solid phase is needed tosigned preparation route tries to retain the fuel capacity of UO2

in a prototypical state. Maintaining this state establish the initial energy state for these calcula-
requires avoidance of contamination via the tions. Previous vaporization experiments by Ben-
various transport mechanisms (see section son"* and others suggest that the heat capacity of
1.2.5.3) and no loss of prototypical fuel pres- UO is heating-rate dependent. A dynamic heat ca-2

sure sources like gases and fission products. A pacity model has been proposedoem in which the
procedure for the preparation of clean fuel instantaneous heat capacity varies from 1.0 to about
powder has been proposed. At present,investi- 0.5 times the equilibrium values in the temperature
gators plan fuel cleaning only by means of the range from 1500 K to melt. The difference between
final bakeout ir. the UHV-system prior to EOS the instantaneous and equilibrium values has been
cell closure '.n situ. Figure 1.2-14 summarizes attributed to the formation and diffusion of defects
the flow of fuel material through the various with characteristic relaxation times of up to several
stages of processing. Figures 1.2-13 and 1.2-14 tens of milliseconds.

Table 1-VIII Summary of Cleaning Steps for EOS Pressure Cell Components

Secondary Cleaning
Contamination Source and (Combined With
Expected Contaminants Primary Cleaning Storage) Final Cleaning

1. Contact Contamination Mechanical cleaning UV-ozone cleaning Heating in UHV -
Gross hydrocarbons A in water-ethanol, supported by active system to 500 Ka
Inorganic salts B affected: B, C adsorbents for water
Particulates C and hydrocarbons

Ultrasonic cleaning Affected contaminants: Affected contaminants:o

in trichlorethylene, E, F E, F

A, F

2. Airborne Contamir.adon Ultrasonic cleaning
Particulates D in water ethanol,
Water E affected: B, C, D
Film hydrocarbons F

UV-ozone cleaning
prior to outgassing
affected: A, F

3. Bulk Gases G Outgassing in vacuum
affected: G
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Sandia investigators have devised an experiment Investigators have assumed that sample heating pro-
to measure the relative values of the equilibrium and ceeded as outlined above and the surface temperature

instantaneous specific heat of UO as well as the was recorded as a function of time.The sample cooled
3

relaxation time. The facility for these experiments linearly with time after the low-voltage (high-cur-
became operational during this quarter and some rent) power supply was switched off and until the
preliminary measurements have been made, capacitor discharge began. The temperature then

jumped an amount determined by the magnitude of
the instantaneous specific heat. Following discharge,

1.2.6.2 Experimental Apparatus the sample cooled exponentially in time while the

The apparatus uses Joule heating to raise the specific heat relaxed to the equilbrium value. Then
,

sample tempeidore to the region of interest. Then, the cooling rate was again approximately constant.

after a short delay, a rapid temperature excursion is The relative magnitude of the instantaneous spe-
cific heat was determined as follows. First, the linear,

induced by discharging a capacitor into the sample. ,

Majorlimitations to rapid resistive heating of UO Post-pulse cooling curve was extrapolated back to the
2

arise from the negative temperature coefficient of time of the heating pulse. This defined the tempera-

resistance. These include high resistance at ambieat ture jump expected if there were no dynamic effect.

temperature, radial temperature gradients in the sam. The ratio of this jump to the observed jump was

ple, and the possibility of hot filaments in the sample . multiplied by the known value of the equilibrium
interior. To minimize these limitations, small diame. Specific heat to give the instantaneous value. Finally,

ter samples are used and the heating is accomplished the difference between the actual temperature and

in steps with time for thermal equilibration between the linear extrapolation could be fit to an exponential
curve to determine the relaxation rate of the heateach step.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Figure capacity. This relative technique eliminates the need

1.2 15. The high-voltage (low-current) ac power sup, to measure the energy deposited in ti e sample and

ply is used to overcome the high-initial resistance of minimizes the effects of thermal gradients. ,
the sample and heat it to about 1200 K. The low-
voltage (high-current) ac power supply raises the
sample temperature to the desired point and holds it 1.2.6.4 Preliminany Measurements

to establish equilibrium conditions. The capacitor A series of preliminary measurements was com-
P eted on several UO samples to check out thelbank generates a rapid temperature excursion de- 2

fined by the proposed instantaneous specific heat. apparatus. Figure 1.2-16 shows the results of one such

The high voltage de power supply is for charging the measurement. It appeared that some sort of dynamic

capacitor bank. The power supplies and capacitor effect was occurring. The same general shape of this
bank are switched by mercury relays which are con. curve was observed in all of the measurements made

trolled by a microprocessor. The rample is contained so far,

in a vacuum system to minimize heat losses by con-
vection and to provide electrical insulation between The greatest unresolved difficulty at this time
the electrodes.The surface temperature of the sample arises from poor electrical contact between the sam-

*
P e and sample holder. This results in only a smalllis measured by a fast optical pyrometer, the output of

which is recorded on a digital oscilloscope. fraction of the energy stored in the capacitor being
deposited in the sample. To achieve the desired tem-

' ,

perature rise, the capacitor voltage has to be higher
'

1.2.6.3 Data Analysis causing arcing across the sample surface. Several
Analysis of the data is not entirely straightfor- modifications are being tried out to alleviate the

ward, but the essential features will be described. problem.

3-
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2. Fuel Dynamics (3700 C), to insure that transient fuel-vapor pressure
would be small compared to the applied He driving
pressure.

2.1 Transition Pha8e (D. A. hicArthur,4423; Table 2-1 shows the proposed experiment se-..

quence for the initial series. The experiments at the
A. Suo-Anttila,4425; W. E. Nelson, 4452) lowest temperatures and pressures are to be per-
2.1.1 Introduction f rmed first, t allow accumulation of safety-related

. data on experiment performance. Figure 2.1-1 com-Following the loss of initial geometry in a core pares this experiment series with the parameterdisruptive accident, and assuming that neither early ranges covered in previous work performed at ANL,

shutdown nor rapid hydrodynamic disassembly and Grenoble.t24242*
takes place, the accident enters the transition phase.
At this point, one or a number of subassemblies have

*
r.elted down and radial propagation takes place as Table 2-1 Proposed Experiment Sequence for
subassembly hexcans are melted through. The pro- Initial In Core Fuel-Freezing Experiments
gression of the transition phase may strongly affect
the severity of the accident, and it is, therefore, Tsteel PHe Tfuel
important to understand the phenomena associated Experiment ( C) (atm) ('C)
with this accident stage in detail. In particular, sever- 1 400 10 3000
al key questions need to be answered. First, in the
early stages of the accident is the fuel dispersive, that 2 400 100 3000
is, how far can the molten core material and fission

gas mixture move axially before it freezes? Secondly, 3 400 10 3700
if blockages form and the core is bottled up, what is
its configuration-does it remain boiled up, or does the 4 400 100 3700
pool collapse followed by the occurrence of a recriti-
cality? Answers to these questions depend upon re- 5 600 55 3350
solving the uncertainties in transition phase phe-
nomenology. Work at Sandia is directed toward the 6 800 10 3000
mechanics of fuel blockage formation and boiling
pool behavior. Both analytic and experimental stud- 7 800 100 3000
ies are included in this effort.

8 800 10 3700

2.1.2 Initial In-Core Fuel Freezing
Experiment Series 9 800 100 3700

Heat transfer and neutronics calculations (de-
~

scribed in greater detail below), have been performed 2.1.3 Apparatus Design and Fabrication
to determine a final design for the fuel freezing hiost features of the apparatus have been deter-,

apparatus. Some modifications were incorporated for mined by the desired length of the fuel freezing tube,
the first experiment series. The diameter of the fuel the physical size of the pressure system, and the need
pellet was reduced from 1.0 to 0.8 cm, and the maxi- for good thermal insulation around the preheated.

mum initial steel wall temperature was reduced from freezing tube. However, two changes were necessary
1273 K (1000*C) to 1073 K (800*C), to prevent over- compared to the design reported in the preceding
heating of the stainless steel wall next to the molten Quarterly Report. First, all-welded construction was
fuel. At 1073 K, the sieel adjacent to the fuel is chosen for the fuel freezing tube and the fuel pellet
expected to melt rapidly upon contact with molten housing to provide greater reliability, simplicity, and
fuel, so this steel temperature restriction is not ex- strength. Second, neutronics and heat transfer calcu-
Pected to reduce the utility of the initial experiment lations showed that greater heat capacity was re-
series. To allow more room for fuel expansion upon quired in the stainless steel wall of the melting
melting, the initial average fuel-pellet density was chamber.
reduced to 80% of theoretical density. The initial Afaintenance of a constant pressure on the molten
experiments will therefore involve about 45 g of UO, fuel is desirable until freezing is complete (i.e., for
for a 10-cm-long fuel-pellet stack.The maximum fuel times approaching 1 min). In considering experiment
temperature was also reduced somewhat to ~3973 K safety, the conservative assumption was made that a
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l

!

!

!
:

j blockage would form very early,in which case practi- realistic material compositions and the actual dimen-
call- 'l the molten fuel would remain in the melting sions of the experiment containment canisters. If noi

chamuer. The 316 stainless steel used for the melting radial mixing is assumed, roughly half of the molten
I chamber wall becomes very weak near 1473 K fuel will have an energy deposition within 15% of

(1200'C)(2+ so a maximum wall temperatux of about the desired average value, correspondind to roughly
1323 K (1050'C) was set. Transient heat transfer a 1200 K temperature variation.
calculations showed that the maximum wall tempera- y
ture after the pulse is determined to a good approxi.
mation by the initial fuel temperature and the rela- ,,,,_

'

tive heat capacities of the fuel pellet and the steel
wall. On the other hand, an excessive wall thickness

na- 7,'"'reduces energy deposition in the fuel pellet and
*

makes the deposition less uniform by requiring high- /" 5""*
er pellet enrichments. Therefore, a wall thickness of j3,,

0.87 cm and a pellet diameter of 0.8 cm were chosen. --

[ f
.u ,n ,

Detailed l' eat transfer calculations for these dimen- [
sions, using conservative assumptions for the con- >=o r i

ductivities and gap resistances, show that a maximum /' ;/ .!
""

' " " '' ,'"wall temperature of about 1373 K (1050'C)is reached
at about 30 s after the reactor pulse, followed by a @, /
slow decay to lower temperatures.This wall tempera- / f /
ture rise appears to be acceptable from a safety stand-
point. The wall temperature will be monitored on the ([ |

, ,

earlier experiments at low steel temperatures, to ver- ., g o ,y,
ify the thermal behavior. /f

Transient flow calculations were also performed ,,

to estimate the time required for the molten UO to2

flow into the freezing tube. The effects of gravity, of Figure 2.1 1 Parameter Ranges Covered by ANL and French (Gre-
the ~4 centipoise viscosity of molten UO ,and of a 1- noble) Experiments on Fuel Freezing Together With Parameter2

atm back pressure in the freezing tube were included Range of Planned Sandia Emperiments. (Parameters are steel wall-

'"" P"''""' D'O' '"d d'# "8 P'*""' D ('"""
in the analysis, but freezing and wall ablation were
neglected. At the lowest driving pressure,10 atm, the
front of the molten UO is calculated to be 20 cm into2

the freezing tube at 15 to 25 ms after the pressure ,, .
.

'

pulse is applied, depending on the precise shape of

molten fuel velocity (V) and the distance (Z) into the 1
,

/,the pressure pulse. Figures 2.1-2 and 2.1-3 show the ,, ,

}freezing tube reached by the leading edge of the fuel, |
- 'o

- "

*

for two assumed shapes of the applied pressure pul3e. g* |
The differences between Figures 2.1-2 and 2.1-3 show j i

[ *

that the shape of the pressure pulse is significant. g. .
. 3.

iliowever, similar calculations at 30 and 100 atm show 5

that the pulse shape is less important at high pres- |' |
sures. [

'

~ " j
Figure 2.1-4 shows the final fuel pellet design, the i

result of a compromise between adequate margin for ft : -
- 'o

reaching the desired energy deposition in these ini-
tial experir.xnts,and maximum uniformity of energy . , . . ..

* '* " " " " " ''

deposition ha the fuel. The pellet has two radial zones " " ' ' ~ * '
of slightly different enrichment, but with the same
average energy deposition in each zone. The radial Figure 2.1 2 Fuel ; elocity. (v). Fuel Penetration Distance (z) and
variation of energy deposition was calculated wit 1 Driving Pressure (PD)for a Linearly. Rising Pressure Pulse With a
two-dimensional neutron transport code, including 23.ms Rise Time
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include feedthroughs for control cables and diagnos-'' so. .

tic instrumentation. Orders for some of the diagnos-
tic instrumentation have been placed. The final de-i- . so

sign for the freezing tube and melting chamber is
currently being reviewed by Sandia safety consul-, . . . . ,,

3 tants.
> v -

g ,, - . &

W I
i io j 2.2 Initial and Extended Fuel Motion

g'a
I (IEFM) (A. C. Marshall, 4423; R. Craven, 4423;j

- .o
,

y j W. H. Sullivan, 4423; S. A. Wright, 4423;8

g | W. Trebilcock, 4424; G. Randall, 4452;

E e. . 3a
z M. F. Young, 4425; W. J. Camp,4425.)a

,

! E

I. . ,o

2.2.1 Introduction
Phenomenological investigations are being con-, , ,,

ducted in transient overpower (TOP), loss-of-flow
(LOF), and LOF-driven-TOP advanced reactor acci-

'

.'o lo dent sequences. To support accident analysis, de-
'

o ,o so ao so eo

rue t, , ,o-s, tailed phenomena associated with core disruption
must be identified and modeled. These phenomenaFigure 2.13 Fuel Velocity (V), Fuel Penetration Distance (Z),and

Dnving Pressure (PD) for a Step. Rise Pressure Pulse include fuel motion inside the clad prior to failure,
axial fuel failure location, mode of cladding failure,
fuel disruption modes, rate of dispersal, fuel plateout

"* ** *
o 4oo em ow and extended fuel motion into the blanket (potential

for blockage).

j Current activities in the program are directed
toward planning for preirradiated fuel tests of up to
19 pins in the ACRR and participation in the NRC
international exchange program on CABRI through
preanalysis of series tests A and B (TOP and LOF-
driven-TOP respectively) with single-pin geome-
tries.

| Some reactor safety tests that involve larger bun-
'

t s.a etnctwT

[tunicautwT die sizes and full length pins may be required. Facili-| 1

| |j ties in which to conduct these tests are, therefore,
s os em a i being evaluated on a continuous basis. Work on LOF

8 LENGTH
8 I and TOP accidents has been done in the DOE pro-
| | gram at TREAT and will continue in the TREAT
I upgrade. The Sandia program will be coordinatedi,

| with the DOE program to take the maximum advan-
| ! \ tage of the available data.ii2etnctNT

The tests being planned for the ACRR will requiretunicautwT

an in-pile flowing sodium system, a loop-control
Figure 2.1-4 Graded-En[ichment Fuel Pellet Design. (Two pellets ye , high power operating modes in the reactor,

would be gsed to obtain 45 g of fuel total. Average pellet density is
Preirradiated fuel, hot-fuel handling facilities, and a

8.78 g/cm ) high resolution fuel-motion-diagnostics system. The
fuel-motion-diagnostic system has been completed
and installed in the ACRR tank. The design of the

Fabrication of the smaller items in the driving initial out-of-pile loop has been completed and most
pressure system is complete. Work is in progress on of the loop components have been ordered. Work on
the containment canisters and their covers, which the design of the in-pile loop continued. Design of
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the loop control and data acquisition systems are in the thermocouple to correct for temperature changes
progress. in the sodium. This approach will also be tested.

2.2 .3 Sweep Generator Concept

2.2.2 Out-of-Pile Loop Design This approach uses a sweep generator and detects
sodium level by observing the resonance frequency,

The design of the initial out-of-pile (OOP) loop
".5 nance re9"enCY 8S aPproxi-

has been completed. An assembly drawing of the **'I ''#"#''' "*" ' . ' " "" '" I
OOP toop is shown in Figure 2.2-1. The loop is kHz for an air column of 60 cm. This approach is
designed to operate at a nominal temperature of 773 e nsidered as a backup should the other two ap-
K (500'C) and a maximum pressure of 3 MPa (450 pr aches fail; consequently, no testing of this ap- .

psi). Sodium and gas valves in the OOP loop design pr ach is planned yet.
permit a variety of test operations as well as fill,
drain, clean, and reconfiguration operations. Durisig ,

high pressure operations, valves will be operated 2.2.3 Data Acquistion and Control. .

remotely. The OOP loop will also contain a remotely
actuated valve for depressurizing the loop during a The electronics for the Data Acquisition system

potential accident (leak) situation. All major loop and the controllers for the heating of the sodium

components and instrumentation, except heaters, in, were chosen from many possible systems. The same

sulation, sodium level detectors, and flow meters, system and controller will be used on both in-pile

have been ordered. and out-of-pile loops with minimum changes or addi-
ti ns. An HP 3052 Data Acquisition system was cho-Several approaches are being explored for sodium
sen. The HP 3052 is compatible with the existing HPlevel detection methods that are compatible with the
9845T terminal / controller and HP 1000 computer.space and temperature constraints of the Sandia

The HP 3052 provides 76 channels of thermocou-loops. The level detection methods given the most
ple and/or pressure transducer information and 10attention follow.
channels of relay closures for status or alarm cordi-
tions. These channels would be used on both loeps.

2.2.2.1 Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) Concept An LSI-ll microprocessor is being used as a test

The system consists of a fast-rise-time pulse ap. Nd to evaluate loop-heater-controller approaches.
plied to a high speed interval timer and air dielectic The management consists basically of solid-state re-

coaxial cable immersed in sodium. The timer is both lays (zero crossing type), activated by TTL compatible
IOS c,0Perating the trace heaters and thermocouplesistarted and stopped on the rising edge of the appro-
as the feedback. Under software control, sodium ispriate pulse. The initial pulse is reflected when it hits
melted from the free surface in zones until all thethe short caused by the sodium on the coaxial cable.

The reflected pulse is 180* out of phase with the sodium is melted, and then brought up to operating

initial pulse, so that its trailing edge is the rising edge temperature. Either the LSI or the 3052 system will
then continue to run the heaters.saich stops the timer. With time and velocity infor-

nation, the distance, or level, may be computed. The The previously mentioned electronics are all com-

time interval has 40-ps resolution (40 x 10-12 s); this mon to both loops and represent a cost savings over .

resolution allows the sodium level to be determined two complete systems. A 15-channel FM tape deck

within 1/2 in. The mechanical parts for this device will provide backup data in the event that primary
are now complete. Testing of this approach will data acquisition is lost. The data acquisition and *

begin soon, control systems for the out-of-pile and in-pile loops
are illustrated in Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3 respectively.

2.2.2.2 Temperature Compensated Resistance Wire
The concept uses the change in resistance in a 2.2.4 ACRR Control System

conducting loop immersed in sodium to indicate The ACRR control system has been modified to
sodium level change. Temperature changes will, provide a programmed transient rod withdrawal
however, also change the resistance producing inac- mode which will be used in the IFFM experiments.
curate level indications. To correct for temperature The switch preset and microprocessor based rod
changes, one leg of the conducting loop will be a drive programmers have been installed and electro-
thermocouple. Appropriate electronics are used with .nechanical acceptance testing was completed for the
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switch preset system. This system is now fully oper- that is more pronounced in thelarge diameter CAllRI
ational and has been used for several extended tran- test pins than in the SNR-300 or PFR pins.
sient operations Electromechanical testing of the The substitution of irradiated UO for mixed (U,

2

microprocessor-based system is continuing. Pu)O fuels has been addressed on the basis of the2

Kinetics calculations have shown that a simula- phenomenology impacting the experiments under
tion of an LOF-driven-TOP cannot be fully simulated consideration. Slightly different conceres emerge for
by using a single pulse or transient rod withdrawal TOP experiments than for LOF experiments; and
since the rod withdrawal speed required for this test considerably different concerns would enter if PAHR
falls between these two modes. Additional. kinetics experiments were under consideration.
and heat transfer calculations have shown, however,,

that an operating mode in which the transient rods 2.2.6.1 LOF Experimental Concerns
are withdrawn for a preheat followed by firing the Under LOF conditions, the loss of coolant flow
two rods in succession could yield an acceptable means that either the clad melts off prior to signifi-,

power history. cant fuel disruption or at least that clad is so weak at
the time of fuel disruption that mechanical loading of
clad is fn consequence. So, for LOF experiments2.2.5 CABRI Calculations
the crucial phenomenologies are fission gas release

The CABRI A2 TOP test was recalculated by using and fission-gas-driven fuel disruption. The disrup-a revised version of the EXPAND code and actual
tion can be mild (e.g., solid-state swelling followed

experimental data. The previous EXPAND prediction by liquid-state slumping) or violent (e.g., fission-gas-
of late failure in A2 when no failure occurred was due ~

driven fuel micro-fracturing and dispersal). The
to the uncertainty in the failure model at low power trade-off between various microprocesses determines
levels plus the differences between D previous and which type disruption occurs.
present EXPAND versioas. In the case of A2, the The basic cause of fuel disruption is the growth,
sensitivity of the failure model to variations in the pressurization, and motion of inert-gas bubbles with-
power level is greater than the experimentally attain- in the fuel matrix. The amount of gas retained in
able accuracy, This difference is demonstrated by the bubbles (vs that released during steady-state oper-
fact that no failure is predicted when the coupling ation) and its location depend primarily on power
factor is reduced by only 2% compared to the experi- level at burnup and percent burnup. Low power fuel
mental error of about 10%. retains more gas than high power fuel; the location of

Steady-state results are in fair agreement with gas depends on restructuring radii which are deter-
thermocouple data, although calculated temperatures mined again ov power level and burnup. In both
are roughly 20 K higher than experimental tempera- cases, the dependence on power level is dominant.
tures over the pin length. This difference, around Gas release during the transient is in a sense a
11%, could be due to several experimental and calcu- phenomenon that complements fuel disruption. It
lational factors. arises by growth of intragranular bubbles, their

Transient results are in general agreement with movement to grain-boundary bubbles, and release of
the PHYSURA calculations except that a permanent grain-boundary gas through' interconnected porosity.* maximum clad strain of 0.002 was calculated, corre- The questions of fuel swelling vs brittle or ductiIe
sponding to a permanent deformation of 7.6 x 104 cm. fracture, and of these two phenomena vs gas release

Comparisons between the coolant thermocouple depend on temperature and temperature ramp rates,,

responses and calculated results are in fair agree- metal-atom vacancy concentrations and mobilities,
ment; the major differences appear to be a slower rise the diffusivity of metal atoms on bubble surfaces, fuel
time in the thermocouple data (TC transient re- strength properties (e.g., ultimate tensile stress and
sponse) and a hump in the latter half of the TC data, vield stress), fuel creep rates, and the nature of
probably due to gamma heating. '

steady-state fuel nestructuring. In turn, these proper-
ties depend directly or indirectly on fuel surface
tension, grain boundary tensions, thermal expansi-

2.2.6 UO2 vs Mixed Oxide vity, thermal conductivity, and fuel specific heat as
The implications of the use of UO instead of well as melting points and heats of fusion. Finally,2

mixed oxide fuel in CABRI tests have been evaluated. for both UO and (U,Pu)O these propertie, are gen-2 2

The primary reason for using UO instead of mixed erally quite sensitive to oxygen stoichiometry. In2

oxide is to reduce the radial-energy-deposition gradi- addition, should Pu migration toward the hotter cen-
ent during transient tests; this gradient is a problem tral regions of the fuel pin become significant, it can
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effect changes in radial temperature profiles during er boiling point in the mixed oxide and
transients and thus possibly the nature and timing of again would only be important for very
fuel disruption. high ramp rate TOPS.04)

+ Thermal Conductivity. In the solid state,
there are no discernable changes due to Pu

2.2.6.2 TOP Experimental Concerns addition.u4> The liquid state thermal con-

Under TOP conditions, coolant flow may normal- ductivity is not well known even for UO -2
ly be assumed to be sufficient to cause mechanical No important effects are expected.

clad failure rather than clad melt-through. Mutual * Thermal Emissivity. This property has not
been measured for Pu-UO , but from theo-fuel-clad mechanical loading is thus very important. 2 .

The clad properties will play an important role in retical considerations it should be nearly
the same as for UO . Differences will notTOP failur% they are unaffected by differences be- 2

tween UO and mixed-oxide fuels. have significant effects. .

2

Many of the same concerns that enter for LOF * SurfaceTension. Again,although not mea-
sured for (U, Pu)O , no major differencesexperiments also impact TOP experiments. However, 2

fuel mechanical properties play a more dominant role are anticipated. A major change in surface

here. The thermal expansion of fuel is especially tension could have a significant effect on

important. The contribution from fission gas release bubble dynamics and fuel failure.

can be equally important for some experiments, and * Thermal Expansion. The expansivity of

the nature of fuel cracking is also of significant mixed oxides is closely similar to that of
UO . This is important since thermal cx-influence on failure modeling. For very high ramp 2

rate TOPS, fuel vapor pressure can also have a major Pansion is a determining parameter under
some TOP conditions.impact on failure and fuel motion,

2.2.6.3.2 Mechanical Properties
2.2.6.3 Comparison of Relevant UO2 and (U, Pu)O2 * Elastic Moduli. These differ by roughly
Properties 25% between UO and 25% Pu mixed ox-2

ides. This can have quantitative but no
qualitative effects.ou4)

2.2.6.3.1 Thermal Properties Ultimate Tensile Stress and Yield Stress..
.

* Melting Points. The mixed oxide system These are both very temperature depen-
melts incongruently with a solidus-liqui- dent and decrease rapidly above 2000 K.
dus range of about 25 K for 10% Pu. In 50% uncertainties exist in the data. To this
addition, the melting point is depressed by kind of accuracy, there is no difference
35 K in the mixed oxide. These effects are between (U,Pu) O and UO "''''''2 2

Fracture Stress. Brittle fracture stress in-roughly twice as large for 20% PU fuels. *

The net effect is not terribly significant for creases with temperature and is closely ,

either a LOF or a TOP. 04> similar in both oxides.u12e
Creep. Creep is an activated process which+ Specific Heats. In the solid, except just a

below the melting points, the mixed-oxide varies strongly with temperature, oxygen .

specific heat is nearly identical to that of stoichiometry and burnup. The activation
UO . In the liquid, these specific ) 7ats are energies are similar in the two materials.

2

within 10% of each other.ua> The oxygen stoichiometry variation has
B?iling Point. The mixed-oxide boiling not been as well studied for mixed oxides

as for UO . Nevertheless, it is strong: a 5%point is nearly 200 K below that of UO . 22

This is of no importance for LOF and reduction in oxygen stoichiometry from
would only impact very high ramp rate (U, Pu)O to (U,Pu)On, leads to an order of2

TOPS.04) magnitude increase in creep rate. In gener-
. Latent Heat of Fusion. These are nearly al, (U,Pu)O creep rates are somewhat2

identical for the two systems.04) higher than UO rates. In UO as in2 2

. Latent Heat of Vaporization. The mixed- (U,Pu)O deviations from stoichiometry
2

oxide latent heat is about 15% lower than lead to enormous increases in creep rates:

that of UO . This compensates for the low- for UO the creep rate is more than two
2 m
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orders of magnitude less than UO m.(24)In substitution. This is because (1) the two fuels are very2

addition, creep rates become greatly en- similar in nearly all relevant properties; and (2)
hanced at temperatures near meltAn Al- where significant differences between fuels exist,
though the differences in creep rate be- either these differences are masked by larger effects
tween UO and (U,Pu)O should be taken due, for example, to oxygen stoichiometry and/or2 2

into account, the oxygen stoich'ometry temperature, or to the current uncertainties in the
and temperature dependences dwarf the UO and (U,Pu)O2 Properties which are greater than2

Pu stoichiometry effects and they have not expected differences. As a practical matter, in fuel
been carefully established.(2+) with significant burnup some of the thermal profile

improvement gained through the use of UO is lost, 2

because of efficient UD8-Pu2" breeding. Finally, the
mixed-oxide profile problems are exacerbated by the

2.2.6.3.3 Microscopic Properties rather large diameter of CABRI common test pins.. . . .

The problem should be lessened with SNR-300 or
. Defect Formation Energies. Vacancy and PFR fuel pins. Conversely, it would be worsened

interstitial-formation energies as well as with Super-Phenix pins,
dislocation formation energies are seen
from statistical mechanical theories to
scale like the melting temperature or other 2.2.7 CABRI Calorimeter Experimentdisorder temperatures, none of which are
grossly different in (U,Pu)O systems from The detectors for the CABRI calorimeter experi-

2

UO systems. So no major differences are ments were fabricated, calibrated, and shipped to
2

expected. France this quarter. The five fission-thermocouple
Diffusivities. Bulk and surface diffusivities detectors (FTCs) and the gamma-thermocouple detec-

should be quite similar (except, perhaps, tors (GTCs) were fabricated at Sandia during the
near the melting point)in the two sy stems previous quarter. Thew detectors, along with five
because the fundamental cohesive forces fissi n chambers fabricated by Reuter Stokes Inc,
and lattice structures are very similar, were calibrated in the SPR-III to determine their

In neither of the above cases does there exist impulse response functions, sensitivities to neutron

sound experimental data. Thus, fundamental phys- and gamma fluxes, and to determine the effect of
ical principles have been invoked to decide that temperature on the voltage output of the fission and

significant differences are not expected. gamma thermocouple detectors.
The SPR-III calibration experiments consisted of

exposing the detectors to six reactor pulses. The six
2.2.6.4 Radial Dependence of (U,Pu) Stoichiometry reactor pulses consisted of two free-field glory hole

in mixed oxides which are stoichiometric or hy- Pulses at room temperature, two free-field glory hole

perstoichiometric, during burnup, Pu migrates to the Pulses at 553 K (280*C), and two glory hole pulses

hotter central region of the fuel pin. Thus, for exam- with a lead pig insert at room temperature. The

pie, a fuel pin initially 20% Pu uniformly distributed, dosimetry for all reactor pulses consisted of*

will have ~30% Pu at centerline ~15% Pu at the TLDs,mU-foils, and "8U foils. The lead pig perturbs

outer radial edge after 5% burnup.04) This has a the neutron-to-gamma flux ratio allowing a c'etermi.

significant effect on temperature profiles. However, nation of the neutron and gamma-ray sensitivities of*

the detectors (summarized in Table 2-11).UO fuels with 5% burnup will show some of this2

effect since they contain several percent Pu. Further- Figures 2.2 L 2.2-5, and 2.2-6 show the measured
n ore, the thermal effect apparently is more than detector responses for the three types of detectors
compensated by the difference in fission and capture (FTCs, GTCs, and fission chambers) for the 280 K
cross sections between U and Pu. free-field reactor pulse. Note that the fission chamber

response follows the reactor pulse while the fTC and
GTC responses are significantly altered by heat trans-

2.2.6.5 Conclusions on the Use of UO2 vs Mixed fer characteristics of the detectors. Because the pulse
Oxide Fuel width of the SPR-III is so small (<100 ps) compared

For both TOP and LOF experiments, the use of to the pulse width of the CABRI reactor, these re-
preirradiated UO fuels in place of (U,Pu)O fuels is sponses are, to a good approximation, the impulse

2 2

justified if experimental exigencies mandate such a response function. These functions are fit to a series
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of polynomialsand erponentialsand used in a decon- test the capability of platinum-self powered detectors
volution program to determine the energy deposi- (Pt-SPD) to monitor fuel motion when the detectors
tion rate in the detector /2-8) are located outside the fuel bundle. Previous experi-

At the conclusion of the SPR-Ill calibration ex- n ents were performed with detectors inside the fuel
periments 9 out of the 10 thermocouple detectors bundleJ248 In these gross motion experiments, the
were operating correctly. Radiographs made prior to detectors were located outside a seven-pin fuel bun-

- the experiments and after the experiments showed die appreximately 15 mm from the central fuel pin.
no changes or damages to the detectors caused by This laation simulates placing the detectors in the
either handling or high-temperature operation. In sodiam bypass loop of a true fast reactor LOF or TOF
January the detectors were shipped to France and exp riment.

*

arrived on schedule in mid-February. Upon arrival of
.

'

the detectors in 1^rance, continuity checks showed ' ' '

that all nine of the thermocouple detectors were , _ _
,

functioning properly. Hewever, after mounting the .

detectors only.four of the thermocouple detectors .s - -

passed the continuity checks. Examination of the
4 - -failed detectors revealed that the gold lead wire y

bonds within the detectors had broken. Since the ;

calorimeter experiments were not scheduled for sev- $*~
~

eral months, attempts are being made in France to g,. _

effect repairs. The primary dynamic instrumentation
in the calorimeter experiments consists of five fission i - -

chamber detectors. Consequently, even if the five
-

broken detectors cannot be repaired, the remaining
-

four detectors can still provide valuable time depen- , , , , , , , ,.,
o 5' 'o 2 is 4 20 s as e ao r as a 4i.e 4e o s i.:dent information which is unavailable etherwise.

TNE (ms)

Iigure 2.2-4 Fission Thermocouple Detector Response to a SPR-Ill

Table 2-11 CABRI Detector Sensitivities in SPR-Ill ruiw (FTc 2)

Sensitivity
Vxs , , , , , ,

~ Detector cal /g (ul0Mo) Type of Sensitivity
Fission TC 5

(FTC2) 0.53 x 1&4 8% Neutron and gamma
' ' ~

Gamma TC
(GTC3) 1.34 x 10-4 5% Neutron and gamma j3 -

Fission a
*

chamber $,.
(CAB 16) *l.85 x 1087 9

16% Neutron
, . ,

*(V x s) / (fis/g (9.3% U))
0-

2.3 In-Core Fuel Motion Detection '' o s!ir i o'24
'

is a. 2a . 2 . ao12as. o,.4.o. >>2

(S.A. Wright,4426; P. J. McD miel, 4424) Tue <=.:

l'igure 2.2-5 Gamma Thermtwouple Detector Response to a SPR-ill
Pulse (GTC 3)

2.3.1 SPR-III Fuel Motion Detection
Experiments Figures 2.3-1 and 2.3-2 illustrate the Seven pin

- Experiments to test the feasibility of in-core fuel fuel bundle geometry and the detector locations.
motion detection were performed in the SPR-Ill this Figure 2.3-1 shows a schematic of the axial view of
quarter.The specific goal of these experiments was to the reven-pin bundle and the detector locations. The
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fuel pins come in two sections, a fixed section and a pin experiments. These experiments are scheduled
movable section. The fixed section is attached to the for the next two quarters.
bottom of the experiment stand. The movable por-
tion, which is above the fixed fuel pin section can be

. withdrawn to simulate fuel motion. The detectors are 2.3.2 Detector Development
placed at 10 axial elevations around the fuel bundle. One of the keys to a successful in-core fuel motion
At each elevation there are at least two detectors. detection system is having detectors which are sensi-

'Each elevation is separated by 25.4 mm which corre- tive to fuel motion. The detectors currently used to
sponds to the active length of each detector. The total observe fuel motion are Pt-SPDs. These detectors are
axial coverage of the 22 detectors is 254 mm. sensitive to the gamma-ray flux and have no angular

a distribution in their sensitivity. Another detector
so which is being considered for use as a fuel motion.

monitor is the thick film self-powered detector (TF-
*

SPD). This detector operates in a similar manner too

I the Pt-SPD; however, it has a significant neutron
_so . sensitivity and is very sensitive to the angular distri-

bution of the neutron and gamma ray flux.

[j,,,,
, Before these detectors can be effective as fuel

motion monitors, the detector must be fully charac-.,

y ,,
, terized with respect to its neutron sensitivity, gamma

sensitivity, and its sensitivity to the angular flux
" '

distribution.The basic physics of how these detectors
g work must also be understood in order to choose

materials and design characteristics that will make
~**

olse o sin o.res i.one i.as i.sse i.rea a.o4e z.so4 a se the detectors even more sensitive to fuel mot cn.Theo

theory for these detectors is currently being devel-m o..

oped. Several reactor experiments were performed
Figure 2.2-6 Fission Chamber Response to a SPR-III Pulse (CAB 16)

which reinforce many of the theoretical concepts.
The TF-SPDs are fabricated at Sandia, using thick

Figures 2.3-2 shows a top view of the seven-pin film hybrid microcircuit electronic techniques. Fig-
bundle and the location of the detectors for the gross ure 2.3-3 illustrates one of the detectors. Electronical-
motion experiments. For comparison, the location of ly, the detector is really a parallel plate capacitor
the detectors in the seven-pin high resolution experi. (c ::: 3 pf).
ments is also shown. Additionally, the groups of fuel Accordingly to present theoretical understand-
pins which are moved together are connected by ing, the detector operates in the following manner.
dotted lines. Configuring the fuel-pin bundle and When gamma radiation is incident on the top side of
detector locations in this manner allows assessment the detector, the gamma rays have Compton interac-
of the three-dimensional resolution capabilities of tions in the aluminum and gold. Since Compton
the unfolding techniques for these gross motion ex- interactions are forward scattered, there is a net flow*

periments. of electrons from the top electrode to the bottom
The unfolding analysis of these experiments is electrode through the dielectric. This produces a

' still under development. However, preliminary anal- positive current in the external circuit. However,
ysis of the detector responses has been completed. In when neutron radiation is incident on the top of the
general, the detector responses observed in these detector, the fast neutrons produce energetic charged
gross motion experiments are lower than in the high particle interactions (n,u) or (n,p), with the alumi-
resolution experiments. This was expected since the num. These (n,n) and (n,p) interactions are also for-
detectors are farther away from the fuel. The average ward scattered to produce a net flow of positive
change in detector response for a fuel motion in charged particles between the top and bottom dielec-
which all seven pins were moved away from the trics. This creates a negative current in the external
detector is 3% to 5% in the high resolution experi- circuit. These two processes compete with each other
ments, the average change in signal for this amount to produce the total external current. When the radi-
of motion was 15% ation is incident from the bottom of the detector, the

The unfolding analysis of these experiments will neutron and gamma-ray currents are reversed in
be performed after the completion of the 19- and 37- sign.
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.. g g gamma-ray fluence was determined by using TLDs.
h The charged particle interactions were determined

g g by counting the specific activity of the residual 24Na
+ nucleus resulting from the 27Al-{n,a) 24Na nuclear

interaction. These results confirmed that the forward_ _ _ _ _ _ , ,

g , , , g and backward (top-bottom) sensitivities of the detec-

4 9 tor to the incident radiation are of nearly ' equal.

E magnitu_de and of opposite sign. In addition, they
E- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

showed that the sign of the (n,a) sensitivity of the
-

L 6 detector was opposite to that of the gamma-sensitiv-
c. .+ + + O N ity of the detector. This seems to confirm that the

* - " - - - ~ ~ ~

major charged particle interactions which cause sig-'

t
.. nals to be developed are due to fast neutron interac-

* O O- tions competing with gamma induced Compton elec-
trons. Also, the magnitude of the gamma-sensitivity

g g (7,e) was approximately twice that of the fast neutron
2 (n,a) and (n,p) sensitivity for the SPR-III flux.

The transport and slowing down of these highly<

i .O GROSS MOTION DETECTORS energetic charged particles through the dielectric
significantly alten its conductivity. Replacement cur-

+ HIGH RESOLUTION DETECTORS rents a w% ween e electr des may also k
created and could affect measured output currents. In
addition, charge trapping in the dielectric may cause,

Figure 2.3-2 Radial Location of Detectors for the Seven-Pin liigh the detector to have long term changes in sensitivity
Resolution and Gross Motion Experiments because of the total radiation dose to which the

detector is exposed. The theory to take these effects
into account is being developed. To aid in the devel--

5 opment of this theory, future detectors will be fabri-

h)TRWTON
cated from very pure materials for which many of the

reWRON RADMTON gjectronic properties (e.g. radiation induced conduc.
-

[ tivity, density of traps, etc) are known. More experi-
f~ ments will then be performed to determine the sensi-" * ' ' " " ' ' ' " '

-9 tivity characteristics of the detector and to assess how
i- - Ai ors p o, > these electronic characteristics affect the detector re-

4 (a4
cmecime (s.oo sponse,

* * * " " ~ ' YcrRic tsop

MD y
.

,
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3. Core Debris Behavior- postrest analysis of in-pire ana out-of-pile experi.

Inherent Retention ments involving the interaction of molten UO 2

( + La 0 + steel) with commercial grade ceramic2 2
materials. The focus is on electron microprobe chemi-
cal analysis of the products of the reactions of molten

3.1 Molten Core Containment core simulant with MgO and higAl 0 bricks. This2(D. A. Powers, 4422; J. F. Muir, 4441; W. Luth, 5541; analysis is providing information on diffusion and
T. Y. Chu,1337) melting reactions in the bricks. The information thus

obt4ned leads to estimates of both equilibrium and,

kinetic factors controlling the mechanism of attack.
3.1.1 Introduction The analytical method takes full advantage of the

The Molten Core Containment program is an accuracy, precision, and automated capability of the,

experimental and analytical effort to identify and Sandia electron microprobe, and has been developed
quantify the safety-related processes that could occur with the collaboration of W. F. Chambers of Sandia
during interaction of core debris with nuclear-reactor To assure full potential in treating chemically com-
containment structures. The experimental program plex systems with a large (:::: 9) number of indepen-
involves the interaction of prototyp we materials dent chemical components, the approach has been
at realistic temperatures with struc epresenta- tested on natural basaltic rocks containing 4 to 6
tive of those found in existing and , aned nuclear crystalline phases (all of which are solid solutions)
reactors. The program emphasizes the generic aspects and a multitamponent glass.
of the interactions. Results of the program are useful A polished thin section is prepared and examined
in the analysis of light-water and gas-cooled reactars optically to identify particular areas of interest. The
as well as LMFBRs during accident situations. electron micrcprobe is calibrated relative to stan-

The initial thrust of the program was the investi. dards of known composition and the sample of inter-
gation of molten core-debris interactions with var- est is placed in position under the electron beam.
ious types of concrete and steel linears. These studies Preliminary analyses on selected areae m .i .macted
established that melt / concrete interactions are quite by using 2 to 5 pm (square raster) electron beam
vigorous. The generation of gases by thermal decom- incident on the sample to identify phases and their
position of the concrete is a dominant process during local variability. Subsequent to this " hands-on" data
the interaction.The rapid erosion of concrete and the collection, the analyses are obtained in a fully auto-
generation of gas continues even after the core mate- mated manner. The procedure is to identify points
rials have solidified. Recently, experimental efforts which define the ends of I to 6 vectors on the sample,
in this program have been redirected toward the specify the number of analysis points per vector (not
study of solidified debris with concrete and the study necessarily the same for all vectors), and conduct the
of molten core debria with candidate materials that analvses of all points. The data can be collected
would be more suitable than cencrete for the reten- c.sernight and typically (depending on number of
tion of molten core materials. Candidate materials element, counting precision, and background count-

#
being examined in the program are magnesia, fire- ing interval) 300 to 600 data points are obtained. This
brick, high alumina cement, and borax. method, employing wave-length dispersive rather

Phenomenological models developed from the than energy dispersive analysis, provides high preci-
,

experimental results of this program will be of use in sion information on
the analysis of the structural integrity of reactor Weight and volurae percent of phases present.

containments during severe accident situations. Chemical composition, range and variability_ ,
.

These phenomenological models will be incorporat- within and between phases
ed in the containment analysis program. Average bulk chemical composition of the.

sample
Spatial disYbution of phases along the vec-a

3.1.2 Interaction of Molten Oxides With tor (s) employed.
Core Retention Materials

Activities during the past quarter have centered As noted previously, this approach has been tested on
development of techniques for examination and more complex (chemically) natural system. Sandia's
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analyses of both in-pile and out-of-pile experiments dependence of viscosity on shear rate is approximate-
will be based on this method. Samples of appropriate ly exponential:
materials from previous experiments have been se- .

U = U. exP (-W)lected for analyses and are now being prepared.
Experimental studies of molten UO, with poten- where

tial sacrifical materials are in the pLmning stage for n - viscosity
out-of-pile static and dynamic experiments. Sandia
staff members are examining potential natural mate- n!

viscosity at zero-shear rate-

w - shear rate
nals which may serve to quench the molten matern. l. a

while simultaneously forming a high-viscosity-sili- n - parameter.

cate melt which would wrve as a possible hot medi- The viscosity at zero-shear rate is not the viscosity of *

um for radionuclides and as a barrier for the concme the pure liquid. Rather it is the viscosity of the liquid-
reactor substructure and the environment. Prelim - solid slurry.

*
nary experiments planned for the next quarter will
emphasize molten core materials interacting sequen-

** 3tially with granite, MgO, and concrete.

3S -

3.1.3 Analysis of Melt / Concrete
* ~

Interactions
One aspect of ...elt/ concrete interactions that g ,, .

must be address d in modeling their long-term be- g

havior is the crust formation and growth that occurs g*
during solidification of the oxidic phase of the melt. g

~

Crust formation is expected around the periphery of >

the melt (on the expowd surface of the slag layer and ''

at the oxidic-phase / concrete interface) where tem- <

peratures are lowest. One material property that un- io -

doubtedly plays a significant role in the process of
"

crust formation is viscosity. The viscaity of single '
. .

phase siliceous melts increase dramatically with de- .

'
creasing temperature. As the melt temperature falls .

* "" ''" "'
below its liquidus value, the precipitation of solids
produces a two-phase slurry having a viscosity differ- " #, . ,,
ent from that of the single-phase melt because of the
presence of the sclid particulate. f igure 3.1 1 Shear. Rate Dependence of Slurry Viscosity

The viscosities of molten siliceous materials have
been correlated into an empirical formulation de- Several correlations of the vistosities of slurries

'

scribed by llottinga and Weill.nu This correlation has are available. For slurries containing less than 50 v/o
been implemented in a computer subroutine, solid, Kuniten has suggested
VISRHO,0-n that has been incorporated into the ,

CORCON and WECHSEL computer models of n, 1 + 0.5 4
melt / concrete interactions. The subroutine provides y, (i 4p
density and viscosity data for siliceous melts of vary-

, .omposition and temperatuce. The viscosity data'

provided by the subroutine are for single-phase lig- where
uids. y, , . , scosity of the slurry

Precipitation of solids in the siliceous melts will n, - viscosity of the pure liquid
cause the viscosity of the resulting slurry to differ~ 6-y lume fraction of solids.
from that of the single-phase melt. It is generally
observed that such s!urries are thixotropic. That is, Ting and Luebbers" found the following correla-
the viscosity is a nonlinear function of chear rate. The tions:
viscosity of a m del thixotropic eutectic slurry as a
function of shes - rate is shown in Figure 3.1-1. This (1) Spherical particles. & < 0.3:
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1
~

T,w = ablation teniperature of
9, t,( 4 ) the MgO

0 C,(MgO) = heat capacity of MgO
_

\ .46 - 0.00158 g /_ Lug = latent heat of fusion.R

T,g is often taken to be the eutectic temperature
(2) Cubic particles,4 < 0.4: between MgO and UO though, occasionally, the true2

melting point of MgO is used.
U, 0.403 \Vithout commenting on the applicability of the

ablation formalism to the treatment of fuel-melt in--=

gj 0.403 - p*

teractians with MgO, an error must be noted in the
formu ation of the problem within the assumption

.- . delin, ated above.
An outlined above, the formulation invol/es as-

R = p:/Pt sumir.g the latent heat of fusion of M 0 is tempera-3
p, = density of the particle. ture independent. The ablation "eatment is, in es-

Note that for all the correlations viscosity increases as sence, a treatment of MgO undery,oing the reaction

solid particles are ad. d. Vkcosities become quite
large when the vo%.e fraction of solids exceeds MgO (c) ~ MgO (t)
about 0.4. For a precipuating system of a typical
binary oxidic mixture, a slurry of 40% solids could be when, in fact, the true reaction is
achieved when the temperature of the system was the
average of the solidus and liquidus temperatures at MgO (c) ~ [MgOlyo
the bulk composition. z

where the square brackets are read " solvated in the

3.1.4 Analysis of Melt /MgO Interactions: subscripted system." As constituted, the formulation. .

neglects any enthalpic effects of solvation and pre-Heat of Fusion of MgO sumes that they will be compensated by using the
Nurnero as analytic attempts are being made to low eutectic temperature of the system rather than

estimate the stack on MgO by molten reactor fuel the melting point of MgO as the ablatio t tempera-
using a thermal ablation formalism.m The formu- ture. No information is yet evailable to refute this
lation of the problem consists of approximating the contention. Data are available, however, to retuo tlw
reactor fuel as pure UO , assuming some directional subsequent use of a hypothetical, temperature-inde-2

dependence of heat rejection from the molten pool, pendent heat of fusion.
and using heat rejected from the poolinto the MgO as At the normal melting point of MgO, the free-
the controlling factor in deter nining the ablation energy of melting is
rate. A variety of other explicit, but usually implicit,

* assumptions such as treating MgO as a monolithic AG(T,) = AH(T ) - T,AS, = 0
nonporous mass are typically made in constituting
the problem within the ablation formalism. where*

The rate of ablation of the MgO is found by T = melting point
dividing the rate of heat input into the MgO by the AH(r) = enthalpy of melting at tem-" heat of ablation" of MgO. Sometimes conduction of perature Theat by the MgO is also ce asidered. The estimation of

- the " heat of ablation"is formulated as AS. = entropy of melting.

Now if by some " magical" effect (that is, the solvation

#""C (MgO) dt + L process), the melting temperature is reduced to T, the3g _
, ug

n, free-energy is given by

AH(T,) - T,AS, = AG(T,) = 0.

T = initial temperature of If heat capacity effects are ignored, then A, is inde-
the MgO pendent of temperature, and
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c

AS= " al{ (T,,) .

species. Afolybdenum and cesium were charged into
_

the mixture as calcium molybdate and cesium uranate'

to reduce their volatilities until any stabilization by"

then the siliceous matrix became available.

Table 3-1 Sample CompositionAli(T,) - all(T,) .

Weight Weight
#

That is, the latent heat of fusion must, within the
llasaltic concrete (dry) 0.400 48.08

approximation, decrease linearly with temper- *

Cs O (constituted as Cs U.0 ) 0.0085 0.044
2 2 7ature. Then ali(T.)[(T,- T.)/T ] may be consid-

Sr0 0.016 0.082
. ered the ideal " heat of solvation." At a eutectic tem-

Th0 0.020 0.10
perature of 2473 K the absolute value of the M al heat 2 *

of solvation is 20% of the latent heat of fuso a at the Nb 0, 0.020 0.10
2

CeO 0.020 0.10
2normal melting point.

Inclusion of the heat effect because of the solva- L"2O 0.020 0.10
3

hioO (constituted as CahfoO,) 0.028 0.14
tion of the eroded higO in the analysis of ablation 3

SrO 0.020 0.10
2will result in faster ablation rates. The AfgO/UO 2 ZrO 1.84 9.41 ,
2system is, of course, far from ideal. Qualitative con- UO corium 6.16 31.50

2siderations of the manifestations of nonideal behav- Fe 0 1.00 5.11
ior that could occur in the system (such as preferen- 3

Cr20 1.00 5.11
3tial stabilization of higO, deviation of UO from2

stoichiometry) suggest that the real heat of solvation Hasaltic Concrete Composition
will be even more negative than the ideal heat of
solvation calculated here. Consequently, the ablation Fe2O 6.25%3

rates calculated even with idealized heats of solva- TiO 1.052

tion will still be lower bounds on the true ablation KO 5.382

rates. Na O 1.8'

2

Ca0 8.8
AfgO 6.15

3.1.5 Survey of Leaching Characteristics of SiO 54.732

Corium-Concrete Mixtures ^10 83.

2 3

In response to interest in the liquid pathway of Wt loss on drying at
fission product release following a core-meltdown 700 C = 6.5%4

accident at a nuclear power plant, an effort to exam-
ine,in an exploratory fashion, the aqueous leaching The mixture of powders was fired at 1673 20 K

of corium mixtures with concrete was initiated. Pre- for 16 hr in a platinum crucible. The mixture was air-
*

liminary results of this effort are reported here. quenched, crushed a about a 100-gm mean particle
Leach studies were done on a basaltic concrete- size, and refired for t6 hr. At the conclusion of this

corium mixture having the composition shown in second firing, the sample was cooled in the furnace to
'

Table 3-1. The composition of the basaltic concrete ~ 873 K (3 hr) and then air-quenched.
used in the sample m sture is shown at the bottom of A photograph of the sample and micrographs of
the table. These compositions are based on the consti- the sampie after it has been extracted from the cruci-
tution of the mixture before firing. The compositions ble are shown in Figure 3.1-2. The fused material had
have been corrected for loss of water, carbon dioxide, a grey-brown color. It appeared macroscopically to be
and sulfur oxides during the firing process. But, no glassy. The micrographs show the material to be very
determination of postfiring composition has been porous. Cross pores 0.07 to 0.3 mm in diameter are
made. It is likely that the firing process did lead to readily apparent. The porous structure suggests the
some volatilization of some species such as the alkali mixture may have not been a single phase during the
metal oxides, oxides of chromium and oxides of mo- firing. Some of the pores have a shiny collar. This
lybd num. Iloc.ever, some studies have suggested shiny material is most likely glass though it could be
that the siliceous matrix provided by the concrete metal produced by thermal decomposition of oxides
would sharply reduce the volatility of these two in the mixture.
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- -- . suggests the surface area will be greater than
e ?.' 125 cm2/g.

,.J
.

7''* The leaching procedure was to charge a sample of"
0.3 to 1.0 g of sample into a 25 mt teflon crucible withw

*

about 15 ml of the leach liquor. The liquer had
previously been deaerated with N and filtered. The2

crucible was tapped with a teflon top and sealed in a

-

g Parr acid dissolution bomb. The homb and its con-
O tents were then heated with little agitation in a

f - .# laboratory drying furnace. After the desired time at*
E- temperature, the bomb was removed from the fur-

nace and set into a massive steel fixture to rapidly
quench it. A typical example of the early time-tem-

*

perature profile for the leach treatment is shown in
Figure 3.1-3. Heatup of the sample was rapid enough
in comparison to the duration of the leach experi-
ments that the early temperature transient ought not
to have unduly influenced the results.
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{ 4 .. J . Figure 3.1-3 Typical Heat-Up ef Leach Sample in Bomb,

M$ .'V A.d . *
~ '

Once the leach treatment was complete, the liquor

, O.f 7.{
y was decanted from the particulate and placed in af'.

'.
, ,

G- ' 7.p r. ~ ,- steamed glass vial with a plastic stopper. Neutron
#'

.1 ~ . . i' f A i' .? M activation analysis by General Activation Analysis,,

*y h i ,p , M J Inc (11575 Sorreto Valley Road 214, San Diego, CA)
*

~

~

was used to determine the compositions of the sam-
Figure 3.1-2 Photographs of Leach Specimen
(Micrographs are at 2h) ples. For samples I through 13 and for blank analyses

g g, ,

The mixture was hand crushed in a steel mortar owing procedure was used:

until it would all pass through a 150 mesh screen. All Samples were irradiated for 30 min in a TRIGA |the material, save a 1.5-g chunk, was crushed so that Afark I Nuclear Reactor at a flux of 1.8 x |
any macroscopic segregation of the material-which 1012 n/cm7-s. After decay periods of t h, Id,7d
was not visually apparent-would not influence the and 21d, the samples were monitored with a
leaching results. Ge(Li) detector coupled to a mnitichannel

No attempt has yet been made to characterize the gamma-ray spectrometer. For data on very
particle size or surface area of the crushed material short half-life isotopes. the samples were re-
used in the leach tests. The screening of the sample exposed for 1 min at a flux of 2.5 x 1012 n/cm -s7
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and then monitored for 1 min after a decay of I were formed during the leaching process or were
min. precipitated from the liquor.during cooling is not

known. To remove the contribution of the solid -The procedure for analysis of samples 19 through 23
material from the analytic results, some of the sam-

was:
ples were iltered by pressure through a Millipore

SamP es and comParometer standards were . . f iter (0.22 p)l

irradiated for -30 min at a flux of 1.8 x The variables studies in the leach experiments. .

1 082 n/cm7 s in the TRIGA Mark i Nuclear """
. Reactor. After decay periods of Ih,4d, and 21d

Time of leaching*
- the samples were monitored _with a Ge(Li)
. detector coupled to a multichannel gamma-ray - ' Temperature of leaching' .

spectrometer. The isotopes and their half-lives The effect of water chemistry on leaching.*

used in the data anaIysis were . A summary of the tests is presented in Table 3-11.
,

Element Irradiation Water chemistry was investigated by looking for a
Sought. Production Half-Life pli effect and for liquid phase reactions. Parallel tests

.U' No2" 2.35d were done with liquors having pli values of 7.8 and
Cs Cstu . 2.1 y . 4.2. (pli was adjusted with 1 M HNO and 10 M3

-Ce Cela 32.5 d NaOli solutions.) liowever, the solutions were not
La LaH* 1.67d buffered. After leaching, the pH of the solution was
Sr~ Sr* 2.8 h found to have risen to 9.1 0.3 regardless of the

Sr 50.8 d initial pli. Dissolution of alkali metal and alkaline
earth oxides is believed to have been responsible for

Neutron activation was chosen as the analytic tool the increase in pH. The increase in' pli probably

for its convenience and because in the multielement obliterated any differer.ces in the teaching ability of

survey mode it provides upper bounds on constitu. the solutions of diffe ent initial pli values.

: ents not actually observed in the solution. This'mul. Leaching of uranium, and perhaps other ele-

tielement survey method was used for samples I ments, ought to be susceptible to solution chemistry.

through 13 and for the solution blanks. In some cases The aspects of solution chemistry that were investi-

(Zr, Fe, etc); the upper bounds are so large they are gated were complex formation and oxidation. Stabili-

useless. However, in other cases (Th, etc) the bound, ration of a dissoled species in solution (as a com-

do provide meaningful ' estimates. The vendor sup. plex) ought to enhance the. species' apparent

plying the neutron activation services claimed an solutibility. Complexing anions that might arise in

accuracy of 120% to 40%. Ilowever, he cautioned tha : ground water were included at very high concentra-
tion in some of the solutions as follows:interferences might influence this estimated accura.

'cy. One such interference came from sodium. First 0.53 M Nacl
day counts on the irradiated solutions that contained 0.49 M Na/IPO.
large concentrations of sodium were done with a Saturated CACO solution.3
detector 2 ft from the sample. This, of course, had a *

All the anions in the above list are well known todrastic effect on the detectability limits as well as the
Comp ex uranium. Chloride and phosphate anionsl

accuracy. aim complex rare-earths. Manufacturer analyses of
Another difficulty was encountered when urani-

the Nacl and Na HPO. used in the tests are shown in
,

2um was present at even moderate concentrations in
Tame 3-IRthe solution. The uranium spectrum would then be

sufficiently intense that it would severely reduce the Many species, but especially uranium, are stable
detectability of other elements. in melts as low valence species. Oxidation markedly

A more sensitive method based on comparator enhances the solubility of uranium in water. To
standards was used for samples 19 through 23. Only examine the effect of oxidation, leach experiments
the specific elements-U, Ce, Cs, Sr, and La were were conducted with the following solutions:
determined by this method. 0.1 M Fe(NO ), . 91103 2Duringthecourseof thework,someof theliquors
were observed to contain flocculent suspended so. 0.1 M K Cr20,.3

_ lids. 'A crude Tyndell effect experiment suggested Potassium dichromate is, of course, an obvious oxi-

. that they also contained colloidal species. No identi- dant. Ferric nitrate is not so clearly an oxidant. Ferric

fication of these species was made. Whether they ions will oxidize uranium by
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2Fe8+ + U(IV) = 2Fe2+ + UO 2 + absorb many of the dissolved species from the leach2 .

in air, this is a catalytic process since the product liquor. Some of the effects of ferric ions on the
ferrous ion can be oxidized back to ferric ion. In the leaching may have been obscured by the hydrolysis
sealed bombs used for these experiments, such reoxi- and predpitation. But as will be noted below, the
dation was sharply limited.

.
main effect of accelerated uranium leaching was not

The ferric nitrate hydrolyzed during leaching missed.
precipitated as a light brown very fine-particulate The dichromate solution also precipitated a green-
mass that is probably similar to the Towe and Bradly ish-orange mass. It may be that dichromate is a suffi-
hydrosotate. This precipitated mass, which incorpo- ciently powerful oxidant that it was converted at least
rated nearly all the iron from solution (residual iron partially to Cr2U or CrO(OH) c.t the elevated tem-. 3

< 1400 ppm), must surely have acted as " carrier" to perature of the test.

>

Table 3-11 Summary of the Tests

Maximum
Sample Time Temperature Filtration

Test Liquor Wt (g) (hr) (c) (g) Comment

I pH7.8 H O 1.0003 119.5 149 2.02

2 pH4.0 H O 1.0003 119.5 149 2.02

3 pH7.8 H O 0.99996 119.7 199 none 20 mt solution2

v. much ppt.
4 pH4.0 H O 1.00007 119.7 199 0.22 20 mt solution2

5 pH7.8 H O 1.00044 88.9 129 0.222

6 pH4.0 H 0 1.00012 88.8 129 none3

7. pH7.8 H O 0.99862 116.1 79 0.222

8 pH4.0 H O 1.00048 116.1 79 0.222

9 0.54M NaClw 1.0003 121.4 157 0.22

10 0.49M Na HPOp 0.99981 121.4 157 0.222

11 0.1OM Fe(NO ) .9H O 0.997112 93.0 161 0.223 2

12 0.10M K Cr 0 1.00132 93.0 161 0.222 2 7

13 saturated CACO3

. solution 4.00570 110.5 161 0.22

19 pH7.8 H O 0.49266 1.55 138 0.222

20 pH7.8 H O 0.49852 47.0 161 0.222,

L 21 pH7.8 H O 0.49778 24.1 161 0.222

22 pH7.8 H O 0.49610 14.0 161 0.222

23 pH7.8 H O 0.50063 6.7 '/1 0.222

(a) Lot analysis, Table 3-III
(b) Lot analysis, Table 3-111
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Table 3.III Lot Analyses of Dissolved Materials Al, Mn, and V are also leached. Both Mn and V.

Nacl Na2HPO4 we.e introduced into the charge as contami-
nants in other constituents of the mixture.

I 0.001% With one exception, no definitive leach data.

Insol. 0.002 Insol. 0.002% save upper bound data were obtained for zir-
C "I" *-N 0.002 N 0.001
Similarly, no definitive data for Fe, Si, or Ca=

PO. 2.0 ppm were obtained.
Upper bound data for Sr and Th suggest theseSO. 0.001 SO. 0.005 .

elements are n t readily leahed. .
Ba 0.001

Comparison of data for sample 3 and sample 4.

Ca, Mg, R 0 0.002 does not suggest the composition of the floccu-2 3

Pb 0.5 ppm Pb' O.0003 lent precipitate in sample 3. .

AS expected, initial pH of the unbuffered leach*

Fe 0.7 ppm Fe 0.0005
liquor had no statistically significant impact on

K - 0.003 leaching. The more acidic solution may have
Br 0.001 Cl 0.001 been slightly more efficient in teaching rare- ,

earths from the matrix.Wt loss
S dium chloride in the teach liquor did not.

on dry-
m ke the liquor a more efficient leaching me-ing at
dium relative tn water. Analytic difficulties105*C 0.041 %
caused by the high Na concentration may have

- Assay as masked some of the effects of chloride ion on
Na HPO. 100.1 %2 leaching.

Phosphate ion did appear to enhance teaching.

3.1.6 Results From the Leach Tests of U, zr, Al, and possibly La. Enhancement of
Analytic results from the teach tests are presented zirconium leaching was dramatic.

in. Table 3-IV. Data accompanied by uncertainty Ferric ion dramatically increased the teaching.

bounds in this table were actually determined by the of uranium and zirconium. It may also have
neutron activation analysis. Data with parentheses accelerated leaching of cerium and cesium. The
are calculated upper bounds on the species concen- increase in surface area due to removal of the
tration in solution. The upper bounds are computed major constituents U and Zr of the matrix may
based on the inability to detect an activation product have been responsibie for this apparent accel-
from the species in question. Consequently, the uP- erated removal of cerium and cesium. The nat-
per bound data should be used with caution. urally low pH of the solution may have been

Upper bound data were reported by the vendor responsible for all the effects.
Interestingly the dichromatic solution did notfor every element. Results are reprod aced here only .

for elements deliberately included n the corium- have the same effect as did the ferric solution
,

concrete and for common major contaminants of the even though the dichromate anion is a much
sources of these elements. Unfortunately, the actual stronger oxidant than the ferric cation.

CACO saturated water was not an exceptionalconcentrations of these contaminants in the leached .
3 ,

mixture are not known. leach liquor.
The compositions of the leach liquors before use

are shown in Table 3-V. Bound estimates in this table
must be carefully used. In r.o case should the bounds The effect of water chemistry on the leaching of
be subtracted from either bound dati or determina- uranium and zirconium is startling. Clearly, teach
tions in Table 3-IV. liquors containing ferric ion or phosphate ion are the >

Some qualitative conclusions that can be reached most potent leach media used in this study. Phos-
from the data in Table 3-IV are phate ion accelerated leaching of uranium by about

Ce, La, Cs, and U are definitely leached from an order of magnitude. Leaching of zirconium was.

the corium-concrete mixture. also accentuated by at least an order of magnitude.
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Table 3-IV Analysis of Leach Liquors (Entries in ppm)

Test - Arsenic Barium Calcium Cerium . Chromium Cesium '.ron llafnium I.anthanum

1 (0.23) (0.94) (93) 0.238 1 0.057 (0.51) 0.993 0.20 (32) (0.018) 0.044 1 0.012

2 (0.44) . (1.20) (43) 0.257 1 0.061 (0.75) 0.714 1 0.14 (46) (0.02) 0.0492 1 0.018

3 (0.31) (1.8) (41) . 0.136 1 0.042 (0.40) 0.672 1 0.14 (46) (0.013) (0.097)

4 (0.26) (1.10) (35) 0.142 1 0.042 (0.52) 0.667 1 0.13 (62) (0.018) (0.067)

* 5 (0.21) (0.70) (31). (0.11) (0.45) 0.0656 1 0.016 (32) (0.0061) (0.037)

6 (0.10) (*.3) (40) 0.168 1 0.064 0.748 0.180 0.132 1 0.03 (66) (0.035) 0.0398 1 0.018

* 7 (0.084) (0 72; (34) (0.18) (1.0) 0.0888 1 0.023 (5%) 1.0.009) (0.047)

8 (0.097) (1.10) (35) (0.71) (3.5) (0.095) (580) (0.0084) (0.070)

9 (3.4) (35.0) (1700) (0.27) (0.49) 1.6810.34 (69) (0.031) (0.74)

10 (10.0) (340.0) (1800) (9.5) (1.4) 1.61 0.33 (110) (0.29) 0.722 1 0.32

II (49.0) (600.0) (700000) 7331150 (30.0) 8.2611.70 (l400) (l1.0) (86)

12 (0.75) (6.5) (150) (48) 19600t3900 2.3310.48 (130) (0.12) (0.23)

13 (0.17) (0.61) (120) (0.2) (1.3) (0.25) (100) (0.034) (0.051)

19 < 0.025 0.076 < 0.015

20 0.054 0.348 < 0.017

21 < 0.031 0.203 < 0.019

22 0.081 0.273 < 0.019

. 23 < 0.021 0.176 < 0.019

Test Magnesium Molybdenum Niobium Rubidium Antimony Silicon Tin Strontium Thorium

I ,(130) (6 4) (100) (1.8) (0.074) (490) (3.7) (3.5) (0.074)

2 (39) (7.8) (110) (2.1) (0.15) (440) (4.2) (1.6) (0.092)

3' '(63) (3 6) (160) (1.1) (0.1) (1800) (3.9) (3.0) (0.054)
,_

4 (45) (3.5) (110) (1.1) (0.081) (1900) (6.0) (3.4) (0.053)

5 (24) (1.6) (62) (0.68) (0.063) (130) (2.2) (1.0) (0.034),

6 :(44) (17.0) (99) (0.97) (0.032) (590) (3.9) (2.6) (0.073)

7 (26)- (7.0) (75) (0.8) (0.025) (l30) (2.6) (l.2) (0 070)

'8 (19) (12.0) (77) (0.84) (0.028) (170) (2.0) (2.6) (0.30)

9 (1900) (2.9) (1300) (5.0) (0.37) (4200) (42.0) (92.0) (0.06)

10 (2800) (58.0) (2000) (8.6) (1.2) (9900) (120.0) (140.0) (0.22)

11 not det'm (4300.0) (21000) (120.0) (3.2) not det'm (780.0) (310.0) (2.3)

12 (170) (63.0) (400) (6.4) (0.24) (340) (13.0) (8.4) (71.0)
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Table 3-IV (cont)

Test Magnesium Molybdenum Niobium Rubidium Antimony Silicon Tin Strontium Thorium

13 (58) (2.8) (200) (1.5) (0 098)- (760) (3.5) (1.2) (0.082)

19 <2.5

20 <2.2

21 <3.1 ,

22 <2.3

23 <2.6 ,

Test Uranium Zirconium Vanadium Sodium Aluminum Potassium Ruthenium Manganese

1 3.8120.76 (190)- (0.065) 73.2115 2.8720.58 41111 (I .5) 0.351 1 0.071

2' 3.8110.76 (l40) (0.077) 61.9112 2.3710.48 33.219.5 (l.2) 0.0482 1 0.010

3 1.9110.38 (280) 0.0427 1 0.011 1042 21 11.012.2 (88) (1.1) 0.0172 0.0057

4 1.6610.33 (240) 0.0532 1 0.012- 65113 11.812.4 25.918.8 (1.1) 0.0363 1 0.0081

5 0.0304 1 0.063 (140) 0.0248 1 0.0055 31.716.3 0.754 2 0.15 (37) (0 73) 0.0115 1 0.0035

6 5.2111.00 (l50) 0.0141 1 0 0055 37.817.6 3.5220.7I 9.9514.6 (0.97) 0.0246 1 0.0057

7 0.126 1 0.028 (140) 0.0272 1 0.0059 26.925.4 0.835 1 0.17 (35) (0.8) 0.0222 1 0.0051

8. 'O.307 1 0.064 (130) 0.0138 1 0.0037 32.516.5 1.0310.2I (35) (3.5) 0.0225 1 0.0054

9 (0.34) (510) (2.;) 1590013200 (34) (14000) (1.90) (4.4)

10 80.3116 2820t610 (1.5) 29500 5906 43.319.5 (21000) 7.73 2 I 6 (7.3)

11 774011500 3440001690000 not det'm 5421 110 not det'm (4300) 9231180 65.3 13

12 4.64 i 1.00 (770) not det'm 200 1 40 1.8410.39 13200 ! 2600 (5.4) 0.124 1 0.03

13 1.1110.23 (%) 0.068 1 0.017 63.3 130 4.7210.96 29.727.7 (l.5) (0.02)

19 0.133
.

20 0.382

21 0.130 .

22 - 0.546

23 ; 0.395
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Table 3-V Major Constituents of Leach Solution Before Use (Entries in ppm)

Solution Aluminum Gold Berium Bromine Chlorine

pH7.8 H O 0.543 0.11 (7.4x10-4) (0.34) 0.0197 0.0081 7.29 1.502

pH4.0 H O 0.378 0.08 (0.0014) (0.37) 0.0243 1 0.0094 4.46 1.002

Nacl sol'n - (31) (0.008) (28.0) (2.3) 25900 5300

Na2 HPO. sol'n 42 8.8 (0.0057) (170.0) (0.81) (8500)
* Ferric sol'n 3.07 0.63 (0.0016) (5.9) (0.28) (53)

K Cr 0 sol'n 0.447 0.11 (0.0046) (3.0) (0.44) 4.95 2.002 2 7

* Sat'd CACO (0.79) 7.7813.7x10-4 0.159 0.047 0.0606 0.016 0.905 0.2703

Solution Cobalt Copper Chromium Iodice Iron

pH7.8 H O 3.02 0.62 (0.4) (1.2) (0.13) (240)2

pH4.0 H O 5.85 1.20 (0.37) (1.2) 0.277 0.064 (140)2

Nacl sol'n (0.11) (300.0) (1.10) (340.0) (110)

Na2 HPO sol'n (0.12) (230.0) (1.9) (680.0) (110)

Ferric sol'n (0.31) 5.46 1.10 ~.56 21.20 (1.5) 6330 1 1300

K Cr 0 sol'n (0.11) (5.30) 13100 2600 (1.4) (90)2 2 7

Sat'd CACO (0.12) (0.20) (0.99) 0.0514 0.014 (78)3

Solution Potassium Manganese Antimony Sodium Vanadium

pH7.8 H O (16) 0.00948 0.0023 (0.013) 2.63 0.55 (0.013)2

pH4.0 H 0 (11) 0.00592 0.0019 (0.011) 2.86 0.58 (0.014)2

Nacl sol'n (11000) (9.6) (0.16) 16400 3300 (3.6)

Na HPO sol'n (9400) (8.7) (0.20) 15200 3000 (0.7)2

Ferric sol'n (49) 13.6 2.7 0.0651 0.016 10.9 2.2 (0.083)

K Cr 0 sol'n 12300 2500 (0.095) 0.0685 0.019 11.20 2.30 2.62 0.522 2 7
*

Sat'd CACO (5.2) 0.00819 0.0017 0.0614 1 0.0140 3.42- 0.68 (0.021)3

+

Ferric ion accelerated uranium leaching by about enormous concentrations of Zr could be sustained in
three orders of magnitude. It also accelerated zir- solution.
conium leaching by a factr of at least 1000. The Quantitative analysis of the leach data is compli-
reason for the accelerated ieaching of zircon um is cated by the lack of control on the time and tempera-
not clear. Certainly no redox chemistry involving ture of the teach processes. The time-dependence of
zirconium ought to be operative under the conditions uranium and cesium concentrations of the solutions
of these tests. The low pH of the ferric nitrate solu- are shown in Figure 3.1-4. The data are indeed scat-
tion may have been responsible for all the effects. tered. It is tempting to impart some curvature to the
The fact that dichromate did not produce accelerated data, but such curvature cannot be justified. The
uranium leaching cast doubt on the oxidation mecha- scatter in the short-time data and the errors attached
nism. A low pH is the only way to explain how such to the long-term data are too great to allow such
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curvature. Consequently a linear least-squares re- The first shakedown test was carried out the week
gression line ha., been drawn along with the data. of January 28. During preliminary checkout of the

power supply, a defective capacitor was discovered
ir - and replaced. With 100 kW of applied power, the

furnace reached 1273 K (1000 C)in about 2 hr. At thisii
.

point the test was terminated due to two problems:,a
, j

The rigidized insulating cylinder was coupled*
o, /

j /
~

=

to the coil and was being heated excessively.
y

E The bursting diaphragm at the bottom of thef!" - furnace was exceeding its operation tempera-
f!" ture due to direct radiation from the load. *

*5 os .
/

Y To rectify these problems, the rigidized cylinder8 o' .. / .

oa
.

I O *was replaced by insulating felt wrapped directly onu c.o.o

o _o c, oa,. the susceptor and three radiation shields were in-o2
. 0 stalled between the load and the bursting diaphragm.o, , . _-.- u o4ra

In addition,a flexible bellows section was installed inf
[o the vacuum line to isolate the furnace platform fromso iio noio ao so

the vibration of the vacuum pump;a ground detector14 m,o

Iigure 3.b4 Time Dependence of Leaching of Cs and U at Atiout was installed to shut off the ;mwer supply if the
twc induction coils were grounded; the coil was painted

Scatter also frustrates any intuitively pleasing cor- with electrical insulation paint.
relation of the concentrations with temperature. A A second shakedown experiment was carried out
plot of cesium concentration vs temperature is shown the week of February 25. Figure 3.1-6 shows the load
in Figure 3.1-5. The data for a sample treated at 472 K temperature as a function of time, and the applied
(199'C) suggest a plateau in the teach rate. Even power. During the test for temperatures beyond
correcting for the larger volume of this sample does 2273 K (2000*C), temperature of the load is moni-
not relieve this inconsistency. Similar results are tored by pyrometry. A piece of the actual crucible
obtained for data for Ce and La. Data for UO show material, Ta-19W, was used as the target for the2

scatter at lower temperatures. pyrometer. Since the surrounding is not at the same
temperatura as the load and the target is nonblack, it

=sy,,,7,,q u c-- ~ is necessary to make an emissivity correction to them...

pyrometer temperaturr readings. An apparent emis-"
o . m m . ,0. u .c.- .,n.
" ' " " ' ' ~ ' sivity of 0.64 was obtained by matching the pyro-'"

meter reading with thermal couple readings at'"

"[, 2348 K (2075 C).
-I '

! r"" ] - -
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3.1.7 Large Melt Facility j
During this reporting period the construction and

- >7~-

3 4 s e r e

installation of the melt facility was completed and ==

two shakedown experiments using a dummy graph- Hgure 3.1-6 Melt t urnace Test 2

ite load were carried out. In the second shakedown
experiment the furnace reached the design tempera- l'osttest metallurgical examinations were made of

ture of 3273 K (3000 C). the Ta-10W. The bottom of the sample showed both
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Ta and Ta C formation. The top of the sample was 3.2.2.1 D4 Experiment Analysis2

melted and has a smooth meniscus appearance. From The analysis of the D4 data continued.The bulk of
the Ta-W-C phase diagram,it was concluded that the the effort consisted of a detailed analysis of the
sample reached at least 3273 K (3000*C). experiment control runs and the review of the depo-

During this quarter, a preliminary design of the sition and profile of the debris bed power. This
MgO crucible was made. The crucible bottom will be activity constitutes the ground work necessary to
three bricks thick and the sides will be two bricks examine the various phenomena observed during
thick. The cavity will be 16 in, in diameter and 26 in. D4.
deep.

.

3.2.2.1.1 Control Run Analysis
3.1.8 Future Activities The control run resulted in observation of the

Further shakedown experiments are planned to debris bed at low specific power (0.27 kWikg) and,

obtain the operating characteristics of the furnace. constant bulk-sodium temperature (573 K). Under
these conditions, the debris bed was cooled primarily.

by conduction. Subsequent determinations of the
effective conductivity enabled investigators to iden-

3.2 PAHR Debris Bed (J. E.Gronager,4421; tify the bed's characteristics. Control runs performed
G. W. Mitchell,4421; J. B. Rivard,4421; R. J. Lipinski, before and after a series of dryout transients led to the
4425; M. Schwarz, 4425) identification of bed-characteristics changes caused

by these dryout transients. These postchange condi-
tions define the initial bed conditions for the next

3.2.1 Introduct. ion dryout series.
The first control run was performed before the

The PAHR Debras Bed program addresses issues initial drvout transient series, and with the aid of the
concerned with the formation of solid fuel debris and '

ultrasonic thermometer (UT), led to the observation
its collection on horizontal surfaces within the con-

of an unexplained phenomenon. This phenomenontainment vessel. This debris remains capable of gen-
is illustrated by Figures 3.21 and 3.2-2. Figure 3.2-1erating significant power through the decay of fis- shows the pretransient axial temperature profilesion products. Should natural processes fail t through the bed (as measured by the UT). Note thatprovide sufficient cooling, the debris could remelt
two separate regions of conduction appear to exist atand threaten containment. The PAHR Debris Bed
5.5 cm f rom the bottom of the bed. Figure 3.2-2 showsprogram seeks to determine the natural cooling of the UT axial temperature profile after the dryoutsuch debris During this period, experiments and transient. Note the relatively smooth conduction be-

analysis of debris bed studies continued. havior in the wetting properties of sodium and UO .2
Earlier investigationsom of sodium wetting of UO2

indicate that wetting is insignificant below a tem-
3.2.2 Debris Bed Experiment D4 perature of 673 K(400 C). From the axial temperature

* Experiment D4 is the fourth in a series of experi- profiles, the upper 20 mm of the bed appear to be
ments designed to provide quantitative information below 673 K. To characterize this condition, one-
on the behavior of debris beds formed from reactor dimensional calculations have been initiated. Investi-*
materials following a core-melt accident. gators speculate that a local region of large resistance

The principal objectives of the D4 experiment may be responsible for the two-region conduction in
were to the first control run. The large resistance may be due

Determine the incipient dryout heat flux for to a local pocket of gas, caused by poor wetting+

two levels of sodium subcooling, large subcool- conditions. One-dimensional calculation (Code
ing (460 K) and small subcooling (190 K) HTCID*1) of the first control run were performed to
Investigate the possible repeatability of the model a large resistance at 5.5 cm from the bottom of.

dryout heat fluxes the bed. Figure 3.2-3 shows both the predicted tem-
Investigate bed characteristics at heat fluxes perature profile, and the experiment data from ther-*

above incipient dryout (postdryout) mocouples and UTs. The agreement between the
Evaluate the performance of ultrasonic thermo- predicted and measured temperatures tends to indi-.

metry for debris bed experiments. cate that a local resistance may indeed be responsible
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for the two region conduction. Further analysis will eco , , , ,

be performed to determine the very nature of this a uSIAYA
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Figure 3.2-3 Predicted Temperature Profile ai-d Experiment Data
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From Thermocouples and UTs
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DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM oF BED. cm

Figure 3.2-1 Ultrasonic Thermometer Data for Control Run 1. (T and that calculated by the neutronic code TWOTRAN
Indicates Theimocouple Data. The Top of the Bed is at 8.2 cm. II. As a result, the helium loop power d.iagnostics and

.

Reactor Power is ~ 100 kW and Bed Power is ~ 0.27 W/g.)
the neutronic calculation were reviewed.

An experiment was conducted to assess the rela-*0 i i e i i i i i i

m -
- tive errors of the helium power diagnostic equip-

* ~
~

ment. Briefly, the experiment consisted of using the
in-line electric heaters of the helium cart to provide a

.* -
- source of energy to be removed by the helium system.

E _ The energy removed by the helium was calculated by

'f,soo_ -
using

oo + % aa s

I400 - 6-$fC,AT
M, _

The te m $1, mass flow rate, was measured with
1 m

* -
~

metering tubes equipped with both high flow rate
ioo -

- and low flow rate orifices (90 to 270 lb/hr and 30 to
90 lb/hr respectively).The term AT is the differencei , , i i , , , i

,
in helium temperature between the inlet and theo i e a 4 s e r 8 o to

DfSTANCE FROM 80TTOM OF BED.cm outlet of the heater section. At various flow rates, the

Figure 3.2-2 Ultrasonic Thermometer Data for Controt Run 2. (T input energy to the heaters was compared with the .

Indicates Thermocouple Data. The Top of the Bed is at 8.2 cm. energy removed by the helium. The results (Fig-
- Reactor Power is ~ 100 kW and Bed Power is ~ 0.27 W/g.) ure 3.2-4) reveal that for large flow rates the power

Additional analysis on the effective conductivity diagnostics indicate within 3% of the input power to -

(k,,,) of the bed during the second and third control the heaters. Also, at large flow rates the heater surface
runs is continuing. Initial calculations indicated a temperature was at a minimum, thus minimizing the
high k,,, of 34 W/m-K, as compared to 37 W/m-K losses caused by radiation. As the flow rate decreased
predicted. Application of the axial power profile as below 100 lb/hr, the difference between input and
well as radial heat losses, have reduced the k,,,, but measured power was observed to increase for both
uncertainties in the axial power profile of the bed the large and small flow rate diagnostics. This differ-
must be resolved before further analysis continues. ence was due to heater losses to the surrounding

housing by radiation and conduction. These heater
losses were confirmed by the rapid temperature rise

3.2.2.1.1 Specific Power Profiles and Deposition of the heater housing at low flow rates. The differ-
The postexperiment analysis developed a dis- ence between the low mass-flow-rate data for the

crepancy between the measured power deposition large and small diagnostics was due to errors in the
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large metering tube at low flow rates. (In fact, this is represent the boron carbide neutron filter. This cross-
the reason for having the smaller metering tube.) section set incorporates little self-shielding in the

filter, providing a larger effective number density,. , , , , , , , , ,

. than actually seen by the neutron flux. This in turng
-

- decreases the energy deposition within the bed. A;a
{ new cross-section set is now being generated to in-(" -

g , , , , ,

i C O *yy,
-

clude self-shielding effects.
j"

~
~

contribution indicated about a 4% overall increase in
Additional calculations of the gamma heating

'

,, _ \ _
the experiment energy deposition.

-

t.
-

, .

[ 3.2.3.2 Construction and Fabrication Techniques
J* - ** Crucible construction techniques have been iden-

|* tified with the selection of a shear-spin method for
'

5 E E E .k .k ,k Sandia's application. With this method, only one. .. . .

="n'""" weld seam will be made in a low temperature region.

Hgure 3.2-4 Heihm Loop Power Measurements vs Mas . n "
of the crucible. The Ta-10W shells of the crucible will"

be fabricated at Rocky Flats. Sandia National I.abora-

Thus. based on the accuracy demonstrated at large tories will perform final assembly.
flow rates, the helium power diagnostics can be used TM primary-secondary containment vessels will

be constructed from standard size stainless steel tub-with confidence to measure the energy removed
from the experiment package. ing y ilable"off the shelf"fromlocalsuppliers.This

should reduce fabrication costs.
Evaluation of assembly procedures for assembling

3.2.3 Debris Bed Experiment D5 the primary-secondary containment are being evalu-
Debris bed experiment D5, the high-temperature, ated. Mock-up assemblies have been constructed and

extended dryout experiment, is in the preliminary various methods for assembly are being investigated.
design stages. The current status of the project is
reported below.

3.2.3.3 Component Development and Material
Compatibility

3.2.3.1 Experimental Equipment Analysis The present UT design is currently being modi-
Preliminary stress analysis on the high tempera- fied. Changes necessary for the higher-temperature

ture crucible is nearly completed. The initial results applications of D5 will require additional experimen-
indicate that the present design will meet all the tation. A new ceramic insula ion has become avail-
design requirements without crucible damage or fail- able, enabling the electronic pulse coil to function at
ure. The material selected for the crucible shells was temperatures of up to 873 K (600*C).
Ta-10W alloy. Selection was based upon its low tem- A high temperature, vacuum sealed,instrumenta-*

perature mechanical properties,its high temperature tion feedthrough is presently being tested. Initial
strength, and material compatibility. results indicate that a multipin connector is feasible

* Thermal analysis has been completed on the cru- for thermocouples lead applications. Several tests are
cible design. Results indicated a maximum tempera- planned to expose the feedthrough to severe envi-
ture of 2073 K (1800 C) can be reached within the ronments over long periods of time (50 hr).
crucible, while maintaining a subcooled temperature The zirconia foam for the high temperature insu-
on the outer crucible wall. Calculations show about lation within the crucible is presently undergoing
5% heat loss through the crucible walls. sodium compatibility experiments. Small samples of 1

Investigators have initiated thermal analysis on the zirconia foam will be exposed to sodium for
the overall experiment package. Following the analy- several hours with peak sodium temperatures of
sis, stress calculations will be performed. 1073 K (800 C).

A review of the neutronic calculations showed Ta-10W material is undergoing similar testing in
that a region-weight cross-section set was used to sodium to evaluate the sodium interaction rate.
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3.2.3.4 Out-of-Pile System Test (OPST) driving forces of both gravity and capillary action.
An OPST to evaluate primary and secondary con. The laminar limit is similar to that of Shires and

tainment compatibility with the present lie loop Stevens.**) The laminar limit for very deep beds is
temperature controller is in the assembly stages with similar to that of Hardee and NilsonSM (and with
the experiment to be performed in late April. Addi. further restrictive assumptions is similar to the deep
tional equipment is under construction for evaluat. bed model of Dhir and Catton*8M). The turbulent
'ing the new helium heat exchanger. limit for very deep beds is similar to the flooding

model of Ostensen.nm The model is based on first
principles and contains only empirical constants

3.2.4 Debris Bed Experiment D6 which were obtained from areas other than dryout
studies. Yet when the model is applied to published *

All detailed design drawings for experiment D6 dryout data (126 points involving 5 different fluids
have been completed. Fabrication of all experiment and many different particle diameters and bed
components has been initiated. heights) agreement with the data appears to be better *

Fabrication of the debris bed vesselis proceeding;
than for all other models.however, during the week of March 23, an x-ray of

the upper section of the vessel revealed a significant 3.2.5.1.2 Model Developmentvoid in the weld, making it unsuitable for use in
experiment D6. A reweld will be attempted, howev. The conservation equations for two-phase flow

er, salvaging the part is doubtful because of shrink, through a parous medium (including gravity and

ing that will occur in the welding operation. This capillary forces) may be expressed in one dimension
aswill delay fabrication of the vessel by about I mo.

Thermal analysis of the experiment is proceeding.

4 hyj dP' + p,g = 0 (3.1)A model of the lower part of the experiment section, .P_v. y 2

including the debris bed and surrounding insulation nn, an, dz
has been constructed and some temperature profiles
have been generated.

dP' + p' g - 0 (3.2)Initiation of the stress analysis has been delayed _P '4 hy 42
8until the first of April because of the Zion-Indian nn, an, dz

Point uudies.
In support of the D6 safety evaluation, the state of

fission products expected to be present in the debris _d (P, v, h,,) - S (3 3)dz-bed experiments has been characterized. This charac.
terization will be presented to the ACRR Safety Com-
mittee. d

Sandia project per.+annel anticipate that fabrica- 3 (P, y, Y 9, v ) - 0 (3.4)i

tion of components for the experiment will continue
during April. Also during April, the stress analysis
will be initiated. Ccmpiling of assembly checklists P* = P' - P' (3.5) *
for the experiment will begin in April as will the
writing of the experiment D6 plan.

4 cre p is density, v is superficial velocity, g is ,

amic viscosity, P is pressure, g is gravitational
3.2.5 PAHR Debris Bed Analysis acceleration, z is elevation above the bed bottom, h,,

is latent heat of vaporization, S is volumetric heat
source, and the subscripts y, and I, refer to vapor and

3.2.5.1 A General, Zero-Dimensional, Laminar- liquid respectively. In addition, x is the bed perme-
Turbulent, Gravity-Capillary Dryout Model ability, a, and ai are (dimensionless) specific permea-

bilities, and n, n,, and g are similar factors for turbu.
3.2.5.1.1 Introduction lent flow and shall be called "passability" and

A generot model for incipient dryout in debris " specific passability." Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are the
beds has been developed. This model includes the Ergun equationsam for momentum conservation and
effects of both laminar and turbulent flows in both varies smoothly from Darcy's law (for laminar flow)
the vapor and the liquid phases. It also includes the to the Burke-Plummer equation (for turbulent flow)

I
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as u or n dominate. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) are the where q is the heat flux at the top of the bed, o is the
energy and mass conservation equations respective- dynamic viscosity, and A, is the characteristic capil-
ly. lary force length:

Tl e permeability may be obtained from the
Kozeny-Carman relation.0-l)) ff,

A- I, .2)
(p, - p,)g )j 5x *

d2 e
3

(3.6)r-
I II ~ ')' For typical beds in sodium, A, is about 0.5 m.

The specific permeabilities n, and x, are functions
where d is the particle diameter and e is the interpar-

of the average saturation v.They are flow attenuation
ticle volume fraction. The "passability" is*

coefficients which reflect the increased flow resis-
tance for one phase caused by the other phase occu-

2d e
, n. (3,7) py ng some of the interparticle space. An estimate of

1.75 1 - < , a, and x, can be made by comparing two cases; one in
which the flow is partitioned into two separate

The capillary force is suggested by Scheidegger+858 t
streams and one in which it is mixed. (This is essen-be
tially the approach taken by Shires and Stevensoo
and by Hardee and Nilsonpo) For the vapor flow in

P, 6 a(1 - e)
(3.8) the pntitioned case, x, is 1 and (remembering that v,

is the superficial velocity)
where a is the surface tension. Combining Eq (3.8)

} (3.13)
with Eq (3.6) yields

y, , _( g , 7) ,x_g, , dz + p,g/ .
__

P* - a f *- (3.9)\ 5x , Comparing this to the laminar vapor flow in the
mixed case Eq (3.1) suggests that

The simplifying assumption that the capillary
pressure varies linearly in the bed yields a,=1-7 (3 I4)

A similar analysis suggests that

-f (3.10) (3.15)a,-y,

where L is the total bed height. This assumption is Equations (3.12) and (3.15) shall be called the linear

most valid at incipent dryout since conditions then Specific Permeability relations.

vary from fully saturated at the top of the bed to fully inserting Eqs (3.14) and (3.15) into Eq (3.11) yields

dry at the bottom. It also essentially reduces the a heat flux as a function of the average saturation y .
#

problem to zero-dimensions since it has eliminated The dryout flux may be obtained by maximizing q

the freedom of the equations in the vertical direction. with respect to variations in y . The maximizing y is
the same as that originally found by Hardee and

a. Laminar Limit. In the limit of small particles, Nilson99
*

both the liquid and vapor flow will be laminar. In
that case x >> n and the v2 term in Eqs (3.1) and (3.2)

h -i
-

drop out. Combining the reduced Eq (31) and (3.2) y- 1+ (3.16)
with Eqs (3.3), G4), (3.9), and (3.10) (along with the \ "i
lower boundary condition of no net heat or mass

inserting Eq (3.16) into Eq (3.11) yieldsflow) and integrating over z yields
Ai

(p - p,) gah,,(1 + i|
L>

(p, - p,) gx h,, (1 + A i g,] g, ):9a " (3.17)

q- (3.11)
"'. + h This is the dryout heat flux based on zero dimen-
5, n sions, laminar flow, gravitational and capillaryi
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forces, and linear specific permeability. It is very

0.833 S + f2.70 S - f0.8331similar to that obtained by Shires and Stevens:<"8 y- (3.24)
e, i e, i e,

l --A' )
f

A(s,- p,) gah,8 (1 + CL;| This is the dryout heat flux based on zero dimen-(3.18),

([v, + [v,)2 sions, laminar flow, gravitational and capillary
forces, and empirical specific permeability. It gives

where C = 1 and A is empirically determined ison, values about 70% of thme given by Eq (3.17). liardee
dryout data. The two are identical wh(n A - 1. Note and Nilson("' noted the existence of this solution (in
that although Eq (3.17) is based on packed, norichan- the very deep bed limit), but did not present it (in

*neled behavior and is thus valid for deep beds, there closed form).
is nonetheless some bed depth dependence in it. When the dryout fluxes predicted by the one-

In the limit of negligible capillary forces (L > A,) dimensional model presented last quarteram are
and p, > p , Eq (3.17) becomes that dete- ined by compared with those given by Eq (3.23), the agree-

*

11ardee and Nilson:<"' ment is within 10% This is fortunate since Eq (3.23)is
much easier to implement than the nonclosed form-

q, - ( h ' E"+ hs), . the very deep bed limit, the agreement can be shown

# (3.19) one-dimensional solution presented last quarter. In'

fif 'r usly,oin unf rtunately n rig r us connectionThus, the Hardee-Nilson model would be expected toi

cc u.d be found with capillary forces included.underpredict the dryout flux.
As pointed out by Hardee and Nilson, Eq (3.19) is b. Turbulent Limit. In the limit of large particles,

similar to the Dhir-CattonSim deep bed dryout crite- both the liquid and vapor flow will be fully turbu-
rion: lent. In that case, n > x and the v term in Eqs (3.1) and

(3.2) drop out. Combining the reduced Eqs (3.1) and
0.177(p, - p,) gah'n

(3.20) (3.2) with Eqs (3.3), (3.4), (3.9), and (3.10) yieldsq, -
v,

where 0.177 is an experimentally determined con-
(As - #-) 89 I +(Astant (and much reduction of the author's dimension-

(3.25)less terms was required to obtain this more under- q = h,, .
3

standable form). Note that there is no bed depth + |
# '' /#' '' 8

dependence in Eq (3.20). Since the empirical constant
(0.177) was determined by using data from beds
around 70 mm deep (for which A, >> L), Eq (3.20) The specific passabilities n,and ni may be detern.ined

would be expected to overpredict the dryout flux for in the same way that the specific permeabilities were

beds deeper than about 150 mm. determined, that is, by considering partitioned flow

The linear specific permeabilities expressed in Eqs vs mixed flow. For partitioned flow, n, - I and
(3.14) and (3.15) are not strictly true.~ More accurate (remembering that v is the superficial velocity)

expressions have been determined experimentally to ,

be inn

x, - 1.11 y ('.21) V. " (I - 7) + P,g (3.26)
.

x, = 9 (3.22)
Comparing Eq (3.26) with the turbulent form of Eq

Inserting these into Eq (3.11) ar.d maximiting. q with (3.1) (n > u) suggests the fol'owing form for the
respect to variations in y yield specific passability:

n, - (1 - y)" (3.27)
(P, - 9,) gah,, I+

"* +h with N most likely equal to 2. Similarly,
1 - 1.11 y 9

with n, = yN,

90
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inserting Eqs (3.27) and (3.28) into Eq (3.25) and c. General Solution. Equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.4),
maximizing q with respect to y yields (3.9), and (3.10) may be combined to yield

r fa
7- 1 + N+1 j ! (3,2g) f} } py (2 2 p, y,

I (p, 4, ps Qn j Q Q,K K) Ky

Inserting this into Eq (3.25) yields _(p,_p,)g i+ 0 (3.35)

h,, \
(p p.) gnb + where y, is given by Eq (3.12). This may be solved for

*

\ /

(3.30) v, and inserted into Eq (3.3) and integrated to obtain:,

( \m+n-
*

1 + N+1 2
, _

and where

| 2 + v,1|fv
/ / ,7 r1+Aj0.756 eh,, p, (p, - p,)g d

, y n ", "i >
(3.37)yL_

(p, U,+ p, U j|
-

.

IW+"

l1+N+1 _l,
|

2

and
\ p,j

(3.31)
n (p - p.)g,f A,)

Note that the dryout flux varies with the square root ,,2 (I +Tjl
'

(3.38)of the particle diameter (as opposed to the square of Vr- f 3 g 3
.

the diameter in the laminar case). Note also that this |
#' ''

+ |

is very similar to the flooding model of Ostensen:o-in \ #' '8 /

The specific permeabilities and passabilities rcte giv-

fp en by Eqs (3.21), (3.22), (3.27), (3.28), and (3.34). Thee

0.245 h,, T , p, gd(1 - *) dryout heat flux may be determined by maximizing q
94 = (- )

r 32 with respect to variations in y between the limits set

l 1+* -t j by Eqs (3.24) and (3.29). This is most easily done by
t' \ p:/ trial and error on a programmable machine. This

then constitutes the general zero-dimensional
and laminar-turbulent gravity-capillary dryout model.

Equation (3.36) is cumbersome and it would be,_

preferable to use the limiting Eqs (3.23) and (3.31) for

' 0.245 h,,)fp gd (1 - e)2 the laminar and turbulent limits respectively when-!
e

ever possible. Equation (3.36) reduces to Eq (3.23),
I- ) whenever vt2>v2 and it reduces to Eq (3.31) when-= *

32

3 4e P_t | ever v > vt.The former condition yields the laminarr

T p,/ requirement

Since Eq (3.31) is valid only for very turbulent flow d < 13 d (3.39)e u
(large particles), capillary forces will be small and the

whereA,/L term will be negligible making the agreement
with Eq (3.32) even better. In fact, the agreement is / e, y

(g _ 3,3 gy + g, \2i3very close if N is chosen to be 3 rather than 2. (This is 3,,
similar to the additional power dependence found in du- .

the empirical specific permeability.) Therefore, (p, - p,) g I+2 } p, (I - 7)' + p 7 ,L/ 3

choose .

N - 3. (3.34) (3.40)
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in which A, is a function of d , and y is given by so' ;i , i o nna i i i i nni i i iiimi r virq

Eq (3.24). The latter condition yields the turbulent 5 / :

requirement } {
d > 50 d (3.41) ,,, _ , _

r u

where du is given by Eq (3.40) in which A, is a j ./ i
,,,,.c ,,,,

function of d and t ,is given by Eq (3.29). For particle - Q ..,,,,,,, I
diameters not satisfying either of these conditions, Eq

-

,,,,,,,,,,,,,r stevtus -
(3.36) must be used. Table 3-VI displays the laminar ,, 7 ,

_

and turbulent limiting diameters for a 100-mm-deep 5 / *4 :
,
*

e :bed with e = 0.4 for various fluids at 1-atm pressure. 7|* /
A comperison of the dryout fluxes predicted by Eqs

ostenses
(3.36),(3.23), and (3.31) is also shown. As can be seen, @,,e , , *

the transition from laminar to slightly turbulent oc- 0 I E

curs at less than 1 mm for all fluids considered. The @ [ ~~-~ ['**" 7 "",,

transition from slightly turbulent to very turbulent 8 -

occurs at about 6 mm. Thus the turbulent (or flood- ,,e .

_
-

ing) models would apply to fractured (but not melt- - h

ed) fuel pellets. This is important since the turbulent
model predicts a much lower heat flux for large 1 :
particles than an extrapolated laminar model. io. :r

A comparison of the general model with the Dhir. E 5

CattonPie Hardee-NilsonPM Shires-StevensP*) and
- 2

Ostensenpii) models is shown in Figure 3.2-5 for a i /

/n in! i i i s ii,il i i i i ini!100-mm-deep bed with water at 1 ati pressure and ,,3 i i i i m.,

e - 0.40. A similar plot for sodium is shown in Fig- ,,i ,,2 ,,3 ,,4 ,,s
oi^urtER (MICRohs)ure 3.2-6. All of the models come into agreement in

the particle diameter range of 300 to 1000, n:. (This is Figure 3.2-5 Dryout Ileat Flus vs Particle Diameter for a 100-mm-
where virtually all of the measured dryout data lie.) Deep tied in water. (The heavy curve is the general model. Tt.e

.

The Ostensen (flooding) model agrees with the tur- curves are labeled to indicate the model each represents.)

bulent (large particle) limit and the Shires-Stevens
model agrees with the laminar (small particle) limit. For water at 1-atm pressure, Figure 3.2-7 shows a

Ikith the Dhir-Catton and Hardee-Nilson models are plot of the dryout heat flux predicted by the general

lower than the general model in the laminar limit model vs particle diameter for various bed heig, hts

due to neglect of capillary forces. All models except (and e - 0.40). Note that in the turbulent limit the
the Ostensen model are higher than the general dryout flux is proportional to the square root of the
model in the turbulent limit suggesting they may be particle diameter and in the laminar limit it is propor-

grossly in error in the nonconservative direction for tional to the first power of the diameter. Only for
'

large (3 mm or more) particle diameters, deep beds with particle diameters of about 300 to

- Table 3-VI Particle Diameters for Transition to Fully Laminar (dt) or Fully Turbulent (dT) Flow for a '

100-mm-liigh Bed With e - 0.4 for Various Fluids at 1 atm Pressure *

9 .36 4 3.319 .23 dT 3dL 93.36 3
2 2 2 2

Material (mm) (kW/m ) (kW/m ) (mm) (kW/m ) (kW/m )

' Water 0.54 291 322 6.4 2270 2610

Sodium 0.89 491 542 6.7 2510 2940

Acetone 0.36 61 67 5.6 680 780

Methanot ' O.62 127 140 7.2 1230 1410

Freon-113 0.27 34 37 4.8 480 550

*Also shown are the exact heat flux (qn.)as given by Eq (3.36)and the approximate heat flux (qn3and q33i)
as given by Eqs (3.23) and 3.31) respectively.
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1000 pm is the heat flux proportional to the square of r
io ,

the diameter as is assumed in the Dhir-Catton and
Hardee-Nilson models. Similar plots are shown in

. Figures 3.2-8; -9; -10; and -11 for sodium, acetone,
methanol,and freon ll3. Note that waterand edium e,o

exhibit very similar dryout behavior. G/
/If

... / /g , , , , , mi ...m.i
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3 E Figure 3.2-7 Dryout Heat Flux vt Particle Diameter (>r a Particle
- Bed in Water for Various Bed Depths (Indicated in meters.)
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Figure 3.2-6 Dryout Heat Flux vs Particle Diametet for a 100-mm.
Deep Bed in Sodium. (The heavy curve is the general model. The /
curves are labeled to indicate the model each represents.) i j/

'

;; io5 , /:
'

* ; nV /
3 o- / /d. Comparison to Data. Several dryout measure- ; J' ej /

ments have been made i"2n involving water, sodi- 8 / g8 /n,

um, acetone, methanol, and freon as fluids and steel, $'O' J/ /
lead, and urania as particles. The dryout predictions /od /
of the general (zero-dimensional laminar-turbulent J' /
gravity-capillary) dryout model Eq (3.34)is compared / s/o,/

#

with the measurements in Figure 3.2-12. (A log-log to' : J
scale is used so that overestimates and under- /
estimates receive the same visual weight.) For com-
parison similar plots for the Dhir-CattonPm the

8Hardee-NilsonPS the Shires-StevensP85 and the 10 ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,,,
Ostensenem models [Eqs (3.20), (3.19), (3-18), and

PARricLE DIAMETER (um)
(3.33) respectively] are shown in Figures 3.2-13, -14,
-15, and -16 respectively. Figure 3.2-8 Dryout Heat rius vs Particle Diameter for sodium
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Figure 3.2-9 Dryout licat Flus vs Particle Diameter iar Acetone The general model correlates a wide range of data
within a factor of about 2. Although this is not
particularly accurate, it is better than the alternate
models. Most significant is that the model was not fit
directly to the dryout data; thus the t'act that the datar,o

came close to the predictions at all is encouraging.
,

Furthermore, since the model is mechanistic, the
model may be extrapolated beyond the present data
base with more confidence. Evidence of this is given

'** ~

by the freon data set which contains the only me,i-
surements with particle diameters in excess of a milli-,/. meter (2 mm and 3mm).The Dhir-CattonPm Hardee-

c NilsonPS and Shires-Stevensa models all overpre-
*

|10 [ dict thi., data (some points are even off scale) since5

; /' the vapor flow becomes turbulent at those larger
$ diameters. Even larger errors can be expected for ,

g [[ larger particles. Similarly, the Ostensenam model

*,3
- underpredicts much of the data because it is essential-*; iod r

ly turbulently based and much of the data is in the.<

j' laminar regime. The Hardee-NilsonSS model under-,,

- ,o)/ predicts most of the data (except the highly turbulent
-

freon) data set since it does not include capillary
!"'* *

ios
forces. In contrast, the general model accounts for all
these diverse effects and predicts all the data reason-
ably well and can thus be used with the most confi-.y

,,, / . dence over wide ranges of situations. (However,it is. .

io' to 108 to' 105 not applicable to shallow beds where channeling
PART6CLE DIAMETER (um) dominates; in those cases it would predict a lower

Figure 3.2-10 Dryout lleat Flus vs Particle Diameter for Methanol limit to the dryout flux.)
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3.2.5.2 Bottom Cooling and Downward Boiling where q, and A, are given by Eqs (3.23) and (3.12),
ficat removal from a particulate b.d can be en. respectively, and L is the total bed depth. For a bed of

hanced by cooling the bed bottom (or supt, ort plate). fixed depth L, the ratio of the volumetric power at
Afodels have been proposed in which the downward dryout with downward boiling to that without boil-
heat removal is by conduction alonePu.522) For this ing is
mode to be effective,large tempuetre drops (below g
the coolant boiling point) and high thermal conduc- i __i + fg ,

,

_t 71 |
L \\ Ltivities in the bed are required. (The latter restriction A /. (3.44)'~

/is particularly limiting in LWRs.) flowever, recogni-

(1+A\tion of the capillary forces acting in a bed leads to
'

another possible mechanism of downward heat re-
moval which would be greater than condition. That This is also the ratio of the combined (upward and
possibility is downward boiling. In most beds of downward) heat fluxes. The values of this ratio for a '

interest, capillary forces are stronger than gravita- 100-mm high bed, with a particle diameter of 0.5 mm,
tional forces. Thus, if an adequate supoly of liquid and with e - 0.4 are given in Table 3-Vil for various
was maintained at both the top and the dottom of the fluids (at 1-atm pressure).
bed, capillary forces would draw the liquid into the
bed from bo'h above and below. When the decay heat Table 3-VII Ratio of Dryout Powers With Down.
vaporized some of the liquid in the bed, the liquid ward Boiling to That Without Downward Boiling
would be driven out of the bed (both upward and for L - 100 mm, d - 0.5 mm, and e - 0.4 for Various

Fluidsdownward) by the pressure gradient established by
the capillary force (and altered somewhat by the

Fluid Ac (mm) Ratio
gravitational force). Normally the downward-driven

Water 125 2.31vapor would collect at the bottom support plate,
build up a back pressure, and stop the vapor flow. Sodium 330 3.09

Ilowever, if the support plate were cool enough to Acetone 51 1.62

condense all the vapor (or if the plate were perme. Afethanol 50 1.61

able) the flow could continue and the condensed Freon-ll3 18 1.20

liquid (or new liquid passing upward through a
permeable plate) could be drawr. back up into the The downward boiiing model may be compared
bed. This process is downward boiling and can be just to the bottom-cooled dryout data of reference 3-23. A
as effective at heat remova! as upward boiling (if the steel-acetone bed was cooled through a 3-mm-thick
capillary force is much greater than the gravitational aluminum support plate by running water.Two par-
force). ticle diameters (0.69 mm and 0.90 mm) with e - 0.4

The equations for combined upward and down- were used. Table 3-VI indicates that with acetone
ward boiling have been developed. Since capillary vapor flow is becoming turbulent for diameters this
forces are not strong for large particles (which induce large. Tb is Eqs (3.42) and (3.43) should predict larger
turbulent flow) it is convenient to use the laminar heat fitxes than were observed and only the 0.69-mm

*
limit of the general dryout model Eq (3.23). The diamete data will be analyzed. (The equations w ould
upward and downward heat fluxes at dryout are then be more accurate for water or sodium.) The down-
respectively: ward heat flux was fixed at 60 kW/m2 for all the

'

dryout runs (presumably by varying the running
3p2A 2

9a 2A, + +1+1 ) water flow). Thus 60 kW/m2 represents a lower limit
2 L \(L / to the downward heat removal capability of the bed.

%~ (3.42) If the downward heat removal were by conductionx
I+, alone, heat flux would bean >

*

and qa - g 2kaTS (3.45)

+ +1-I where k is the bed thermal conductivity, AT is the

q, . (3.43) temperature drop across the bed bottom, and S is the/

A, volumetric heat source in the bed. The conductivity
j

L of a particle bed ist$24
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k - (< k, + (1 - e) F k') 3.2.5.3 Zion-Indian Point Filtered-Vent
(3.46)g Containment System Studies

'~

where The events surrounding a PWR reactor-vessel fail-
ure f 11 wing a e re meltdown was subjected to a2 1F= - (3.47) cursory analysis to assess the impact of such events on3+k *\+3+.k ') a containment building filtered vent. Spcific acci-

8(k, - lj 4(k,-1/ dents considered included a loss of AC power and
aux ary fee wa r , a sma rea LOCAand where k' and k, are the conductivities of the

particles and the fluid respectively. For a steel- ., and a large-break LOCA mth failure of the
# "**"*" # "" "#' 'I* m (ABG). Theacetone bed, k - 1.5 W/m2.The temperature drop AT*

is less than or equal to the boiling temperature minus MARCH computer code (SW analysis of these acci-.

the running water temperature minus the tempera- dents (with respect to the Indian Point 3 and Zion

ture drop in the support plate. This is AT - 329 K rent rs) was used as a basis for comparison. The
*

- 285 K - 7 K - 37 K. Table 3-VIII shows the down- *#I ' " "8' ""

ward heat fluxes predicted by downward boiling The location and size of a vessel rupture in the*

Eq (3.42) and conduction Eq (3.44) for various bed TMLB' accident could significantly affect the
depths for 0.69 mm-diameter particles. The down- pressure history in containment and the subse-

ward flux from conduction is much too small to quent loading on the filtered vent.

account for that observed. Conversely, the down- A significant c ntainment building pressure*

ward boiling model predicts a large enough flux to rise c uld occur from molten debris dropping
account for that observed. A true test of the model int the reactor cavity if there ;s adequate water

awaits a measurement with a fluid for which the in the cavity. MARCH calculations have as-
vapor flow is laminar (water or sodium) ar.d a mea- sumed ;ess than adequate water in the TMLB'

surement in which the downward flux is not exter- nd ABG accidents. However, other accident

nally limited. sequences may have more water in the cavity.

The possibility of downward boiling has an im- The roolability of in-vessel or ex-vessel particle=

pact on core catcher design. In previous consider- beds by natural circulation (assuming an ade-
9uate C*lant SUPP y) can neither be assuredlations, the downward flux was assumed to be due to

conduction alone. However, with the addition of the n r Precluded at this time. However, current

heat, flux from downward boiling, the support plate data and models suggest that total c re particle

thermal resistance may become a limiting factor. For * * *I #" "***#'"

a 200-mm-high bed in sodium with d - 0.5 mm and i

e - 0.4, the downward boiling heat flux at dryout 3.2.6 LWR Related Activities !

will be 210 kW/m2. If this heat flux is to pass through As part of a larger studytSN of Class 9 accidents at
a steel plate with a temperature drop of less than the Zion and Indian Point nuclear power stations, an

i
200 K, the plate must be less than 25 mm thick. One interim review of current modeling of in-vessel melt- i

additional impact of downward boiling is the bot- down in an LWR was performed during the period I

tom-cooled core catchers become a reasonable consid- January 7 through March 31,1980. The objective of
*

eration for water-cooled reactors (whereas previously the study was to assess the risk reduction measures
bottom cooling was assumed to be ineffective because which may be applied to th- eactors at those two
of the low thermal conductivity of water). sitesPm,

; Table 3-VIII Dowaward Heat Flux Predicted by Downward Boiling and Conduction for Various Bed
' Depths *

Bed Depth qdown (Conduction) qdown(Downward Boiling) qdown (Oburved Lower Limit)
2 2 2(mm) (kW/m ) (kW/m ) (kW/m )

72 12.4 93 60
60 14.6 115 60 1

52 15.0 137 60

*The downward heat fluxes observed in Reference 3-?? (a lower limit of that possible for the bed) ~
are also shown. '
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The objective of the review was to assess the The uncertainties arise because of (1) faulty or inad-

applicability of current meltdown models, as con- equate modeling, or (2) poorly understood phenom-
tained in the MARCF1 computer code, to the o.ocess enology. The uncertainties give rise, in turn, to un-
of specifying risk factors and possible mitigation certainty in the timing of some events, and to mme
measures. In particular, investigators considered it uncertauty in the magnitude of calculated condi-
desirable to estimate the degree of realism which may tions (promure, temperatures, etc).
be assigned to the calcula*ed results when treated as Because of significant uncertainties in the phe-
source terms which assault the containment. nomena, the single greatest modeling uncertainty in

Reactor meltdown sequences are treated in the AfARCII concerns core melting and fuel motion,
React- Safety Studyp28) and Appendix Vill of the where much of what the code predicts results from
Study discusses the physical processes of meltdown selection of input options, rather thari Som models M e

and the modeling of those processes. This modeling evolving coupled physical processes.
was employed by the participants in the Study. The weakening (failure?) of structure, v.cluding

The principal meltdown computer model, devel- core barrt;, R!cv m structure, and reactor vessel, -

oped for use in the Safety Study, was the BOIL are inadequately modeled, partly because of inad-
code 4528) originated by Battelle Columbus Laborato- equate heating models, and partly because of inad-
ries (BCL) personnelP29 Additional modeling of the equate structural treatment. Steam explosions are
accident sequences was performed by hand calcula- modeled only to the extent of providing a heat bal-
tionP29 ance.

Subsequent to the Reactor Safety Study, improve- Based on this interim review, bounds for the

ments and extensions to BOIL were undertaken at identified uncertainties cannot be assigned. To some

BCL to generabze the code's application to various extent the range of possible outcomes is limited by
LWRs and to accident sequences other than the large energy-balance considerations. But detailed quantita-
LOCA. These modifications were intended to en- tive output from hfARCli, such as that which is
hance consistency and to incorporate new experi- required for the mitigation study, must be regarded
rnental dataP29 The current version is entitled as subject to considerable variation and uncertainty.
AfARCif, an acronym for "meltaown accident re- The resolution of the uncertainties identified in
sponse characteristics,"&29 and BOIL is incorporated thc review requires additional work which may be
as a subroutine in hfARCH. Af ARCII is designed to divided into several categories:

Continued review of meltdown modelingproviae a continuous, coupled analysis of the thermal .

and hydraulic behavior of the containment building Short-term Af ARCFI changes and studi a.

and reactor from the time of accident initiation. Auxiliary calculations.

The MARCli code has been constructed by using Experiments.

Jmprovements to MARCli,simple models of in-vessel meltdown processes. In .

several instances, these models are mechanistic only
to the extent of satisfyir.g conservation laws for mass Each of these categories is discussed in the body of
and energy. This approach has four advantages. First, the review. Performance of the recommended items
because the models are simple and are generally should result in increased understanding of the in-
derived from basic considerations, the results are vessel sequence. This knowledge can subsequently .

unlikely to contain gross errors hidden in complicat- be used to improve the modeling in MARCil.
ed attempts at detailed analysis. Second, the models
have been selected with the desire to bound (in some .

way) processes that are poorly understood. Third, the 3.3 PAHR Molten Pool
lack ot detailed calculation allows the code to run @ W. Vanda,4422; T. M. Kerley,4422)
rapidly and inexpensively. Fourth, unwarranted op-
timism concerning the treatment of poorly under-
stood phenomena is not introduced by inappropriate

3.3.1 Introductionelegance in the calculation.
hf ARCli produces a sequence of events which is The molten fuel pool studies are using prototypic

believed to approximate the sequence which might and reactor materials to investigate experimentally
be observed during a reactor meltdown. Uncertain- the progression of a debris bed from dryout to melt
ties exist in the treatment of certain processes; these and the interaction of the melt with structure and
uncertainties are discussed in the body of the review. core retention material.
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This quarter, the data from the recently conducted two-dimension il neutronic code TWOTRAN.S32) The
MP-4 in-pile experiment was reduced. Temperature maximum temperature cf 2400 K at the UO /MgO2

and energy deposition profiles were compared interface, called for in the experiment plan, was
against existing heat transfer and neutronic models. reached in ~9.7 min at this power level and resulted
Furnace tests were conducted to examine the effect of in a maximum temperature of ~3000 K in th- overly-
second phase material (ZrO and La O ) on the inter- ing UO -fuel bed. Once these temperatme. were2 2 3 2

action of UO with magnesium oxide. Development achieved, the experiment called for sequentially de-2

of a new ultrasonic thermometer (UT) system was creasing power levels to sustain the UO /MgO inter-2

initiated with the objective of improving the reliabil. actions while maintaining the overlying UO below2

ity and accuracy of the temperature data. Investiga- melt (for safety considerations). The power was
6 tors are giving high priority to the completion of this therefore decreased first to 550 kW and then to

system in time to incorporate it in the next in-pile 300 kW. Shortly after this last power level the pres-
experiment, MP-SS, currently scheduled to be con- sure limitation on the capsule was exceeded and the
ducted late in the next quarter. Fabrication and test- reactor was scrammed.a

ing of components for the assembly of this next
, , ,

experiment are underway. y h,

/ cootua,,w uwumwm u4uiroto

k 9 /
[ outra sTrot['**,"arett3.3.2 MP-4 (UO2/MgO) In-Pile Experiment

,

in the fourth in-pile raotten pool experimen* hip- y g vtSSE'
,

4, conducted last quarter,615 g of fully enriched UO 7 42 4

[ ourtn TuscSTEN
particulate formed a bed overlying a MgO disk h h RNGSg ,,

,

(Harklase-type, 98% pure, burned magnesite). The s

I [ '""'"'objective of MP-4 was to examine the effect of fission ( g',
y,,

>heating on the penetration of UO into the MgO2

'

g [ zocoNIAy ' ['
,
- ocnup

brick at temperatures below the MgO dissolution '- nsutaron

temperature (1873 < T < 2473 K). Temperatures 3
" xwere measured with UTs and TCs (thermocouples). "

u= + m Tuew=
CRuC a tThese measurements will allow determination of og _

7,
,

heat-flux partitioning in the bed (i.e., the amount of g. x-s % muta Tuwonen
3

- caucmeheat available for erosira of the MgO brick), an , _

important goal of the in-pile part of the molten pool
'

program. The actual penetration depth of UO, into - 11

the MgO brick will be measured when the capsule is J,-

disassembled. This measurement will be compared to - 229mm

recent out-of-pile correlations obtained from a series
rigure 3.31 htP-4 hiotten Fuel Pool Experiment Capsule

of molten P001 furnace esPcriments.G3030 tuo2/htgo)
Figure 3.3.1 shows the configuration of the cap-

sule used in MP-4. Temperatures in the fuel bed and*

MgO brick were monitored with three UTs located at --a

5 5 5r = 0, r - 12.5 and r - 25.0 mm as shown in Fig-
' ure 3.3-2. The center UT had eight axial sensor ele-

ments while the other two had five elements (each ErEs *~

' caucarelement gives a temperature reading averaged over
-

- - = = = = = = - .
._ , , ,

its length). The length of each element was 10 mm ,,,
.-

* " * " " ' * * "
with the exception of the end element which was NJ~ i

*~ '15 mm. p,

Figure 3.3-3 shows the reactor and fuel bed power wo --

- j - :

history. As in previous experiments the low power L !
' '~

~

portion of the run (150 kW for ~54 min) was used to e
confirm proper operation of all systems and diagnos- %_
tics. Following this confirmation, the ACRR power
was increased to 650 kW corresponding to an average f igure 3.3-2 tocation or ultrasonic Thermometers and inner cru-
fuel bed power of 2.93 kW/kg as calculated by the cable Thermocouples in htP-4
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700 s.is would cause this behavior. In this particular case, the
. . . . . , , . .

- average of these two readings would represent the* * " *

correct temperature over the length of the two cle-
eco - e.ro

seokw ments. This average has been plotted in Figure 3.3-8
.

'a and compared against the data of a thermocouple
Ea sw -

2.as | placed on the outer surface of the inner tungsten
8 crucible (Figure 3.3 2). The location of the thermo-

1 aco- 1.80 couple junction corresponds to the axial center of

.g .
elements 4 and 5 and is displaced radially by

sookw ~ 8.5 mm. As Figure 3.3-8 shows, the comparison isg ,,, .
, , , ,

excellent, reflecting a consistent radial temperature e

y ~ gradient and a smooth and continu)us temperatureg
o 300 -

- am = rise and decay throughout the duration of the experi-
"' ' " *

- ment. Unfortunately, interference reflections do not .

Soo .
. o.4s always occur between two elements, but instead can

- scmu .
affect the element signal in a variety of other ways,

,J., making interpretation of the data more difficult and
,

, , , , , ,

sometimes impossible. For example, element 8 in
<> ro ao so ao Soo

Test tawn) sensor 1 yielded data during the experiment which is

Figure 3.3-3 MP-4 Reactor and Experiment Power Hiv.ory clearly erroneous. Analysis of the ultrasonic ther-
m meter signats showed that a reflection, either from

Figures' 3.3-4, -5, and -6 show the data from the the primary containment seal or the weld interface,
three UT sensors. Tha central sensor failed at ~65 was verriding the signal from element 8 but was not
min into the experiment during the latter part of the sigmficantly affecting element 7. This was reflected
650-kW-power portion of the test. The pulse signal

In i temperature measurements as th data (mm
. was lost indicating a problem in the electronic com. element 7 was a rly c nsistent with expected results
ponents rather than in the sensor itself. Also, during while that of element 8 was spurious. Similar behav-
the low power portion of the test, the data acquisition ior was n ted in several other elements.
system failed to' record some of the UT measure-
ments. This time interval has been labeled "extrapo-

8"*lated UT data" in Figures 3.3-4, -5, and -6. ' ' ' ' ''''''

'"''*"*"'8'
The UT data obtained from this experiment are of

the same general quality as that of previous in-pile - 8 " ' (*"*"' 7) /
[s ut ic m ate)molten pool experiments, reflecting inaccuracies in

some of the temperature measurements caused by 4 uT teawat s>

distorted acoustic reflections. The source of error can - a uT i (m.n.at 4)

generally be traced to one or more of the following: e ut i (men.at :) ,

(1) hard contact and/or " sticking" between the sensor 3 ,,,, 7,, ,,

and the protective sheath or surrounding environ- g
- * " ''* """''I

ment,(2) containment sealing around the sensor, and ( f
*

,(3) the weld interface between the magnetostrictive g
.

[7
: ,/yand nonmagnetostrictive parts of the sensor. Any of g ,,,,
- -

f ,

thcse effects will cause unwanted signal reflections
-

which can overlap the primary signal reflections.
This overlap will in turn distort the reflected waves -j

r f Y
tooo - f aiwhich yield temperatures.

To interpret the UT data shown in Figures 3.3-4,
- ' # /

-5, and -6, the acture and effect of any distortions in .- g
*

the acoustic data must be understood.Take, for exam- >
8"ple, elements 4 and 5 in sensor 3, which have been . 1

extracted from Figure 3.3-6 and redrawn for Fig- U ., k Y a N ,
. . . .

o 20 a so so in isoure 3.3-7 for clarity. In general, a high reading from
T*'E tada)element 5 is compensa'ed by a low reading in ele--

ment 4. An interference reflection overlapping the rigure 3.3-4 MP-4 Ultrawnic Thermometer Data Radial
reflection from the notch between elements 4 and 5 center ur
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the ZrO conductivity relative to that used in earlierClearly, only selected temperature measurements 2

which do not show significant evidence of UT-signal models, and a radiative term added to the conductiv-
,ity of UO . These considerations yield an effectivedistortion will provide meaningful data for the ther- 2

mal analysis of the experiment. Nonetheless, these conductivity of the form
-

selected temperatures together with the thermocou-
pie measurements are sufficient to provide a reason- k e - k, + k,
able evaluation of the heat flux distribution in the where
capsule.

Preliminary calculations have been performed k,- AT3

with the heat transfer code TAC 2D+22) to evaluate the
*ability of current thermal and neutronic models to 3soo

predict the experimental temperature profiles. Fig-
_

_

ure 3.3-9 compares measured temperatures near the -

.
*. top of the fuel bed with calculations. The energy 3ooo .

ENT 5)UTdeposition, predicted by current models is signifi- ; , , , ,,, ,{ -cantly higner than the experimental data shows. In ano ,avcamocoj-

'.fact, these models predict that a substantial amount of '
c THERMOCOUPLE e

""
fuel would melt; however, posttest x-radiographs of \--c cu
the vessel showed no evidence of fuel melting and pi6 -

>

l\ :
_

'Ivery little indication of fuel compaction. These indi- E, ,
,

cations agree with the experimental data. | - | 4
-

4 -

\
-

\
~

g15co
-

.

-
,,oo

y -

/
s

' f

-

Iy i e sN :.ooo .

UT 1 (ELEMENT 4) f f
#
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I -| /o g s
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,, ,
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,

'
g ,/ Figure 3.3-10 MP-4 Ultrasonic Thermometer Data Radial Profile-

f / Near Top of I uel Bed,
/ '

/
* ' /f ,' The value of A used in the calculations shown in

,

l'' Figure 3.3-10 is 2.12x10'' W/M.K. This value has *
'

been calculated to be representative of the type of
' '

particle beds being used in the Molten Pool Experi-
'm en ts.a)*>

|"ytOi"| The power in the fuel bed was determined by
comparing the slopes of the curves during the initialo icoo tooo sooo aooo sooo .ooo rooo ,ooo

heating period following a power increase. DuringTw cs)

' Figure 3.3-9 MP-4 Ultrasonic Thermometer Data Radial Profile this period the energy deposition in the bed is large
Near Top of Fuel Ded (UTI, element 4; UT3, elements 4 and 5) relative to the heat loss. On this basis, a relatively

small increase in the power over that predicted by
The agreement between experiment and calcula- TWOTRAN would be indicated. The ZrO and UO2 2

tions can be improved significantly by enhancing the conductivities were adjusted simultaneously, assur-
conductivity of the UO ,uel and the ZrO insulation ing that both the temperature profiles in the fuel bed2 2

and slightly increasing the fuel bed power. Fig- and the temperature history of regions away from the
ure 3.3-10 shows a new comparison which reflects a bed were in good agreement. Figure 3.3-11 shows a
5% increase in power, an increase by a factor of 2.2 in comparison of experimental temperatures measured
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at regions away from the bed with calculations per- peak value of 32 psia. This pressure was more than
formed by using the modified power and conductiv- twice the pressure expected to result from the heating
ity values (these calculations have the same condi- of the capsule, as predicted by conservative calcula-
tions as those shown for the fuel bed calculations in tions. The posttest ambient pressure remained a;
Figure 3.3-10). Note that the cooling conditions on ~2.5 times the original pressure, indicating that non-
the boundary of the capsule have negligible effect on condensable gas may have been generated during the
the fuel bed temperatures during the powered por- experiment. Unfortunately, the nature and amount of
tions of the test. That is, the large amount of high gas in the inner vessel cannot be analyzed until the
heat capacity and low density insulation consider- Sandia hot eell facilities are completed to allow disas-
ably limits the amount of heat that can be removed sembly of the capsule. Until such analysis is per-,

from the bed. formed, summary judgments must be carefully avoid-
ed regarding the source of this gas. At this point, an" '

important observation is that the gas may not have,
been from UO /MgO interactions but rather was an2.

- 1 UT 2 (ELEMENT 5) artifact of the experiment (i.e., pressure transducer
"

2 UT 3 (ELEMENT 5) failure, impurities in the system, etc).
3 OUTER TUNGSTEN CRUCBLE BOTTOM
4 INNER VESSEL SOE p_ n

22 , 5 NNER VESSEL BOTTOM
_

- -- CALCULATED -

,

*
~ O 12 Psia POSTTEST ,a-

6
, % PRESst.FE < 25

I'\ - a- '5 ' N
y - \ - 5 \

- m Sw

\ 2 \g" '

r , g> -
S to - N, ; is

w
gm -

: g /- N ~
,

mo .
8- ' * : " / ; ,< ,

N. -/ / g

# / 3 \
-g =g

/ ( - . - - ', : a ..e-
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soo . , -- __

TNE (mm)-e
.- -

rigure 3.312 MP-4 In-Pde Experiment (UO2/MgO) Power ands

| ,uv rim , | Pressure Histones
, , , , ,

* * * * * **** In summary, the MP-4 experiment has produced
WE (S) the first data on the interaction of MgO with internal-

rigure 3.3-11 MP-4 Ultrasonic Thermometer and Thermocouple ly heated UO fuel. The pressure and temperature
0<ata data from the experiment have been reduced and

The above conclusions need to be qualified at this Preliminary analysis of this data has been performed.

point. The calculations are very preliminary and Efforts are now underway to determine heat flux
some aspects need to be analyzed in more detail. At distributions in the capsule. Disassembly of the cap-,

sute rem ins t be performed. Upon disassembly, thethis point, investigators also need to evaluate the
extent of the error introduced in the UT and TC test secti n will be microscopically analyzed to deter-

measurements as a resdt of axial heat transfer mine in detail the interaction of the ir ternally heated

threugh the metallic part of the sheatha. fuel with MgO. The results will then be compared
As noted earlier, the unexpected pressurization of with existing out-of-pile correlations.

the inner vessel caused the termination of the MP-4
experiment. Figure 3.3-12 is a plot of the pressure and 3.3.3 High Temyrature Furnace Tests
the fuel bed power as a function of time. The experi- Out-of-pile furnace tests were conducted to exam-
ment was initiated with an ambient pressure of ine the interaction of UO + 30 w/o ZrO and UO2 2 2

5 psia. The powered portion of the experiment was + 30 w/o La O mixtures with MgO. These tests2 3
terminated when the pressure reached the reactor compliment a series of UO /MgO experiments2

SCRAM set point of 30 psia. Following SCRAM, the discussed in detail in the last two quarterly re-
pressure continued to increase for ~8 min reaching a ports.430320
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In these experiments, the fuel mixture was packed The dependence of the UO /MgO eutectic on the2

lightly over the MgO disk and was heated rapidly to penetration of fuel into the MgO brick was illustrated
temperatures between 1773 and is,J K (1500* and with a recent test, shown in Table 3-IX. In this test, a

2400*C), and held at temperature for 15 to 25 min. bed of UO particulate was overlayed on an MgO disk2

Table 3-IX shows the test m; trix and key test observa- and heated at 257:t K (2300*C) for I hr. Significant
dendritic eutectic formations were found in the SEMtions.

in all cases, the penetration depth of the fuel examination of this sample. These results contrast
I

mixture into the M.;O brick was increased relative to with those from the other UO /MgO tests exposed to2

the penetration depth of pure UO . For example, a even higher temperatures but for shorter periods of
2

mixture of UO + 30 w/o La O held a* 2373 K time (i.e.,2773 K for 10 min) where no evidence of
2 2 3 ,

(2100'C) for 900 5 will penetrate 12 cm into the MgO a eutectic was found.t*> This temperature is in fact
brick while pure UO will penetrate only 3.4 mm.S2n much higher than the UO /MgO eutectic tempera-22

Further, at higher temperatures where the fuelinter- tures in well inerted systems. These eutectic tempera- ,

acts with the MgO grains, the fuel composition also tures have been estimated in the literature to be about
had a very significant effect on the interaction. For 2473 K(2200*C).tm>
example,when ZrO or La 0 were added to the UO2 2 3 2

and rapidly heated to 2673 K (2400 C), the mixture
foamed momentarily and part of it flowed out of the 3.3.4 Activities for Next Quarter
inner tungsten container. This temperature is about Next quarter will be devoted primarily to the
250 K lower than the temperature at which a development and testing of a new ultrasonic ther-
UO /MgO mixture will foam, and about 300 K lower mometer system in an effort to improve the accuracy2

than the temperature at which MgO will foam by and reliability of this instrument.
itself.tm) Therefore, at least rome gas formation ap-
pears to be associated with the formation of the
eutectic between fuel material and MgO. These tests a p M a h.
performed this quarter do not, however, imply that (T. Y. Chu,1537)
the temperature of the fuel mixture /MgO eutectic is
near 2673 K. In fact, these eutectics could be at
substantially lower temperatures but the relatively
rapid heating of the tests prevented significant eutec. 3.4.1 Data Analysis
tic formation from taking place until the higher Gamma ray-densitometry measurements were
temperatures were achieved. That is, the rate of for- made of core samples from fragmentation test
mation of the fuel /MgO eutectic is dependent on the FRAGI1. In this test,23 kg of sodium at 782 K (509 C)

rate of penetration of fuel into the MgO grain bound- were released onto a shallow layer of a thermitically
j

| aries. This dependence in turn is a function of tem- generated UO , ZrO / stainless steel melt. Tubes of2 2

perature and time at temperature.&20 The tempera- 28-mm ID were driven into the debris bed to obtain
l ture-dependence is in fact exponential. the core samples. Out of 19 attempts to sample the

! Table 3-IX Description of Fuel / Magnesium Oxide Interaction' .

TMax Time of TMax
Test Materials (*C) (s) Observations '

i I (UO + 30 w/o ZrO )/MgO 1500 150 No reaction.2 2

2 (UO + 30 w/o ZrO )/MgO 2100 900 Grain boundary penetration. Depth =-6 mm.'

2 2

3 (UO + 30 w/o ZrO )/MgO 2400 900 Extensive eutectic interaction. Sample foamed indicat-
2 2

ing gas release upon melt.
4 (UO + 30 w/o La O )/MgO 1500 5 Local discoloration of the MgO brick at the UO inter-

2 2 3 2

face surface.
5 (UO + 30 w/o La O )/MgO 2100 900 Grain boundary penetration. Depth = 12 mm.2 2 3

6 (UO + 30 w/o La O )/MgO 2400 600 Extensive eutectic interaction. Sample foamed indi-2 2 3

cating gas release upon melt.
7 UO/MgO 2300 3600 Grain boundary penetration followed by UO /MgO2

eutectic interaction.

*This table complements a series of UO /MgO experiments described and analyzed in References 3-30 and 3-31.2
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core,9 were unsuccessful. Apparently the bed con- charge of 23 kg of sodium at 796 K (523'C) was
tained fragments comparable in size to the core tube released onto the melt. The experiment was designed
diameter. The larger fragments were sparsely distrib- to investigate the effect of the melt / concrete and
uted (horizontally). A full core sample could usually sodium / concrete interactions on the fragmentation
be obtained within a few centimeters of an unsuc- process and the formation of the debris bed.
cessful attempt. Project personnel believe that at least
some of the large fragments came from solidified ** . i > > >

- pieces that were formed before the sodium was re- ae . *

leased. This problem will be further investigated
'

.' E.",o*Er%_o . . .

when the sodium is removed from the bed. 1,
*

*o
Two typical results are shown in Figures 3.4 1 and 3,, , +.., ,, ,. ; . ,

.

3.4-2. The sample in Figure 3.4-1 was taken from the j" ' *

.,

center of the bed and the sample in Figure 3.4-2 was g se - -
*

,

taken near the wall (15 cm from the center) of the ; ,o .

*

interaction vessel. Gamma-ray scans were made f,
,

,90 degrees apart for each sample. The density vari-- {" ' *

-

ations between the two directions were quite large
. , ,

and the density variations in the bed were also very os .

large. These variations were due to the large frag- oo . . - -

* ' ' * *ments. For the scale of the samples, the bed structure v'ennen osu uce m's
was non-uniform. Comparing the two figures reveals

Figure 3.4-2 Fragment Density vs Penetration Distance for core
that the high density portion of the bed was not Sample Taken From the Bed Near the Wall. (Camma-ray scans
uniform: 2.25 in. thick in the center and 2.75 in. thick ""' ''kea 8' 0* 'nd 90* positions around the sample.)
near the wall. The average density in both of these

Sodium was released 10.7 s after ignition of theregions was about the same, ~3.7 g/cm2 These metallothermic mixture. Audio signals indicated six
results together with measurements of fragment- separate interactions lasting.a total of 1.87 s. Theweight fraction will give the variation in the void

interactions caused the 2000-kg test apparatus tofraction of the bed. move laterally approximately 2 cm. Toward the end
so

- i . .. i - of the interaction, fire was observed at the top of the'

exhaust stack, apparently as a result of hydrogenan .

.
''

',% * ~ ET%. generated by the sodium / concrete interaction.
*

ao .

,,' ' *
. ._

j . , '*

Figure 3.4-3 shows the temperature response of. .

'3,, ' '

the concrete as monitored with thermocouples em-
*-

\.E" '
*

bedded in the concrete. The reaction front of the*
jes .

*

sodium / concrete interaction (as indicated by a sharp,

; ,. . . rise of temperature) reached 6.3 mm at 8 min and
I

12.7 mm at 21.5 min.The average propagation rate of
. h 3,

, .

" '
. the reaction front seems to be comparable to the,

lower range of typical rates for sodium / concrete in-...... .

os .

teractions,0.5 to 4 mm/ min. Assessing the effect of
the debris bed on erosion rate (because of its possible

- - -. oo
'

vcarien ofsnuce m' effect on the diffusion phenomena near the concrete
' * *

Figure 3.4-1 Fragment Density vs Penetration Distance for Core surface) and the effect of gas generation on the
Sample Taken From the Center of the Bed. (Gamma-ray scans were structures of the debris bed (caused by the sodium /
taken at 0* and 90' positions around the sample.) concrete interaction) will be interesting in future

data analysis.

Posttest analysis is still being carried out. As a
3.4.2 New Experiment result of the sodium / concrete interaction, the MgO

Fragmentation test FRAG 12 was performed dur- sidewalls were heavily eroded up to 20 mm. This
ing this quarter. In FRAG 12,20 kg of UO , ZrO / hP enomenon did not appear in previous fragmenta-2 2

) stainless steel melt were produced in a crucible with a tion experi nents. The details of the erosion mecha-
limotone concrete bottom and MgO side walls. A nism are yet to be determined.
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do so yields a much higher heat flux than is found in
'" ' the actual experiment. This result has also been

found by the Hanford Engineering Development
** ' , , , , , , , , , Laboratory.o* When no reactiont occurs, the pool' " " " - '

temperature may be used as a bondary condition top '"
' the concrete. A physicalinterpietation of this is that,,,,

@ # according to the chemical model of the sodium-
, , , , , , , , ,

a soo - concrete interaction, concrete penetration does not

! begin until sodium hydroxide exists as a second
roo . phase. The sodium hydroxide is more dense than"

,

sodium metal and it therefore settles to the bottom of
soo . the pool where it insulates the concrete from the

sorrou oF CRUCIBLE - Pool- ,

; ; Test 5 on limestone concrete did not go into an
,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

energetic exothermic reaction. Figure 3.5-1 shows the,

,,
comparison between experimental and computed

Figure 3.4-3 Elapsed Time vs Temperature (Temperature Re- temEeratures in the concrete. In contrast, test 15
sponse) at Several Selected Concrete Depths, Test FRAC 12 produced early energetic reactions in the magnetite

concmte in Figum 35-2, the experimental tempera-
3.5 Sodium Containment and tures show evidence of both energetic reactions and
Structural Integrity spallin8. Figure 3.5-3 shows that the USINT code
(R. U. Acton,1537; L. A. Kent,1537; J. E. Smaardyk, cannot account for these effects. Program personnel
4422; R. L. Sallach,5846; A. Suo-Anttila,4425) are developing a version of USINT that is expected to

account for spalling and a moving boundary.
The USINT code calculates pressure inside the

c nerete; this pressure is caused by the evaporation of
3.5.1 Introduction

.

water and the release of CO . Figure 3.5-4 is a plot of2

Preparations for a large-scale sodium / concrete in- the pressure through the bottom of the basalt con-
teraction tests were made during this period. Earlier crete crucible at 81.5 min after the start of test 11. No
tests were analyzed with the concrete response code experimental data are available to corroborate the
USINT.* The next three large-scale tests have been pressure calculation.
defined. Water-release experiments have been per-
formed on magnetite concrete.

,e .

=3.5.2 Analyses of Some Previous . . . . , m u . .. . n

Na-Concrete Tests ...- . . . . . - , . . . .

The computer code USINT has been used to calcu- ", ', *', " ] * '|,', c , ,

late the thermal response of the concrete crucible ,*m.
during large-scale tests 5,11 and 14 for compar son !

- . . . .. = n a .cuc i

"'''"""'"c'

with the actual data. These tests were, respectively, j ,,,, --

,
,

,g t:w """""""''' "on limestone, basalt, and magnetite concretes. Only r

|temperature data are available from these earlier p

tests. Each of the tests analyzed involved the interac- '[ ]
*

" '""""" * " " * *'
tion of sodium with bare concrete.

**
In using USINT (and other heat transfer codes as .. . , , , . . ... mo c is .

'"
well), it has been found that the sodium pool tem-
perature cannot be used as a boundary condition if a
reaction between the sodium and concrete occurs. To sigure 3.s.1 Expei. mental and calculated Temperature. Test 5

iReaction here is defined to be when penetration of the concrete is
talong place. The water being thermally dnven from the concrete

The USINT code is descnbed elsewhere in this report. always reacts with the wdium.,

I10
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with sodium:im. ,,

Na + H O - NaOH + 1/2H,2
'**~ f ~

2Na + H O ~ Na1 + H,2

i
soo 0-

^^

; - The amount of water given off by the concrete is
[c- , , , , , , important in analyzing sodium / concrete interac-
~ tions. To define the amount of water released at a....,,m.

+ o or = "a given temperature, two types of experiments are, , ,_ ' ' " ' " " " .

being performed: dehydration and thermal analysis.4

_J The dehydration experiment has oeen completed., , .
,,

" =a '"' '"' ' " ' '"' The test samples are from the same batch of concrete
' ~ ' " '

from which the crucible of test 14 was cast. Samplese

rigure 3.5-2 Experimental Temperature, Test 14 were taken and stored at 100% relative humidity for
compression test at 7,14,28,90 days. Table 3-X shows
the results of tests on these samples., = . _

,

...
'' a' *

- Table 3-X Strength of Magnetite Concrete
......n.

Time After Cast Strength....,.r.

_3 ,,, ,_ ' "2 = " a (Days) (MPa) (psi)

! 7 23.91 (3468)
[ ,,, , .

- 14 27.19 (3944),

28 40.36 (5854)
"

,

90 48.00 (6962)-
=

.- -

.o#. . P Teo. The samples were measured and weighed anu**
>=,.. m.

then heated to a selected temperature. They were' " ' " '

rigure 3.s-3 calculated Temperature. Test 14 maintained at temperature until repeated weight
measurements showed no signifi. cant weight change.
The temperature was then raised to the next selected

, , , , , , , ,

value, Figures 3.5-5 and 3.5-6 show the data for the

, ' '-
~

dehydration samples. Interpretation of the results
awaits the com 'etion of the thermal analysis experi-

, ,, ,,,,,,

S ments.

E eo- -

j ._,,, _

, , , i . .

! .,] ,ro . .t-

u . .
-

o _ re .- .
-

,,

I g rio-
-

_: _::_: _ ::::t

8
} i.o- c

' ' ' ' '
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o' ,

_
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Figure 3.5-4 Pressure Through Concrete, Test 11 1 ,,_
..*e*i to- . SAMPLE 1 IVOL 230 rS cc) -

9pY Q sAMPtE 2 (VO4 P3 18 ccl ,,
_

s
re - f -3.5.3 Experin? ental Water Release From

*

Magnetite Contrete n Heating ,-so- , , , , , ,

" " " " " *
Some of the reactMns that release heat as a result ",y ,,,,m

of the contact of molten sodium with concrete in-
volve tl:e water driven from the concrete reacting Figure 3.5-5 Water Releaw Data for hiagnetite
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Tigure 3.5-6 Relatwe Water Release Data for Magnetite

3.5.41.arge-Scale Sodium / Concrete
Interaction Test Plans

The next three tests have been planned.
Table 3 XI shows the test information. Test 17
will probably be conducted in late June.

ligure 3.5-7 Key Features of the Physical Separate Effects Test.
3.5.5 Physical Separate Effects Test (The pool and concrete thermocouples were left out of the dia-

K''" ' " '"'Y 4Program At 3.5 hr, most of the sodium leaked from the test
During this period, one physical separate effects article.The heater became uncovered and was turned

test was completed. Figure 3.5-7 is a schematic of the off. The remaining shallow pool and concrete surface
test configuration. The concrete was made from ba- cooled rapidly to about 723 K (450'C). At that point,
salt aggregate and sand obtained from FFTP site chemical reactions generated sufficient heat to raise
sources. The concrete was cast in a section of 12-in. the temperature by about 200 K with brief excursions
schedule 40 pipe to a depth of 30 cm. A sheet metal to 973 K (700*C). These reactions ceased by 4.5 hr into
insert was placed in the upper section of the pipe, and the test and the experiment cooled monotonically.
MgO powder was packed in the annulus between the Temperature readings for two of the pool thermocou-
insert and pipe to thermally isolate the sodium pool ples and two concrete thermocouples closest to the
from the pipe. A tubular heater was placed in the initial interface are shown in Figure 3.5-8.
r'ool area to maintain test temperatures. Next, a steel ,, ' ' '
pan containing 0.9 kg of NaOH was suspended in the '
test article.This configuration was chosen to provide
sufficient NaOli to saturate the sodium pool without

'" ~

/,4
-

creating a thick layer of NaOli at the concrete inter. m
*

face. A deflector was installed above the pan so the E C -4 / / *k
sodium flow during the dump would not scatter the j '" ,'', / ,,,,~~~ ,,,, \ s,\

D6' \ %g"
NaOli pellets out of the pan. g ,

The sodium charge,5.4 kg, was heated to 975 K ! / , ''f ,

"

I'<#
(702*C) before the test. Immediately after the dump, soom poot nowins

'"
soow root (UPPER)the sodium pool cooled to 683 K (410 C). The pool I ----- co"ca"' " o m>heater brought the temperature back up to the set-

point of 823 K(550 C)in about 2.5 hr. About 3 hrinto 0
-c"C""''''"'

, ,

the test, some exothermic chemical reactions were o too rw sw 4e

WEM)evident from the thermocouple readings but were ngum 358 sodiuni Pool and Gnueve Tenweraturn Dunng
not extensive enou8h to maintain the P"oI tempera- Physical Separate iflects Test 13 (The dimensions are measured
ture above the set-point. from the original wdium/ concrete interface )

i12
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Table 3-XI Future Large Scale Sodium / Concrete Interactions Tests

Large-
Scale
Test
(Material) Test Description Purpose Comments

17 Essentially a repeat c' Test 16. Bare cavity. To test chemical model hypothesis Both sodium pool depth and.
(Basalt) 600'C sodium drop temperature. 500*C that sodium pool must saturate free water in surface layer of

pool set-point " Dry" cavity. 27 cm sodium with NaOH before concrete attack concrete are important factors.
pool depth. can occur. In test 11 with " dry" concrete,

there was a 75-min delay before
attack started. In test 16, with
" Wet": concrete and twice the
sodium pool depth of test 11,
attack began in a few minutes.

18 One dimensionalized sodium attack on Because of sodium / water explo- Test 18 will ascertain if gas /evo-
(Limestone) concrete cavity bottom. Similar to tests 10 sion at start of test 10, no data lution from Na-limestone is suf-

and 13. Steel liner in cavity with " standard exists for effect of steel liner in ficient to fail exhaust system.
flaw" in bottom. No firebrick. 700'C sodi- limestone concrete.
um drop temp. - 600*C pool set-point.
Deep pool. " Wet" concrete.

|

| 19 Bare cavity, shallow sodium pool 13 cm. Examine requirements for initi- Additional sodium drops to
| (Limestone) 700*C sodium drop temp. 550'C pool set- ation and sustainment of " phase look at NaOH saturation of so-
! point. " Wet" concrete. Possible multiple 11" exothermic reactions in limes. dium pool and to prevent ex-

sodium drops. tone concrete-sodium interaction. periment from becoming sodi-
um limited.This capability may

i
- require facility modifications.
i
l

'" Wet" concrete is defined as keeping the concrete of the crucible cavity at conditions of 100% relative humidity for at least 1 mo before
crucible is prepared for testing.

i

:
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Posttest examination showed a layer of reddish, These results with water have been compared to
cinder.like material about 3 cm thick. This material is analytical predictions based on solutions of the
being analyzed to determine its chemical composi- Bernoulli equation (the simplest model for fluid flow
tion and melting point.No metallic sodium remained which neglects such things as viscosity, two-dimen-
in the test article. sional effects, and vortex effects). Figure 3.5-10 shows

the analytical results with experimental data super-
imposed. The experimental and analytical results

3.5.6 Sodium Flow Rate Experiment agree qualitatively. The actual magnitudes differ by

At the request of NRC, an experiment has been up to 30%. This difference is attributed to the neglect-

designed to measure the flow rate of molten sc.iium ed effects in the model. More complex analytical ,

through a series of cracks in a steel plate. The goal is models will be developed when the results with
to obtain quantitative information for use in analyz- liquid sodium are available.

ing a reactor accident in which sodium contacts con- +

'"crete through a detective or failed steel cell liner.
~

The apparatus consists of a thin-walled steel buck- ""a"
. . ,_

et with a 9.5-mm-thick bottom plate and a capacity of ,, , , , _

5 kg of molten sodium. Five buckets have been fabri- ' "r . . -. u .. .a < -
" ' * " "

cated with slots 50 mm long and from 0.23 mm to . |C:0 0;:
''

2.36 mm wide; these slots simulate cracks or flaws. To ; *:|',: U:0:~ ; ~
weigh the bucket during the experiment, it is at- j.n- ; -

"**"'"
tached to a beam with a spring, oscillation damper }

-

$
~^

and position sensor. The complete assembly is placed '*"[ f,[
_under the sodium heating / dump tank of the physical , , ,_ v

separate effects test facility. Provisions are being <

made to inert the atmosphere, preheat the bucket, ** * =a -

"and measure appropriate temperatures. -

*" " " " ~**~
During this period, the apparatus was calibrated ''

,*by using water at room temperature as the flowing ., y ; ,f ;, , , , , , ,,

liquid. Typical data are shown in Figure 3.5-9, a plot --

of the position sensor output as a function of time. 7;g,,, 3,3 j a y,s, pio, g,,, g,3 y, y,,, ,, w,,,, g, g,,,,,,i,

Calibration curves are used to convert the data to tmt tw - 2 in.; D - 8 in.) solid lines represent theoretical
liquid volume vs time. The slope of the volume vs calculations assuming quasi-steady. irrotational (inviscid) flow.

! time curve yields the flow rate as a function of
driving head. 3.5.7 Chemical Separate Effects Tests

Investigators have initiated a study of the NaOli
ternary system at 973 to 1273 K (700* to 1000*C) toe , , , ,

determine the phase boundaries and the thermody-
'

namic properties. No data exist at these temperatures,
e - - and such data could help resolve the various, some-

times divergent, results obtained in Na/ concrete ex- ,

periments at different laboratories,
The first experiments concern the hydrogen pres-g, _ _

sure developed above various Na/NaOli mixtures.y
- The experimental technique is to seal various masses

of Na an '. NaOli within evacuated nickel containers
8 - - which e then suspended from a microbalance and

heated to the desired temperature in a hydrogen
atmosphere. A hydrogen pressure is developed with-

o ' ' ' ' - in the nickel container as a result of chemical interac-
o eso sao so ioco irso is tion between Na and NaOli. Diffusion of hydrogen

through the nickel walls proceeds until the hydrogen

rigure 3.5-9 riow Rate Data for a 0.23-mm Wide Slot. (Fluid is Pressure within the container is equal to that outside.
water at 20 c.) The equilibrium composition is calculated from the
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change in mass. Varying the hydrogen pressure per- of the concrete has been observed. These experiments
mits a mapping of composition as a function of yielded several basic facts. First, a delay time oc.
pressure and temperature. From this mapping, the curred before the concrete erosion reaction was initi-
various phase boundaries can be delineated while ated. Second, once the reaction began, the rate of
thermodynamic information is obtained from the concrete penetration was constant until all of the Na
variation of hydrogen pressure with temperature, was consumed. The delay time was associated with

To date, data have been obtained at two composi- saturation of the pool with NaOH (solubility of about
tions: at a Na/O ratio of 1.096 (973 K) and at a Na/O 20 mole %); upon reaching saturation, the NaOH
ratio of 1.483 (1073 K). These data are shown in precipitated out and covered the concrete. Tempera-
Figure 3.5-11 in which the pressure is plotted against tures as high as 1200 K were measured indicating that
the atom fraction of hydrogen. The precision of the both the Na and water existed in the vapor phase.,

data is very good: pressure is 10.5 torr and composi- A model is proposed to explain the mechanisms
tion is 0.0005 atom fraction of hydrogan. Approxi- involved.
mately 16 hr are needed at 973 K in order to attain,

equilibrium and 12 hr at 1073 K.
3.5.8.2 Model Description,,oo. , , ,

Initially, saturation and subsequent precipitation
of NaOH from the sodium poolis required in order to,

e' build up an insulating layer thick enough to promotei

the formation of Na vapor. Since the concrete is

I**
~ ~

exposed to a very high temperature, it dehydrates
leaving behind a porous structure that is easily per-

[ meated with vapors. The Na vapar from the pool
[ flows downward into the porous concrete, whereas

k ['I
a the water vapor from the saturated concrete flows

upwards and meets the Na vapor at a location termed
.oo _ [.y uss # u.g to" _ the reaction plane. Both NaOH vapor and H gas are

*

2

formed in the reaction. The NaOH vapor is rapidly
c,:aled and condenses upon the surrounding porous
concrete, producing an evenly distributed coating.
The NaOH reacts with the silica in the concrete to,

_ _ _ _ ./ ,/ produce sodium meta silicate and water vapor. The,
"o ,o water vapor that is produced reacts with additionalo n. o so o.a.

Na vapor producing more NaOH and H . The H, gasATOM FRACTION H 2

ligere 15-11 Data for Two Na/O Compositions that is produced diffuses against the incoming Na

All these composition lie off the (Na + NaOH) vapor to the Na pool and eventually escapes with the

psuedo binary composition; i.e., much greater pres- Na vapor bubbles. Figures 3.5-12,-13 and -14 consti-

sures are required to maintain the initial composi- tute a pictorial representation of the model.

tions. The curve at Na/O = 1.096 is tha expected for.

a single phase which,in this case,is a predominantly 3.5.8.3 Governing Equation
NaOH phase. The data for Na/O - 1.483 are best The equations used to describe the concrete abla-
fitted by two curves. The present interpretation is tion model are of four basic types:*

that the upper curve pertains to the single-phase The species diffusion equations' .

liquid NaOH while the lower curve pertains to a two-
phase region--liquid NaOH and another, as yet un- "' - y b = 0,
identified, phase. Not observed in these data is a D'8ay2 ay
postulated three-phase region in which the hydrogen
pressure is constant. The energy transport equation+

3.5.8 Sodium / Concrete Ablation Model , a2T - p,v,C,, aT = 0.

3.5.8.1 Introduction
In several recent sodium-concrete experiments Enthalpy balance relations, relating the heat of.

performed at Sandia, an energetic chemical ablation reaction of the enthalpy flow rates.
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Chemical kinetics equations, relating the tempera- In this model, for the sake of convenience, thermo-.

ture and composition, to the rate of chemital reac- physical properties will be held constant at some
tion. appropriate average value. The solutions will be sep-

arated into two regions representing either the po-
The coordinate system is located at the reaction rous dehydrated concrete (region 1) or the porous

plane and moves along with it as penetration occurs. reaction product layer (region 2).
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For the species equations, The solution is

T = T,(1-e"'CA'") - T,(e"'C * * e"'CA'")62m' am r -
(3.51)D - v !. - 0 - (3 48) .

yay ay i ,cac,wx

where

D,,-porous mass diffusion coefficient of At the boundaries, the conductive heat flux is

species i through'the gas mixture g equal to the evaporative enthalpy flux. Heat transfer
m,- mass fraction of species i from the liquid line into the concrete or sodium pool

v = velocity of the bulk gas mixture is ignored for simplicity. Thus at 6
ey-distance from the reaction zone,

dTa solution may be obtained by integrating and apply- A L - -K - (3.52)
ing the boundary conditions: dy y_g ,

where@ Y-0 .

@ Y 81 or 2 A- water or sodium evaporative mass flux
m, - m,, ~ L -latent heat of evaporation of water or
m - m ,. wiium.-i

Differentiating Eq 3.51 and substituting gives:'

The resulti .g solution is .

{rhC, (T, - T,)g 7 3

m,,| 1 - e "I3D ;} - m,,[ e N - e E|
iAL- (3.53)D D;

m, - (3.49) e"#C * * -1t t r
.

I - ' vao This expression can be inverted to yield a boundary
layer thickness 6

The energy equation is In | 1 + {rhC, T, - T, |
-K \ /-'

' a- (3.54)
Kd'T - (sC,,) dT -0 (3.50) AL

;n , C,dy dy m
4

A similar expression can be obtained from the
where species equation. An expression for the total mass

K-thermal conductivity of the substrate flux of any vapor species 6, can be obtained by
T - temperature integrating the mass diffusion Eq 3.48. This expres-
in-mass flow rate of a given species sion is
C,- heat capacity at constant pressure of the

flowing substance rh, - m ,,t th, pD (3.55)
*'

%-summation over all of the flowing sub- dy|y = d.
stances

*

i-either water vapor, sodium vapor, hy- Differentiating Eq 3.49, substituting into Eq (3.55)
drogen gas, porous concrete or reaction and rearranging terms gives
products.

,

a .
-pD'' In /1+ " " ~ '' ) (3.56)

Equation (3.50) is subject to the following boundary g' yg, f)( 8conditions- m
' '

@ Y _0
@ Y - 6 .,2 where

T - T, = th' vaction temperature
T - T, - the liquid temperature either m/- mass fraction of species i at the bound-

water- region 1 or sodium- ary
region 2. p - macroscopic gas density
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. The mass fraction of the evaporating liquid at the where
boundary (m ) can be related to the temperature ofu
the boundary (T,) through a simple saturation expres. P -concrete density 2200 kg/m).
sion. A more accurate expression,in the case of water, P.-water density in concrete 170 kg/m .3
would include the decomposition of concrete; how- Combining the two foregoing expressions,
ever, this would add considerable complexity with .
out a significant increase in overall accuracy. Thus, r 3

the mass fraction of the evaporating liquids at the [iAC, - rhJ C,, + pEC I. (3.59)
~ \ #" ,,/boundaries is i

.- pw Equations 3.54,3.56,3.57,3.58, and 3.59 can be solved
(3.57)"i" ~ p,w, + (p.p,)w, simultaneously for the unknowns 6, and T for giveni

values of in,, and T,.
.

where
3.5.8.3.2 Region 2

W,- 18 (molecular weight of water), or 23 The sodium-vapor flux s ,is related to the water-u
(molecular weight of sodium) mass flux 6 (in region 1) througt. the stoichiometry

W -2 (molecular weight of hydrogen) of the reaction. T he reaction stoichiometry is compli-2

P -partial pressure of water or sodium va- cated by the probles.. that the secondary reactioni

(NaOH + SiO ) is not complete, as is evidenced bypor . 2

P = total pressure at the boundary. the presence of NaOH in the final reaction product
mix. A fracti n, f (fr m zero t ne), can be intro-The partial pressure of a vapor is given by a

saturation pressure formula duced to vary the degree of secondary reaction. Thus,
the chemical reactions that occur are:

P, = P*e r i' (3.58) Primary: H O + Na - NaOH + 1/2 H ,2 2

where P0 T* are curve fitting constants for the satu- Sec ndary: f NaOH + f/2 SiO - f/2 Na2SiO2 3rated liquid.
+ f/2 H O2

and
3.5.8.3.1 Region 1

summing to obta.in the net reaction
. .

To solve the set of equations for region 1, the term
(1 -f/2)H O + Na + f/2 SiO - f/2 Na2SiOErhe, nads to be evaluated. Since the concrete abla- 2 2 3

tion occurs as a steady-flow process, the mass flux
+ (1 - f)NaOH + 1/2 Hz- (3.60)' above and below the waterline (6 ) must be equal andi

related simply by the composition of concrete. This,
of course, assumes that the migration of water below From the chemical balance Eq (3.60) and the mo-

the . water line is negligible in comparison to the lecular weights, the mass fluxes of sodium (rhu,) and
hydrogen (M ) can be related to the mass flux of* J penetration rate. Thus,in region 1, u
water in region 1 as follows:

2
ihC, ' - ' 6 C,, + rh,C,c + - A C,, th , - rh,,- n y,

and
where

rh.w - w;;= m ,_

c - concrete 18(1-f/2),
H - hydrogen.

Thus, the net mass flux of vapor in region 2 is
The hydrogen gas is noncondensable and cannot

penetrate the water line to any significant extent. 22rh
Thus ihn =.0.The concrete-mass flux is related to the rh , - h , + rhu=

18(1-f[2)'u

water-mass flux by the composition of concrete,
P The minua sign indicates that the direction of the :A = rh" p;
2

'

bulk vapor flow is downward to the reaction zone.,
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The solution for the temperature distribution in materials that enter and leave the control volume
region 2 is the same as that in region 1;i.e., Eq (3.51). (including inert materials).
The differences are that T,is the temperature of the The general equation is obtained from Eq (3.60) by

sodium pool and ErnC, includes the upward concrete adding the inert materials to both sides. The result is

and downward gas mass fluxes. In terms of the mass
flux of water vapor, the term IrhC, can be evaluated [3 f) 110,,3 + - (x)Na',) + 3.88 1 1N-

2

by using Eqs (3.59) and (3.61). Thus \ 2/ 2//

Na SiO , + (1 - f)NaOlim+ H(3.62) siO ,-.sh C ,_ - rh ,, C,, . 2 y g

3.88 4.88 hiO + (X - 1)Na,83The heat flux at the upper boundary of region 2(52) is - + za
equal to the enthalpy flow of all the vaporized sodi. 2j

'u m; i.e.,
(3.65)

*s.r s, - -K (3.63)l , ;, g g f g
liquid that enters the control volume and subscripts

The term %uatu," is the total rate of sodium vapor (s), (I), (g) refer to solid, liquid and gas, respectively.

pniduction (or liquid consumption). It includes the The number 3.88 appears because there are about

soaium vapor that flows upward, out of the pool as 3.88 moles of SiO2 Per mole of water in hydrated
bubbles, as well as that which flows downward into concrete. [ Concrete, as modeled here, consists of

~ the reaction zone, water (170 kg/m2) and Silica (2200 kg/m3)]. If water

To solve the set of equations for region 2, the rate migration is to be considered in the calculations, then
e

the molar ratio of SiO /H O would have to be modi-of sodium vapor that leaves the pool is required to 2 2

apply the uppen boundary condition, Eq (3.63). This fied accordingly.

term can be evaluated from an overall enthalpy bal- The change in enthalpy of a material can be
approximated by (h - ha) - C,(T, - 298). Thus for aance.
given value of f, the coefficients from Eq (3.65) can
be substituted into Eq (3.66) and the unknown coeffi-
cient x can be solved for algebraically. With x known,3.5.8.4 The Enthalpy Balance Equations
11 of the mass flow rates (in regions 1 and 2) can be

The first law equation for a control volume (cv) solved for as a function of the mass flux of water;
with chemical reaction is thus,

On t yn,(h, + (h-ha))i ,

* * " ' " ' (3.66)Y ih -

n,(h, + (h-h-ha))e (3.64) 1- (18)=
,

*
where The mass flow rates rh, are required to evaluate the

Q,- net heat transfer to the control volume %mC, terms in Eqs (3.54) and (3.63).
n,- number of moles of reac ant i ,

n,- number of moles of product e 3.5.8.5 Numerical Evaluation
n,- heat of formation The set of equations described above can be
h = enthalpy of material i or e as it crosses solved simultaneously in an iterative fashion for the

the control volume boundary unknowns
hm-enthalpy of material i or e at the refer-

ence temperature 298 K. T , T , O , 3 , th ,n i2 i 2 e

Selecting a control volume beyond the boundaries and if desired T(Z) and M,(Z). The unknowns must be
b and 5 eliminates Q, because the teraperature gradi- solved for as a function of th,(equivalent to penetra-

i 2

ents are effectively zero. To app'.y Eq (3.64), the tion rate), T, and f. In generating solutions to these
number of moles of reactant and product are re- equations, " windows" were discovered. That is, only
quired. These numbers are obtained from a general for certain values of rh., T,, and f are solutions

- chemical reaction equation that includes all of the possible.
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During the numerical evaluation, several other 3.5.8 6 Summary and Conclusions
parameters which were mentioned but not formally A solution to the equations that describe the abla-
included were found to significantly influence the tion of concrete in terms of flowing vapors has been
size of the solution windows. The significant param- presented. The numbers generated appear to be rea-
eters are: the liquid water migration rate, the dehy- sonable when compared with experimental param-
drated concrete and reaction product permeability eters. Solution windows were discovered to exist and
(these parameters affect the pressure distribution), are a strong function of the parameters of the prob-
heat transfer from the lower boundary (water line) to lem. The size, shape, and location of the solution
the room temperature concrete, and thermophysical windows can be determined better if the fraction f
property variations. The solution space is very diffi- can be quantitatively defined as a function of rh and

' cult to represent graphically because there are so T,. In addition, other experimental parameters such
many parameters. Selecting the experimentally de- as the permeability of concrete and the reaction pro-
termined penetration rate and an approximate reac- ducts must be defined more accurately before defen-* tion temperature of 1350 K results in the . values sible solutions can be generated.
shown in Table 3-Xil.

3.5.9 USINT--A Computer Code for Pre-
Table 3-Xll Selected Values for the Solution Space * dicting the Thermal Decomposition of

Concrete
f= < 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0 A computer code has been developed * to predict

6(cm) No solution 6.3 6.3 6.3 the thermal decomposition of concretes commonlyi

6(cm) No solution 2.6 2.1 1.7 used for reactor containment. The code models the2

T (K) No solution 392 393 394 heat a..d mass transfer events inside porous concreten
T (K) No solution 1057 1046 1037 when the concrete is exposed to a high temperaturea

environment It calculates temperature and pressure
*
(given r6w - 1.4 x 10-3 kg/m /s, and Tr - 1350 K) profiles as a function of time and water release rates2

at the concrete boundaries.
The USINT code solves the partial differential

The exact functional form of f is unknown at equations of conservation of energy and mass. The
present and most likely must be derived from a energy equation contains terms that represent con-
combination of experimental and analytical methods. duction in the solid matrix, convection within the

However, intuition indicates that f will be large at pores, energy source terms caused by thermal decom-
high T,and low sh and small at low T,and high rh. At position of the concrete, and energy storage within
high T,, both the rate of chemical reaction and diffu- the solid matrix and fluid filled pores. Two conserva-
sion of reactants is enhanced. At low th, the time for tion-of-mass relations are solved: one for water and

one for CO . The presence of liquid water is charac-reaction completion is increased. The opposite effects 2

occur at low T, and high rh. terized by the term " wet region" while the term " dry
If T, is increased from its value in Table 3-XII by region" refers to the existence of water in the vapor

about 150 K, the driving pressure for sodium flow is form only. For example, the region of concrete near a*

insufficient to sustain the reaction. If T,is decreased heated boundary would likely be a " dry region'
from 1350 K, the value of f may drop below 0.7, because of temperatures sufficiently high to vaporize

* where solutions are not possible because of insuffi- all of the water while the region far removed from
,

cient chemical energy. the heated boundary would likely be a " wet region" l

If T,is held constant and rh is increased from its because of the presence of liquid water. The mass
value in Table 3-XII, the parameter f may decrease conservation relations are different for the wet and
(due to insufficient time in the reaction zone) to a dry regions.
varue less than 0.7 where solutions are not possible. If The USINT code is limited to one-dimensional
rn is decreased from its value in Table 3-Xll there is geometries; however, it will handle planar, cylindri-
no apparent reason why these solutions are not possi- cal, or spherical geometries. The partial differential
ble. It may be that the maximum th solutions are equations are solved by using the implicit Crank-
selected by nature simply because they are reached Nicolson finite difference procedure,
first in a transient sense. The small rh solutions have
very thick boundary layers and may not even be -This code was developed by J V. Beck and R. H. Knight. former
achievable in the finite size experimental apparatus. sandia ernpioyees.
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A number of subsidiary equations are necessary to e:s o , , , , , , , ,,

mathematically close the USINT model. For example, **o- .
-

5'50- [ ,,,, -

Darcy's law is used to relate the mean flow velocity to
'" - ~

the local pressure gradient. The constant of propor-
''' -

* -

tionality is the permeability, which can be empirical- -

g *,",,, , }[ly related to the porosity if laminar flow through .

capillary tubes is assumed. g, ,

in the wet region, the water liquid and water g ,,,,_
_

-
_ _

vapor are assumed to be in equilibrium.The pressure- g .oo o_ _

temperature relationship for a saturated water mix- -
3rs o- - . catcuutto .

ture in a porous medium must be modified to account 3so o_ - wasunto _
.

for surface tension effects; for a given temperature, 32s o- -

surface tension increases the vapor pressure. UsinS '" o -

the mathematical form of the equation suggested by 275 0, , , ' , ,;,' ' ' *
, , , , , , , , ,

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, experimental pres- . im t. , iob

sure-temperature data from HEDLS3h was curve-fit Figure 3.5-15 Calculated and Measured Temperatures at
to determine constants in the equation. x = 0.0351 m for liEDL Test I Data

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments
by Powers &)8) indicate that concrete mass loss is , , , ,

, , , , , , , , , ,

primarily associated with three events: *
-.oo o_ ,

tse o- ,
-

Fooo- -

*

. Loss of evaporable water,343 to 523 K (70' to c '" - * -

250'C), 3 *," ,'
'

[
*

. Loss of chemically constituted water, 623 to g . .,_ . _

*

823 K (350* to 550'C), g oo . ,
_

-

. Loss of carbon dioxide,853 to 1323 K (580' to : ano -
- -

1050*C). E 350 o-
~

. . catcuurco
Soo o- -

~

tsa c- -

The rate at which mass is lost through any of the *o- -

**- -

above three events depends not only on temperature
-but also time at temperature. Physical events of this iE o r$o

' ' ' ' ' '**
o.o eo io n ro o

NE tu ich- type are often modeled by an Arrhenius type equa.
tion. For each of the above mass-loss events, an Figure 3.5-16 Plot of Calculated and Measured Pressures at

activation energy and a rate constant for the x - 0.0351 m for liEDL Test I Data

Arrhenius expression were determined from the-

TGA data. Each of the three Arrhenius expressions is.o , , , , , , , , ,

*appears in the energy equation and individually in , , , _ *
_

*

the appropriate mass conservation equation.
~

,

'' ~

*The USINT code has been used to predict the test
results of HEDL Te* t 1.S3h in this test, a magnetite h is o-

-

,

*

concrete cylinder, I ft thick x 2 ft diameter, was :
~

heated on one end by placing it in contact with a steel !' ~ *

*

li e.. .it 922 K (1200'F). Figure 3.5-15 compares the it s o -
-

USINT temperature prediction with a thermocouple |,,_
*

*

_

located at 0.0351 m below the heated surface. The * * * c^tcuutto

*o -
- - wasunco -

temperature agreement is quite good. Figure 3.5-16
- compares the USINT pressure predictions with ex- *

,,_ -

perimental pressure data at a depth of 0.0351 m below .-^' ' , , , , , , , ,

the heated surface. The pressure agreement is not as so io o is o so o es o

good as the temperature agreement. The computed meta =ich
and integrated water release is compared in Fig- Figures.s-imot of Calculated and Measured value of tntegrated
ure 3.5-17; the agreement is quite good. Water Reicaw for llEDL Test 1 Data
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In gewral, accurate pressure predictions are more References for Section 3difficult.than temperature predictions. This is be-
cause the magnitude of the energy events associated Y Bottinga and D. F. Weill, "The Viscosity of Magmatic3-1

wicate Liquid: A Model for Calculation," Am. I of Sci,with the thermal decomposition are small in com- 272.438,1972.

parison to the other events in the energy equation. In 3-2 D. A. Powers and A. W. frazier, VISRilO: A Computer Subrou-
fact, reasonably good temperature agreement can be 'i"' I" Ed'i"'''"K 'h' V"*''y '"d D'"5dV */ C""P er Sdicatti

achieved by ignoring the thermal decomposition Afrits, SAND 76-0649 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia Laborato-.

ries, June,1977).
events. In the mass conservation equations however, 3-3 Kunitz, J Gen Phys, 9.715, 1926.
the thermal decomposition events are much larger 3-4 Ting and Leubbers, Am. inst Chem tng f,3:111,1957.
percentage ' wise, Since pressure is one of the un- - 35 W. T. Pratt and R. D. Gasser, BNL-NUREG 27037 (Upton,NY-,

knowns in the mass conservation equation, it seems :Brookhaven National Laboratory, December,1979).
reasonable to expect poorer pressure than tempera- 3-6 TNP Core Ladle Des,gn and Safety traluar,on, Offshore Power
ture predictions. System Topical Report No. 36A59, April,1979.

*

The USINT code is presently being used to per- 3-7 M. Kampf and G. Karsten, * Effects of Different Types of

form a sensitivity study to determine how the depen * Void Volumes on the Radial Temperature Distribution of.

Fuel Pins * Nuct Apri and Tech, I, September 1970.
dent variables such as temperature, pressure, and 38 C. F. Stevens, Personal Communication, April 24,1980.
water release change with changes in the various 39 it. c. Itardec and R. fl. Nilson, Nucl Sci and rng,63,119-132,
input parameters such as thermal conductivity, po- 1977.

rosity, permeability, etc. This study will identify 3-10 V. K. Dhir and I. Catton, Study of Dryout ficat flures in Beds on
those input parameters that have the greatest influ- s '"d"''*''V H''''d Pd'''cles, NUREG-0252 (Los Angeles:

USNRC, June 1977).ence on the computed results. If those parameters
with the greatest sensitivity contain large experimen- R. W. Ostensen Memo to J. B. Rivard (Albuquerque,NM:3-11

Sandia Laboratories, rebruary 12,1979).
tal uncertainties, experiments will be designed to 3-12 As reported in R. B. Bird, W. E. Steward, and E. N.
measure those parameters more accurat#y. To date, Lightfoot, Transport Phenomena (New York: John Wiley and
over 100 runs have been made with the USINT code. Sons,1960), pp 196-200.

Preliminary results indicate that temperature is . tost 3-13 As rep rted in A. E Scheidegger, The Physics of flow through

sensitive to thermal conductivity while pressure is Porous Media (Toronto: U. of Toronto Press,1974), pp 62,248..

3,34 g jv,,c,j y,,c,,, 3,f,,y g,,,,,c3 g,,,,,,,, y,p,,,, gc,og,,,most sensitive to the activation energy of the evapor- December 3979 ( Albuquerque,NM. Sandia National Laborato.
able water, Tl is study is being performed by Dr. J. V. ries June 1980).

- 11cck of Michiga i State University under contract to 3-15 R. J. Lipinski and J. B. Rivard, Proc. of Test React. Safety Af tg.,
Sandia. Scaule, WA, August 19-23,1979, pp 757-769.

Some weak Points in the code have been identi, 3-16 R. S. Keowin, Dryout of a fluidi:rd Particle Bed reath internal

fied. The effect of pore size on the water vapor neat centration, MS Thesis (Los Angeles: UCLA,1974).

equation of state is not known. The present finite E S. Sowa, J. D. Gabor, L. Baker, J r., J. R. Pavlik, J. C. Cassulo,3-17

and W. liolloway, Proc of inti Aftg on fast xcactor Safety and
difference procedure requires that the wet-dry inter- Related Physscs , CONF-761001, pp 2036-2044.

face coincide with a grid point; consequently, when 3-18 J. D. Gabor, E S. Sowa, L. Baker, Jr., and J. C. Cassulo, Proc of
the interface moves from one grid point to the next, a ANS Test Reactor Safcty Af tg ,Beverly liills, CA, April 1974,

, . CONF-740401, pp 823-844.perturbation is introduced into the pressure calcula-
, 3-19 1. B. Rivard, Nucl Tech, 46 1979.

tion. The experimental permeability data for magne-
tite concrete reported by HEDLo* varies by six or- J. E Gronager, to be presented at ANS Annual Meeting, Las3-20

Vegas (1980).
ders of magnitude over the temperature range of 3-21 L. Barleon, J. Marek, and 11. Werle, Untersuchung zur Kuhlung,

interest;any parameter that varies this widely should von Partdelbetten, IRib324/79, INR: 994 (Karlsruhe, West
be suspect.The mass decomposition kinetic data was Germany: KfK, December 1979).

derived from TGA experiments on powder samples; 3-22 C. O. LeRigoleur, ParticIt Bed Dryout in Sodiuns (paper pre-

it is not knowa if this is a valid representation of sented at the Post Accident Ileat Removal Exchange Meet-.

ing, Varesa, Italy, October 10-12, 1978).
Concrete behavior, The operation of the code at high 3-23 V. K. Dhir and I. Catton, Nuct Tech,46, pp 356-361, December
temperatures where CO2 Production may be impor- 1979.

tant has not been fully checked out. These problem 3-24 D. A. devries, Mededel. Landbouwhogeschool Wagenin-
areas will be addressed in the future along with the genlNederland,52, I (1952).

comparison of the code with additional pressure and 3-25 R. O. Wooten and it.1. Aci, A user's Manual for AtARcn
(Draft), (Columbus, OH: Battelle Memorial Institute,1979).temperature data from Muhlestein.m

3 26 T. E Murley, Ltr. to II. E Roser, DOE Albuquerque Oper-Additional details of the USINT code can be
aiions Office,authoriring zion / Indian Point Study Supportfound in lleck and Knight.o* (Researt h Order 60 80-072).
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4. Aerosol Source Normalization 823 K (550 C). This exposure allowed investigators to
(R. M. Elrick, 4422) study vertical wall attack by sodium. Test 16 studied

the dependence of reaction time on cavity depth for
sodium at 823 K on bare basalt concrete.

4.1 Introduction T characterize the aerosols, the following specifi-

During an energetic hypothetical core disruptive cations were established: (1) chemical composition;.

accident, fuel debris may be produced as vapor or (2) aerodynamic behavior; size, shape, effective den-

formed as small, particulate debris (molten or solid) sity, or equivalents: (3) particle size concentration in

which can be transported to the upper vessel regions the reaction chamber; and (4) rate of production, all
as functions of time into the reaction. Although theand through breaks which may have occurred m, thea

vessel. The possibility of transporting this material present sampler design does not satisfy all these
depends strongly on its amtial character. requirements,it was adequate for studying the scope

of the problem.Aerosol produced from in-pile (ACRR) experi-*

ments is being characterized to determine the phys- 4.2.2 Sampler Designical properties of fuel particles resulting from the
vaporization and melt breakup of fuel pins subjected To characterize the aerosol source associated with
to simulated overpower excursions, this high temperature environment, the simple, rug-

8" ' Cl se-in SamP er shown in Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-lOak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and
Sandia National Laboratories have been involved in a 2 was designed. As Figure 4.2-1 shows, the sampler

collaborative effort to compare the characteristics of was I cagd about 1 m from the reaction vessel,
mounted in a stra,ght piece of 5-cm-diameter pipeidebris from UO fuel resistively heated to vapor (at2

ORNL) and those debris characteristics from fuel fastened to the top hat. By opening a ball valve in the
P Pe, aerosols and gases flowed through the sampler,iheated neutronically (at Sandia). In a recent series of

experiments at ORNL, fuel debris was sampled and driven by overpressure m the hat; the other end of

fuel temperatures measured by methods that had the sampler was open to the atmosphere. Flow rate in

previously been demonstrated with the Annular the sampler was monitored by measuring the pres-

Core Pulsed Reactor (ACPR) at Sandia. sure drop across the sampler with an inclined oil
manometer. Laboratory measurements will relatePrevious quarterlies have described the tempera-

ture response of an exposed fuel pellet in a stack of pressure drop to volume flow rate through the sam-
pler although some flow estimates were calculated

fuel pellets when the stack was resistively heated t
from the measured pressure drop and channel geom-vapor. Calibrated photographic film was used to mea-
etry.sure the temperatures of the fuel surface and of the

bottom of a hole drilled to the centerline of the pellet. The sampler itself (Figure 4.2-2) consisted of four

These centerline and surface temperatures were de- I ng (30 cm), straight flow channels with narrow
scribed for the high preheat and capacitance dis- dimensions of 0.63 cm for two of the channels and
charge heating phases. Several tests established the 0.16 cm for the other two. The channels were posi-
accuracy of the temperature measurements.The ther- tioned as shown in the figure with the wide dimen-

* mal condition of the fuel was estimated since sam- si n extending horizontally. Channel surfaces were
pied fuel debris will be characterized in terms of the made of glass plates for the top two channels and of
temperature state of the fuel, thin OFHC copper sheets for the lower two channels.

The glass plates, or coupons from the copper sheets,.

4.2 Aerosol Source Term During c uld be removed for examining collected particles
in optical or electron microscopes. One half of all theSOdlum Concrete Interactm.nS

.

collection surfaces were coated with silicone grease
Initial results have been obtained from a wide for holding particles larger than several hundred

spectrum particle-size sampler designed specific!!y micrometres.
for the sodium containment tests 15 and 16. These
results are reported here together with some sugges- 4.2.3 Particle Forces
tions for an improved sampler based in part on these Particles were moved to collection surfaces by
results, three separate forces; gravitional, thermophoretic,*

4.2.1 General .

eS$in t$i$a e5pe'rStureg adInt nIbI auIn test 15 a faulted mild steel liner was used to heat g
expose magnetite concrete and firebrick to sodium at nonuniform particle heating (thermophoresis).
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snd thermal diffusive. The relative magnitude of ,,4 , , , , ,

these forces is compared in Figure 4.2-3 where the
: particle velocity resulting from each force was calcu- - ,j _ _

lated as a function of sin.
The velocity shown for thermal diffusion is actu- ,p _

.

ally the average Brownian displacement, AX,, of a ,

pau:icle during an interval of I s, given by ,,, _

s
10

~
~

*

|"4Dt .
. - - rsrauoPuonEsisAX , = ,.

*1N

- where D is the diffusion coefficient of the particle U
~

!
" " " * " ' = > +

and t is the time. !'
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. Figure 4.2-1 Schematic of Parallel Plate Sampler Experiment Particle V'elocities Arising From
Figure 4.2-3 Comparison oj density assumed for gravitationalSampling Forces. (I Gm/cm
calculation.)3 cm .

_,I
.

3

f % The terms A, Q, and b are constants, r and p are
&,,,, w particle radius and particle density, n and I are abso-

, , ,,
lute gas viscosity and maan free path of gas molecules

F"h- 'i 't .I I T aa and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
An order of magnitude estimate of thermophore-~]"y p,"

tic velocity, v, was obtained by calculating from,
t_.

" n=_ _'tj theory the velocity for the two extremes in particle2e
/'

size: when the particle radius r is much smaller than'
i

the mean free path of gas molecules (r () and when ,i i

L j r> /. These theoretical values were adjusted, based
2 , o.83 cm

--'' " ctAss on experimental results, and a curve was smoothed' 2 cm 're = 0.18 cm
. e gjen between the values for these extremes in particle size. .

/

Figure 4.2-3 shows the resulting curve for iron, a
Figure 4.2-2 End View of Sampling Channels good thermal anductor, and for Nacl with about

1/30 the conductivity of iron. Experimental data were
Terminal free fall velocity, vy, caused by the gravi- available for particles of these two materials. The

tational force, was calculated by equating the particle appropriate equations in centimetre-gram-second
weight to the complete drag force, thus (cgs) units are (*-0.

V " - 3 t G'T} , for r</3

(1+AI+QS e 6'd|
22r gp m

8 1 + 7 )|T
Y f ;

y, . ,

9n
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and - ' chamber. Sampling for 320 s, beginning 3 min after
sodium drop in test 15 produced too thick a coating of

3 X, n T, particles on the channel surfaces. For test 16 the
#''~"~7 2 (2 X, + X,) y, T'

-

sampling time was 80 s, beginning 6 min after sodi-
um drop.

.

- For the foregoing equations, _the following terms As shown below, the flow rates y, and mean flow
apply:

' ~

velocities,0, were similar in'the two tests.

G, - average thermal velocity of gas
molecules Test 15

, - I - mean free path of gas molecules
~

a .- coefficient of accommodation
- 2.1 cm2/sx. :- thermal conductivity of gas molecules

' andxi - thermal conductivity of particles.

n -- absolute' gas viscosity 0 - 5.3 cm/s for 2b - 0.16 cm
7, - gas density' - 137 cms /s
T - absolute temperature
T, - temperature gradient ani

A temperature gradient of :1000 K/cm was as- 0 - 84.9 cm/s for 2a - 0.63 cm
somed in calculating the curves in Figure 4.2-3. This
s 'ue could be a lower limit assumption in this case Test 16

s
,

where the gas temperature was ~773 K (500*C), the
wall temperature ~323 K (50'C), and the channel I ~ I 7 C"*/S ~
height 2 mm.' In a developing thermal boundary and
layer, as would be encountered at the channel en-

0 - 4.2 cm/s for 2b = 0.16 cm' trance, the gradient could exceed 1000 K/cm by a -
facto'r of 10 to 100 or so near channel walls. 9 - 109 cm2/s

Based on the experimental results for Fe particles, 'and
the thermophoretic velocity of Na particles could be

O - 67.6 cm/s for 2a - 0.63 cmless than.that for Fe by a factor of 2 for r ( since x,, -
~2x,, and x, < xi. Note that the thermal diffusive
and themophoretic velocities are independent of par- These values were calculated from equations for a
ticle density, whereas gravitational velocity is pr* Straight channel of height,2h (h equals eithera or b),
portional to particle density. length L, cross-sectional area A and pressure drop ap.

Figure 4.2-3 shows that collection by thermal dif- Absolute gas viscosity is p.
' fusion may dominate for particles less than_0.01 pm in -
size. In a thermal gradient of 1000 K/cm thermophor-
esis dominates for high conductivity particles from = OA
about 0.01 pm to less than 1 pm diameter and for low.g
conductivity particles from 0.01 pm to several micro-

wheremetres in size. Free fall could control collection for
y . particles larger than several micrometres. Two ad- g

vantages of using these three forces, which are pre- u - - Ap.
sent anyway, are that they act to collect particles as 6pt

. produced; that is, without breaking aggregates and

. the particles can easily be separated for individual
Flow in both channel sizes was laminar since theobservation and analysis.

Reynolds numbers were about 2 and 100 for the
narrow and the wide channels. Thus there was no

'4.2.4 Experimental Conditions. particle deposition from turbulence. Also an inlet
The only differences in sampling between test 15 section without bends eliminated inertial deposition.

= and test 16 were the sampling time and the sampler The channel length for transition flow was about
position in test 16, about I m closer to the reaction 0.5 cm for the narrow channel and 15 cm for the wide
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channel. This is the length required to establish well- characterized as angular as well as spherical. Fig-
developed flow which in this case was parabolic. A ure 4.2-4 shows collected particles illustrating some
known and constant profile can simplify analysis. of those characteristics.

Several hours after the reaction subsided, the Although particles smaller than several micro-
open end of the sampler was closed with a plastic bag. metres in size got buried in the silicone vacuum
Several days after the test, the sampler was removed grease, the grease was very effective in holding parti-
from the facility, disassembled, and the parts sealed cles larger than several hundred micrometres on both

in plastic bags containing CaSO, desiccant, where the quartz and the copper. There were more 0.5 mm
they remained until examined. Particle composition particles on the greasy side and no particles larger
and size were possibly altered by chemical reaction than this on the dry side. Ilowever the grease tended

,

with the environment in the time between collection to migrate with time onto the dry side of the channel.
and examination. To reduce this possibility, the sam- OHIC copper provided a collection surface of
pler could be designed to be purged with inert dry high puri'y for identifying particle composition by x-

,

gas immediately after collection while allowing the ray energy dispersive analysis (XEDA) on the SEM.
particles to be desiccated until they are examined. Ilowever the particles reacted with the copper pro-

ducing a black deposit and during the reaction the
particles several tenths of a micrometre in size disap-

4.2.5 Collected Particles and Particle peared. These particles were visible on glass slides
..

Compos, tion but not on copper coupons taken from the same
,

i

13ecause most of theanalytic effort was concentrat- location in a channel of the same size. On the other
ed on test 16, those results will be discussed first- hand, the glass that was used produced a dirty back-
Even here a collection time of 80 s proved too long ground for element identification but was excel!ent
since particle buildup occurred on the front half of for obtaining particle number, size, and shape since
the channels. Only on the last 15 cm of the channels particles did not react with the glass. Other possible
were particles isolated from each other so that they high purity substrate metals with high melting
could be identified in size, shape, and elemental points and easily identified characteristic x-ray lines
composition. All reported observations were made by are Ta (although close to the Ag line), Mo (close to the
using the SEM. Pb and S lines), W (close to the Si line), Ti (close to the

Particle concentration in the gas stream at the 11a line) and Ni.
sampler inlet can be determined if all particles of a fhe elements identified in the particles collected

given size are collected in the sampler. Essentially on glass were identical to those measured in the glass:

complete collection was accomplished in tests 15 and Na, Si, and Ca (Cl was also found in the particles but

16 as indicated by the rapid decrease in the number of not in the glass). However, the Na peak was greater
particles on the channel walls with distance from the with respect to the Si peak in the signal from particles
leading edge. With virtually all particles collected, than from the glass. For the same kind of particles
the concentration as a function of particle size is collected on copper (same size channel and same
determined from a particle count vs size on the location in the channel) particle elements were Na,
channel surfaces and a measurement or calculation of Si, and Cl plus Cu from the substrate. (Fe, evidentiv
the gas volume through the channel during the time from the SEM pole pieces, was identified on most of *

of collection. Particle concentration with respect to the XEDA traces.) The amount of Cl with respect to
size could not be measured because of the buildup of Na varies from particle to particle and may be a
particles on some channel areas. fonction of particle size. Identification of chemical *

The deposited particulate was white to grayish- species in the particles will be attempted by using
white in color. The grayish material was probably electron diffraction in a TEM and x-ray diffraction
sodium hydride since it burst into flame when from a bulk sample. These same techniques will be

dropped on water. The whitish deposit could be a tried in identifying the black deposit on the copper.
sodium oxide or sodium carbonate. This deposit may be only cuprous oxide.

Resolved particles on the glass slides ranged from The particles in test 15 appeared similar in size
about 0.1 um to a little larger than 3 mm in size. and shape te those collected in test 16. The significant
Particles in the 10- to 50-um size range seem to be elements detected in test 15 particles by XEDA were

agglomerates made up of particles several micro- Na, Si and, in some areas, Mg. ( Also detected were Cu

metres in size. General particle shapes could be from the substrate and Fe from the SEM pole pieces.)
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.

4.2.6 Influence of Thermophoretic Force of the magnitude of the effect which would be pre-
Sent in all SamP ng experiments of this type whereliFrom the total volume flow rate through the
the particle-containing gas is at a temperature differ-channels, an average flow velocity of 11 cm/s was
ent than that of the sampling equipment. To reducecalculated for the 5-cm-diameter inlet pipe. Particle
I sses in the inlet pipe,it is possible to eliminate theresidence time in the inlet pipe 1 m long was there-
P Pe and extend each sampling channel up to or intoifore about 9 s, so free-falling particles with terminal
the reaction chamber. After sampling, the channelvelocities larger than 0.6 cm/s,i.e., larger than 10 m
w uld be withdrawn ar.d sealed; for another sample(Figure 4.2-3) should not reach the sampling chan- an ther channel would be inserted, etc.

nels. Actually particles several hundred micrometres
While the particle weight is a constant force, thein size were found on the top of channels and parti- ,

thermophoretic force changes direction according tocles as large as several millimetres were found on the
whether the particle is in the upper or lower half ofbottom of channels. The explanation is attributed to
the channel flow, thus complicating analysis. Per-the thermophoretic force that moves particles from ,

haps the narrow channels should be positioned in athe hot gas to the colder walls. As shown in Figure vertical mstead of a horizontal direction (Figure
4.2 5, particles in the upper half of the channel flow

4.2-6) for sampling. This provides more symmetry
,

move to the top surface if the thermophoretic force and allows the two forces to act at right angles. As(TP) is larger than the weight, mg, of the particle. If
particles are c llected on either wall, a density pat-the particle begins to move in this direction, it will
tern f r Particles of equal aerodynamic size would becontinue since the thermal gradient increases nearer
established. From this pattern and the velocity pro-the wall. If the particle weight is larger than the TP file f the flowing gas, aerodynamic particle sizeforce, the particle will eventually fall to the bottom of e uld be estimated. From the same density patternthe channel, as will those particles in the lower half
and velocity profile the thermophoretic force couldof the channel flow. Particles in the upper half of the be estimated knowing the temperature profile in the

,

flow would fall out faster if it were not for the flow, determined from the temperature measure-
retarding effect of the TP force.

ments and calculations.

'/////////////////////////////////////1

TP

GAS mg TP TP
I

~ ~ ~

FLOW
TPhmg

" "

mg mg
WHH/HHHH/HHH/HHHHHHH/
Figure 4.2-5 Particle Migration in the Channel

.

$The thermophoretic force on particles can thus
help explain the presence of particles larger than 10 GAS FLOW

,

um in the channels, especially why several-hundred- INTO ,

micrometre particles are found on the top channel PAPER
surface and why large deposits of particles are found
all over the surface of the inlet pipe, nearly as many ligure 4 2+ Sarnpler Channels IWtioned Vertically

on the top as on the bottom. The thermophoretic
force could be eliminated if the sampler and inlet
pipe were heated to the temperature of the reaction
gas. A more fruitful approach, especially at higher 4.2.7 Sampling Efficiency
temperatures (21273 K; might be to keep the sam. Sampling efficiency here means the efficiency
pler relatively cold as in the present experiments, use with which particles in a volume of gas in the reac-
the thermophoretic force to collect particles, and tion chamber remain in that same volume when
attempt to measure the magnitude of this force on the sampled. If the particles had no inertial, they would
particles.This measurement would give an estimate immediately respond to the flow and be sampled
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with 100% efficiency. The larger the particle mass, flow velocity as would be encountered at the sampler
the larger the inertia and the smaller the sampling inlet.
efficiency.The stopping distance V,T (V,is the initial Based on the results of these equations, high
particle velocity relative to the gas and 7 is the efficiency sampling results when the stopping dis-
characteristic time for a particle and equals the prod- tance is small with respect to the inlet size of the
uct of particle mass and particle mobility), is the sampler. For the present case with an inlet pipe 5 cm
distance a particle of vdocity V, will travel into a gas in diameter and an average pipe flow of 11 cm/s,
at rest before coming to rect, or conversely, the dis- particles 10 pm and smaller would be sampled with
tance traveled by a particle initially at rest before it is high efficiency (stopping distance 50.003 cm) but
entrained in a flow of velocity V, with a velocity the collection efficiency for 1-mm particles would be
equal to about 0.9 V . significantly smaller (stopping distance ~33 cm). Ae

In the first case above in which a spherical particle quantitative calculation of sampling efficiency would
of mass m and radius r moves with velocity V,into a be complicated by the fact that the trajectories of the
gas at re> with absolute viscosity n, the equation of source aerosols in the reaction chamber are un-e

motion is known, unlike particles moving under the influence
of gravity alone, for instance. A possible experimen-

mdv tal approach for estimating sampler efficiency would
- -6rp

dt be an in-situ calibration of the sampler during the
reaction where a known quantity of identifiable trac-

(The gravitational force is not considered.) A second er Particles would be injected into the chamber in a

integral of the equation of motion gives the particle known pattern. Another approach would be to con-
displacement as sider a multiple head sampler where each head

would sample a skewed particle distribution but the
distortions in the total sample would tend to cancel.

x -V,r (1 - e *).

4.2.8 RecommendationsFor large t, x approaches V T, defined as the stoppingo
distance. In summary, there are several changes and addi-

la the second case in which the *at-rest" particle tions to the basic sampler that are suggested in part
becomes entrained in a gas flow of velocity V , the by these preliminary results.
corresponding equation of motion is * Design a sampler with several channels which

can be used singly forsampling at different times
into the reaction.mdv - 6xnr (v - v). . Provide for inserting each sampling channel updt
to or into the reaction chamber in order to elimi-
nate an inlet section.
Use vertical channels to separate the effects of

The Stokes damping force is used in both cases. Theo gravity and of thermophoresis on particles andfirst integral results in a particle velocity of
thus attempt to measure the aerodynamic pnticle
size and thermophoretic force on the source aero-

* sols.
V, (1 - e")v- . After sampling, seal each sampling channel,

flush it with dry inert gas, and expose the sample
to desiccant.

and the second integral results in particle displace- . De able to measure and adjust the flow rate before
ment of each sample is taken; be able to measure the flow

rate during sampling.
+ Measure the channel wall temperature and thex = V,t - V,7 (1 - e*). gas temperature in the channel for calculating

temperature gradients in the flow.
+ Study the possibility of in-situ calibration of the

Thus the stopping distance is a measure of the dis- sampler during sampling by using identifiable
tance required for a particle to respond to a change in tracer particles.
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Because particles at least as large as several milli- applying a voltage across the two larger plates toz +

metres and perhaps as small as vapor exist in the establish a uniform electric field in which the
reaction chamber, the sampler must not only be particles move.
designed to sample at least this size range with an
acceptable efficiency, but it must also be possible This sampler has the potential for collecting a wide
to identify the physical characteristics of these range of particle sizes for calculating concentration
particles. and size distribution and determining chemical com-
Reduce particic number density on collection position. In addition, dynamic characteristics such as+

surfaces by a combination of increased flow ve- thermophoretic effect, particle charge, and aerody-
locity, increased collection surface, and de- namic size compared to actual size and shape may be
creased volume sampied so a particle size concen- estimated for these reaction particles produced at +

tration can be measured. Test results indicate that high temperature and at high concentrations.
a sufficiently small collection density can prob-

+ably. be obtained without diluting the source Reference for Section 4
.

aerosols prior to sampling.
Ux narrow parallel plate geometry of th, chan- 4.1 N. A. Fuchs, The Afechanics of Aerosols+

nel for estimating the charge state of particles by (Pergamon Press,1964).

,

p
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5. Containment Analysis in CONTAIN will handle mixtures of noncondens-
(J. P. Odom,4424; Af. E. Senglaub,4424; P. S. Pickard, able and condensable gases and their condensation
4423; hi. J. Clauser, 4424) n aer s is and structures. Initially, the condensable

gas will be steam; subsequently CONTAIN will also
treat sodium vapor.

5.1 Introduction
During this quarter, CONTAIN's capabilities con-

tinued to increase. The principal improvement has 5.2 MAEROS, A Sectional
been the inclusion of a new aerosol module. F. hi. Multispecies Model for Aennol
Gelbard (Sandia National Laboratories)(50 has devel-*

.

oped hfAERO3, a new, state-of-the-art aerosol code Dynamics
which has now been incorporated into CONTAIN.
Af AEROS uses a sectional treatment of the size-distri-*

bution function for aerosol particles. Further, 5.2.1 Introduction to MAEROS
Af AEROS allows simulation of multispecies atrosols In the study of atmospheric aerosols, u.ch effort
under the assumption that agglomeration and set- has been devoted to understanding the physical and
tling effects are functions solely of particle size. This chemical mechanisms of aerosol evolution. For a
treatment provides new capabilities in aerosol mod- spatially homogeneous aerosol, particles are charac-
eling which will allow more mechanistic treatment terized by size and chemical composition. Nearly all
of aerosol composition in CONTAIN. hfAEROS also previous work on solving the governing equations
calculates the effects of vapor condensation on aero- for spatially homogeneous aerosols focused on the
sol dynamics. Section 5.2 below describes Af AEROS evolution of the particle size distribution as affected
in detail, by coagulation,(52-50 growth due to condensa-

Sensitivity calculations with AfAEROS have in- tion,(57 Seand sources and removal mechanisms.(Sa-
vestigated aerosol behavior in a light water reactor SW Although investigators often must deal with
(LWR) ThfLB' scenario as part of the Zion-Indian aerosols that consist of several species, a notable
Point (ZIP) Study. These calculations explored the example being atmospheric aerosols, little work has
effect of atmospheric conditions on aerosol concen- been reported on solving the governing equations
tration for several different assumed aerosol particle for the evolution of the distribution function for
diameters. The results of these and further CON- erosols having multiple chemical components. To
TA!N calculations will be reported next quarter. obtain analytical solutions of the governing equation

The restructured version of CONTAIN, reported for a multicomponent aerosol, previous efforts (5R 5m
last quarter, has now successfully run a test problem, resorted to simplified cases which are of limited
thus verifying that all of the modules are operation- value in describing actual aerosols. Since chemical
al. The code restructuring was undertaken to im- composition of particles is very important in deter-
prove the intelligibility of the code for users. mining human health effects, studies restricted to the

CONTAIN now has a more general heat transfer dynamics of size distribution cannot fully assess the
, model which allows an arbitrary number of heat effects of aerosols on health. Furthermore, the chemi-

transfer nodes in a cell. This permits the heat-sink cal composition of a particle often affects its growth
and surface deposition effects of various structures rate, and thus the computation of the size distribu-
such as piping, equipment, etc, to be modeled in tion often may not be performed independently ofo

addition to the walls, floor and roof, that for the composition dynamics of the aerosol.
A major revision of the plot package is underway. In this report, which is taken almost entirely from

When it is completed, a more useful set of plots will Gelbard,(50 a general method for simulating the evo-
be available to allow more efficient assessment of the lution of the distribution of chemical species with
voluminous output from CONTAIN. respect to aerosol particle size is developed. The ;

As part of the ZIP Study, CONTAIN is being physical phenomena included (1) coagulation,
modified for application to problems with a condens- (2) intra-particle chemical reaction,(3) gas-to-particle j

able atmosphere such as the steam encountered in conversion, and (4) particle sources and removal |
LWR events. These modifications were originally mechanisms. Thus, a technique is presented that
planned for later inclusion in CONTAIN, but are computes not only the evolving size distribution but ;

being implemented now for application in the ZIP also the variation of chemical composition with parti-
Study. When completed, the atmosphere calculation cle size.

I
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The technique (as discussed for one-component The expressions for each of the above mechanisms
systems (5te) is based upon dividing the particle size will be derived in sections 5.2.2.1 to 5.2.2.4, respec-
domain into m arbitrarily located sections and im- tiwly. Section 5.2.2.5 will provide the final set of
posing the condition of mass conservation for each sectional eq.iations by combining the terms in sec-
component for the four processes given above. Sec- tions 5.2.2.1 to 5.2.2.4.
tion 5.2.2 presents a detailed derivation of the conser-
vation equations.For a system of s components,a set
of m x s ordinary differential equations results. 5.2.2.1 Coagulation

~

The derivation of the coagulation equations be-
gins with the assumptions that binary collisions

5.2.2 Governing Equations for a . occur and that the rate of coagulation between *

Multicomponent Sectional particles in the mass ranges [u, u + du] and
Representation IV, v + dv] is given by #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv,

*wherc "#(u, y) - #(v, u)" is the coagulation coeffi-A spatially homogeneous aerosol is assumed in
which particle size is characterized by a single vari- cient dependent only on the total masses of the

C 38ulatin8 Particles. For particles in sections lowerable v, typically partic;e mass, which is conserved
during coagulation and chemical rentions within than I, the total rate of coagulation is given by

particles. The size distribution functyn n(v, t), is de-
fined such that n(v, t)dy is the .iumber concentra- 1 '<a ''4

#(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv (5.2)tion of particles in the range [v,y + dv] at time t. 2 2," a*
By dividing the entire particle size domain into m
contiguous arbitrarily sized sections and defining Q,
as the total mass of ae. mot per unit volume of fluid in However, only if the resulting particle is in the range
section I at time t, [Via,v,], i- it added to section t . Therefore, analysts

introduce the function 0, which is equal to one if the
specified condition is satisfied and zero if it is not.

, ,#

Q,(t) = { Q,,(t) - vn(v, t) dv _ , (5.1)
Hence,

kt EV,4

0 (v,,, < u + v < v,) = [1 v <u+v<v
where Q,3 (t) is the mass of component k in sec- 0o erwise
tion I, s is the total number of components and
v,.i and v, denote the size of the smallest and larg-
est particles, respectively, in section t. Note tnat Using Eq (5.3), the flux of mass into section I by
v is arbitrary and the upper bound of section (-1 is coagulation of particles in lower sections may be
equal to - the lower bound of section t expressed as
for I - 2,3,. . . ,m .

~

In previous work on sectional equations,m the i n,4 ~,4

8(Via < u + v < v,) (u + v) #(u, v)general conservation equations were derived such i j'' '"*that any integral property of the aerosol size distribu-
tion (e.g., number, surface area of volume) was con-
served. Since this work is concerned with multicom- n(u, t) n(v, t) dudy (5.4) ,

ponent aerosols, the concept of a number or surface
area concentration of a single component in a particle Notice that the factor (u + v) was incorporated in:to
composed of a mixture of s components has little the integrand of Eq (5.4) to determine the mass
physical significance and thus only conservation of entering section ( . Since the mass of each compo-
mass is considered. Therefore, the objective of this nent is caserved by coagulation, the flux of mass of
work is to derive the general conservation equations component k into section I is given by the sum of
for Q,3 ,(t - 1,2,. . .,m and k - 1,2,. . . ,s). the masses of component k in the coagulating parti-

The conservation equations are derived by deter- cles. In general, particles of the same size may have
mi_ning the net rates at which species k is added to different compositions and thus composition may not
each section by (1) coagulation, (2) intraparticle be a unique function of particle size. Therefore, a
chemier. reaction, (3) gas-to-particle conversion, marginal probability density function for the mass
and (4) particle source and removal mechanisms. fraction, gi(v,n,), can be defined where 0 s n, s 1,
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and g,(v,ng) dn,is the time-dependent fraction of - i r.,.. 7,,.
-

(v ., < u + v < v,) (G, + 9,) -particles in.the mass range [v,y + dv] with a mass 7 " l'-
s

fraction of component k in the range [ng,n, + dn,].
Thus, for k - 1,2,. . .,s,

. # (u, v) n (u, t) n (v,t) dudy , (5.10)
FI

'

g, (v, ni) dn, - 1 , (5.5) where
, , - .

.
' O, . ut,g, (u,(,) dt, - u (,g, (u,(,) dt, . (5.11) ,

and g,(v,n,)n(v,t)civdn, is the number concentra-- 3. ;, .
' tion =of particles in the size range [v,y + dv]

with a mass fraction of component k in the range ' Notice that Eq (5.10) is similar to Eq (S.4) except that .
-[n,, n, + dni]. Since the mass concentration of com-- the mean mass of a component is used instead of the''

* - ponent k for a particle in the size range. total mass of the particle to determine the mass flux of
. [v,y + dv]is given by a specific coniponent into section t.

Particles and hence mass are removed from sec-
r8 tion I when a particle from section I coagulates with -

vn, g, (v, n,) dn, n(v, t) dy . , (5.6) a particle from a lower section and forms a particle
larger than v, . The rate at which such events occur is
given by "

the mass flux of component k into section t is
'

fVs. PVp

# (u + v.> v,) #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv .
g 'Tp.g fvt.: FI 'I . l 'e d 't-3'

'' (v ., < u + v < v,)
'

(u(, + vn,) g, (5.12)p .

s t
'' '* -' - Therefore, the flux of component k out of section t-

is given by

(u,4,) g, (v,n,) d&, dn, #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv .
I't.1 ''t

'

(5.7) a, ) ,,.,

(5.13)
Using the property of g,(v,n )given in Eq (5.5),

-Eq (5.7) reduces to
However,if a particle in a section lower than t co-
agulates with a particle in section I and the resulting

F' Particle rcmains in section (, the flux of compo-~ I r's-
T'<-* d(v,., < u + v < v,) u (ig,(u,(,) dik nent k into section is given by7 , de,dy Jo

1-
Yt-1 P't

t'' 8 (u + v < v,) 9, #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudy .
L+v n,g, (v,n, dn,# (u, v) n(u, t) (v, t) dudy .

. 3, j ,,,,

(5.14)

(5.8)
Intrasectional coagulation can only remove mass if

By defining the mean mass of component k for all the resulting particle size is greater than v, for the
particle;, having mass in the range [v, v + dv] as I-th section. Therefore, the mass flux of i ompo-

nent k out of section I by intrasectional coagula-
tion is given by

..

.n - . >n

' , = va,g, (v,n,) dn - v - n,g, (v,n,) dn, ,u
g r rvo"v

2, ja
- 0 (u + v > v,) (0, + 9,)

(5.9) 2 2 ,,,, ; ,,,,

Eq (5.8) can be reduced to #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv . (5.15) |,
.

i
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,

. Finally, for I < m the mais flux of corr.ponent k - '-i,, ,,

leaving section I by coagulation of particles within - { J'i
0(u + v > v,) 0,#(u, v) n(u, t)

*: 's-isection I and those of higher sections is given by .

,. ,e.
.

(5.16)
" 'a "<A #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudy .

n(v, t)dudv + { J i 0(u + v < v,) 9,- #(u, v):;,, ;,g,
., 4.

e

Notice that in Eq (5.16), the 8 fu'nction is not re- 7,, ,,

quired since all coagulations of particlet, in section n(u, t) n(v, t)dudy - - 6(u + v > v,)
2I with particles in' higher sections' will remove a 2 ,, 2,y ,

. particle from section / .
Combining the terms from Eq (5.10) and Eqs (5.13) (0, ^ 9,) #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudy

- through - (5.16), the sectional equations for .

: Q,3, (t = 1,2. . .,m and k = 1,2,. . .s) for an aero-
"

sol undergoing only coagulation are
- {l'**l'n 0, #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudy .(5.18)

w. tv,

~

i-t+i' dQ' ' 1 's i *u-

6(v,.i).< u + v < v, (0, + 9,)-

dt 2 , ,, ; ,,
5.2.2.2 Intraparticle Chemical Reaction

Since mass is c nserved by intraparticle chemical"
-- (u, v)n (u, t) n (v,t) dudv - 8 (u + v > v,)

reaction, no mass can leave or enter a section by this; ,, ;,g
mechanism. However, the mass of individual compo-
nents can be changed subject to the constraint given

o, #(u, v) n(u, t) n(' , t) dudy in Eq (5.1). In general, the kinetic expressions for thev

rates of formation and depletion of a component are'

functions of the concentration of the reactants,n,.. *,.

+ 6(u +. v < v,) 9, #(u, v) n(u, t) and hence functions of particle composition. If
_

'' '" F,(n,y,U2V, ,U.v) represents the net mars forma-
tion rate of component k for a particle size v with

I m SS fracti n fC mPonent i equal to n,, then
. n(v, t) dudy - -- I' 6 (u + v > v,)

J v,_, J eg
['t

F, (n,v,U V,- ,U.v) n(v, t) dv (5.19)2

- (of + 9,) #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv 2 ,..

,

,'J r., is the total mass formation rate of component k in
0,#(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv (5.17) section I per unit volume of fluid. However, since- ,

s .', N ' particles of size v may have different compositions,
'

the mass formation rate is given by
.

To obtain the contribution of the various sections to ,, p ri
F,( ni , . . ,n,v) Pd n, . . d n,., n(v, t) dv ,. Q,3, one replaces the integrals in Eq (5.17) that range

,

28 2'
v...

over more than one section by a sum of integrals over J 'n
(5.20)- each section.

where P(ni, . . ., n,i, v, t) is the joint mass fraction
, _ , ,,

probability density function defined such thatI
- -- ] y ;,,,;,,,0(v

y n < u + v < v,)''

dt- 2 ,,
Pdn,d42 . dn,, (5.21)

('0, + 9,) #(u, v) n(u, t) n(v, t) dudv is the fraction of particles in the size range
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[v, y + dv] having mass fractions in the ranges "r''6
v',C, (ni , , n,v) n(v, t) dv . (5.24)v

[ni,n, + dn,], . . . , [n,,,n,, + dn,.,], "

and_ Notice that the upper limit of integration of Eq (5.24)
is such that particles do not grow larger than
v .' When molecules of component i, (i = 1,. . .,s),P = 0 for n, + n2 + . . . + n,.i > 1. s

of size v', are incorporated into particles in the
Note that since the sum of n,,(i - 1, . . ., s), must be range [v,- v',,v,], the resulting particle will grow
equal to 1, only s-1 mass fractions are independent into section t + 1. Assuming that molecular addi-,

and therefore only s-1 integrations over particle tions to a particle occur in series, two different molec-
composition are required in Eq (5.20). If F, is a linear ular species cannot simultaneously grow a particle
function of its argument, then out of section t . Therefore, the flux of component,

k out of section I is given by the sum of the rates at
F, - a,3 + a,3 n,v + a U V + * + ".A U.y , which molecular species grow particles into sec-22 2

(5.22) tion I + 1 This rate is given byt

where aa, (i - 0,1, . . .,s),'are arbitrary functions of .

v and t. Since the expected value of a sum is equal y 7,

vn,G, (n,v, . . ., n,v) n(v, t) dv . (5.25)
to the sum of the expected values, using Eqs (5.5) and 7/ l'c<.
(5.22), Eq (5.20) can be reduced to

The flux of component k into section / + 1 is giv-
"" D'

(a 3 + a,3 e, + a .6 '2 + - + a,3 e,) n(v, t) dv2un
*

(5.23) T
's

(vn, + b v',) G, (n,v, . , n,v) n(v, t) dv ,a
fW s'r''i

for the special case cf first order reactions.

where

S.2.2.3 Particle Growth by Gas-to-Particle 'O i#k
Conversion da" I i-k'

Heterogeneous processes which incorporate gas-
eous species into the particulate phase can alter the
size and chemical composition of a particle. In gen- For gas phase diffusion-hmited growth, G, is
eral, gaseous species diffuse to the pa.-ticle surface usually assumed to be proportional to the partial

9 and either condense or dissolve in the particle. An pressure difference of the condensing species in the
analysis of particle growth by these mechanisms fol- gas phase and above the particle surface. Since the
lowed by chemical reaction on the surface or within partial pressure above the particle is generally a
the particle has been given elsewhere." Since intra- function of composition, expressions in Eqs (5.24),*

. particle reactions are accounted for by the function F, (5.25), and (5.25) must be modified to account for
as discussed in Section 5.2.2.2, only condensation and particles of the same size but with different composi-
dissolution of gaseous species is discussed here. tions. Thus, the mass formation rate of component

if the rate at which gaseous molecules of compo- k in section I is
nent k of mass v', are incorporated into a particle of
mass y can be given by

G (ni ,U2V, - , U.v), *lt is assumed that v'k is small enough such thati v
v, - v', 2- v,a. ( = 1,2,. . ,m and k = 1,2,. . ,s .

,

then the mass formation rate of component k in tif component i is not undergoing gas-to-particle conver-
section / is given by s;on,ci - 0.
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=, , < , - a a
G, (n, v, . . ., n, v) y ,, 9,(7,3 + Su 9: + Tu '2 + * * * + To '.)v', ...

g . .,<,s.,.,_ . . - ;.

. Pdn, . . a dn,., n(v, t) dv : (5.28) n (v, t) dv (5.33)

cnd the flux of component k out of section Iis and
given by

* n,
'

('k + 3a 'n) (Tea + Tu9:V
a a a

n,G,(n,y,...,n,v) l 'r<.] , .r.,
*

i-iv ...

, ,. .. ..

+ Tu '2 + * + Yu V.) n (v, t) dv , (5.34)

Pdn, . . . dn,, f n(v, t) dv .
,

(5.29)
respectively.

Finally, the mass flux of component k into section
t +1 from section / < m is 5.2.2.4 Source and Removal Mechanisms

r., a 7: Spatially homogeneous sources are usually as-a

[ l'r<.
(n v + 3 v'i) C (n,v, . , v,v) sumed to be a function of particle size and time...

u a
Jo 20 If S(v, t) represents the source rate such that-i

S(v,t)dv is the generation rate of particles per unit
Pdn, . . dn,, k n(v, t) dv . (5.30) volume of fluid in the size range [v,y + dv] at

) time t, then

If G,,(k = 1, .. .. s)is a linear function of its argu- r's
ments, then G, can be expressed as* VS (v, t) dv (5.35)

l yf,g

G, - g + y,3 n,v + b U V + ' ' * + b U.y , (5.31) is the mass generation rate into section t. Therefore,2

the generation rate of component k in section I is
where ya,(i - 0,1,. . .,s) are arbitrary functions of g ven by
y and t. For the special case of G, given by
Eq (5.31), Eq (5.28) reduces to t's

9,S (v, t) dv . (5.36)
,,v, l's.,

v', (b + b 9: + b '2 + - + b '.)
' d 'r-e To account for a source generating particles of the

same size but with different compositions, 9, repre-
n (v, t) dv . (5.32) sents the mean mass of component k for generated

,

particles of size v.
'

,

If the expected value_ of the product of the mass in general, removal mechanisms are functions
fraction of component k in a particle of mass y and of n (v, t), v, and t. Therefore, if R [n (v, t), v,t] dv is ,

the removal rate of particles in the sizethe rate at which gaseous molecules of mass v', are
incorport.Md into that particle is approximated by the range [v, v + dv),
product of tiie expected value of n, and the expected
value of G,,.the terms in Eqs (5.29) and (5.30) for r*r

. G, given by Eq (5.31) reduce to, 9, R [n(v, t), v, tl dv (5.37)
T,.3

is the removal rate of component k in section t. For
'Ck may be a linear function for diluted solutions. the often used first order removal rate, i.e.,
fin general, the expected value of a product is not equal to the R -k (v, t) n (v, t), Eq (5.37) can be expressed as
product of the expected values. However,if the partial pressure of

, the diffusing gaseous species above the particle surface is negligi-
"'b!c compared to that in the gas phase,G may be independent of 9 d (v' t) n (v' t) dv ' (5*38)i

particle composition, in which case the expected values can be k

factored. l's-a
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5.2.2.5 Multicomponent Sectional Equations

Combining the expressions in - Eqs (5.18), (5.20), (5.28), (5.29),' (5.30), (5.36), and (5.37) gives for
i - 1, . . . , m a nd k - 1, . . . , s .

f-l t-i
,, ,,

~ T b. b.. 2v-i
"

#f"'-' # " + " # "' (u' + '') # ("' "I " ("' ') " I"' 'I d"d"dt N

,

* <i y, rv,

- [ si 8 (u + v > v,) o, #(u, v) n(u, t) n (v,t) dudv
6=8 'l-8

..

S

+ ['S
ev, 7sg

8_(u + v< v,) e, # (u, v) n (u,t) n (v,t) dudy
.. 2 si J ,.

1 T9 '''
7 8 (u + v > v,)(0, + e,) #(u, v) n(u, t) n (v, t) dudv-

d eg.g d eg.g

-[", Pv; Pvg

0, #(u, v) n(u, t) n (v,t) dudy
2 s 2 ,.,..,+i

fvf' [I PR

F, (n, y, . . ., n, v) Pdn,. dn,_, n (v, t) dv+ ...

d ef. JO JO

Tvf-v'n . El F1

+- . v', G, (n, y, . . ., n, v) Pdn, . . . dn,_, n(v, t) dy.-

) s .g 10 b0g

*
fv, El r3

n, G, (n, v, . . ., n, v) Pdn, . .dn,_, n(v, t) dv- v -

d v -v', JO JOf,,g

.
*

Fvf.g 71

[ 1,,-s
'

TI

(n v + b v,) G, (n,v, . , n,v) Pdn, - . dn,_, n(v, t) dy+ -
a u

10 a0,_,

P', T's
+ , 9,S (v, t) dv - 9, R [n(v, t), v, t) dy . (5.39)

J v,.i )v .s

~ Note that'the first, second, third, and ninth terms on the right-hand side of Eq (5.39) are evaluated only
for / > 1 and the fifth term is evaluated only for I < m .

I

i
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Thus far no mathematical approximations have Q,f,(v)
" I"' 'I ~

been required to obtain Eq (5.39). However, this v (x, _ x,,,) '
set of equations is unclosed since G,(v,n,) and
n(v, t) are not related to Q,3.Therefore, one must where -

introduce at least two approximations to close the x, _ f (y ) ,
system.

To eliminate n(v,t) the size distribution may To eliminate G,(v,n,) it is convenient to ap-
be conveniently approximated as constant within proximate the mean mass fractions of all particles
each section. With this approximation _ it can be within a section as being equal and thus independent
shownAm that the sectional equations will reduce to of particle size within a section? Therefore, a

the exact ~ integrodifferential equation for one- for v,., < v < v, and k = 1, . . . , s,
component aerosols as the number of sections is

' increased for a fixed particle size domain. Although .

this is the lowest orderand thus the first of an infinite n, g, (v, n,) dn, (5.44)
set of possible approximations, using a constant has k
the advantage that the size distribution, which is a
time dependent quantity, generally'need not be re- is independent of v within section t . By definition
peatedly ,ntegrated over particle size as one inte-i

grates in time. Furthermore, in comparing the sec- '' "tional solution to a higher order method for a one- vn, g, (v, n,) n (v, t) dn, dyy

. component aerosol, excellent agreement _ was ob- vQ,3 3,., a . (5.45)*

tained with as few as 10 sections. g' ,,

Therefore, for the first approximation the distri- vn (v, t) dv
"ribution of a conveniently chosen size variable will be

taken as constant within each section. Although up to
this point particle mass has been taken to be the size Using the .second approximation the double integral
variable of interest, it would often be desirable to in Eq (5.45) can be separated to give
express the distribution on a size basis other than
particle mass,' for example, particle diameter. Since ''.only an integral constraint on the size distribution vQ,

n, g, (v, n,) dn, . (5.46)~V
exists, i.e., Q h

r'r
Q ,(t) - vn (v, t) dv , (5.40) Using the definition of 9, given in Eq (5.19) gives

"r-i that in sect;on I

a size variable other than particle mass for which y g''
the distribution is constant within a section can arbi- 9, = (5.47)

trarily be chosen. Assuming that the size vari- Or
,

able of interest is x,and is uniquely related to y
Since all the coagulation and removal terms of Eq

by x - f (v),q,(t), a constant within each section can (5.39) (i.e., terms 1 through 5 and 11 on the right-
be defined by hand side, which contain g, (v, n,) are given in terms

,

vn (v, t) = q,(t) f'(v), (5.41) of 9,, they can be directly related to Q,3,(t = 1,

where f'(v) = df/dv. Substituting Eq (5.41) into
Eq (5.40) gives

* Note that this approximation does not make any assumptions or
Q,(t) - q,(t) [f (v,) - f(v,_i)] . (5.42) restrictions on how composition is distributed for a given particle

sife. Also, note that as t e section sizes decrease to the point thath

only a single partide sire is contained within each section, :he
mean mass fraction of dif terent particle sizes within a section mustTherefore, a plot of q,(t) vs x will result in a series be equal since there is only one particle sire in the section.

of step functions such that the area under each step is Therefore, in the limiting case of a single partide sire in each
.

equal to Q,(t) and section the first two sectional approsimations become exact.
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. . ., m and k - 1, . . . ,s) by Eq (5.47) without solv-
i '. _

=

ing for g, (v, n,) .* If F, and G, are linear functions, " O' Q'* ~ Q'* '#''O'2
then '-'+'

F1 al
'

F,(n, v, . . ., n, v) Pdn, . . . dn,i..-

lo : lo + I,3 Q, + 'd ., Q, - 2d ,i ,2 2d,.u Q,-usQs

'-'
- F,(9,,...,9) (5.48)

.o and. + 3d,.a Q,., + $,3 - k,3 , (5.50)
a et

G, (n, y, . . ., n, v)Pdn, . . . dn,i...

* " *
where the values for 3,d,I,5, and k are given in

- G* (9'' . . . , 9*) (5.49) Table 5-1. Note that the first, second, third, fourth,
tenth, and eleventh terms on the right-hand side of

as shown by Eqs (5.23) and (5.32), respectively. Eq (5.50) are evaluated only for t >l and the sixth
Hence, the sixth and seventh terms on the right-hand term is evaluated only for I < m. Since there are
side of Eq (5.39) can be replaced by Eqs (5.23) and m sectionsand s components,Eq(5.50)constitutesa
(5.32), respectively. If G, is independent of particle set of m x s ordinary differential equations which
composition, ' Eqs (5.33) and (5.34) (with all y's are to be integrated in time.
equal to zero except yo,,), can be used to express the For the special case of a one-component
eighth and ninth terms of the right-hand side of Eq aerosol, Q,3 - Q, for all i and Eq (5.50) reduces to
(5.39), respectively, which would close Eq (5.39).

For those cases in which Pis unknown and the Eq (5.19)*in for a coagulating aerosol in which mass
is conserved. Note that ''# + 863 and 2 3 263 areconditions needed to eliminate it from the intra- equal to 'd and 23, respectively, from that work.

particle chemical reaction and gas-to-particle conver-
sion terms cre not valid, Eqs (5.48) and (5.49) may
have-. to be resorted to 'as a third approximation,
regardless of the functional forms of F, and G,. Fi- 5.2.3 Comments on Section Size
nally, as the fourth approximation, the expected val- The sectional equations as given by Eq (5.50)
ue of n,G, may have to be approximated by the prod- are such that the section size is arbitrary. How-
uct of the expected values of n, and G, to determine ever, since the particle size range of interest is
the mass flux crossing section boundaries by gas-to- usually quite large, a geometric constraint can be
particle conversion. Note that the errors introduced

imposed on the section boundaries (i.e., vA 2v, ,,by using the last two approximations do not vanish in
i = 1,. , m) without affecting most applications ofthe limiting case of a single particle size within each the equations. With this constraint the minimum

section.
number of sectional coefficients is required since4 Using the sectional approximations, Eq (5.39) can

be reduced to the final form of the multicomponent 'ad,, = 86d , = 0
sectional equations,

*
for i<t-I and j < t -i. I

f I''Mg, O Q + ''Mg,0.1 Q,I" '~ "*' " " ' + ' '~
= p

' ' ' ' ~ '
Furthermore, by imposing the geometric constraint
the sectional coagulation coefficients can be simply

,. i expressed without resorting to the use of a discontin-
- [ l'k, Q, Qu **M.,Q Q,.,] uous 0 function. Thus for some forms of #(u,v) it

i

may be possible to determine analytically the #'s .'i-i

'The sectional coagulation wefficients for sections satisfying the
* Note that the source term (i.e., the temh term on the right-hand geometric constraint are given in Table 5-11. The reasoning by
side of Eq (5.39) is independent of(v, t) and g,(v,n,) and thus whah Table 5-!! is obtained from TaHe 5-1 is given in Re-
does not have to be related to Q,3 ference 5-15.
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Table 5-I Sectional Coefficients for Equation (5.50)

Symbol Remarks Coefficient *

1. Coaplation .

''#g~, '*da,#''#g,
. .

0(v,., < u + v' < v,) u#(u, v) dydx
'

''. 'S

uv(x, - x,.,) (x, - x ,)ys.,, s .,,

.

'*d g , = '*d,4,

1<t5m ..

1 5 i < l-

1 s j < t-

: *k,, *dg, * "da

_ #(v,., < u + v < v,) vd(u, v) d),dx's '*

uv(x, - x,.,) (x, - x ,)2,25, r

'*d g , = ''d p

1<t6m

I s i < t-

15j<t

''da ''du + **dn

6(u + v > v,) ud(u, v) dydx''. '*<

1<t5m
).,a,., uv(x, - x,,,) (x, - x,.,)

#
151<t

*

~ du- ''da * **dn'*

6(u + v < v,) vd(u, v) dydx's '*<

1 < t -S m
uv(x, x,,,) (x, - x,,,)

a . , 2 .,. ,

15i<t

6(u + v > v,)(u + v) #(u, y) dydx- E'r r*<

3# , 15I$mf uv(x,-x,.,)
n,., a,. ,

*

vQ -' n (v, t) = Q, f' (v)#x, = f (v ) , u - _ f-' (y), v '- f-' (x),9, -~

Q, , lv (x, - x,.i)]i
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Table 5-I (cont)

' Symbol Remarks Coetficient'

1. Coagulation (cont)

*da *Nu # *d,,,

d("' *)' #

15t<m
J.,., uv(x, - x,,,) (x, - x,,,) dydx*

2.,.,

. I<i5m

2. Gas-to-Particle Conversion

''('<-''6)
'd,3 15($m v',G, (9, , . . ., 9 ) dx

V(Xs - X .i)2.,., i

# ' '''''' *
2C,,, Ist5m dx

(Xs - x .i); r(,,-,9 i

P'' - v',G, (9, , . . . , 9,)
3 g

a sc,,-,>,, y (x, - x,.3)

3. Intraparticle Chemical Reaction

F, (9, , . . . , 9,)'"r
. p''' , ~ < , ~ < ,

Y (x, - x,. )a .,_,

4. Sources and Removal Mechanisms

'Tg

$,3 15 ts m 9,S(v,t)dy
) ,,.,

c
e

arbitrary order
..

#

15 I s m 9, R [n (v, t),v, t} dy
) ,,.,

_

R,3 4

first order

I"' ')'

15t5m Q,3 dx
' (xi - x,.i)2 .,.,

.

vQ'-' n (v, t) - [v (Q, f'(v)x, = f (v,) , u - f-' (y), y - f-' (x), 9, =
Q, , x, - x,,,)]
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In addition to selecting the section boundaries, will often be given as
considerable flexibility exists in choosing f(v) and
hence the type of plot to present the results of a r6v\tri

- simulation. For atmospheric aerosols, interest is usu- | #}1

ally shown in the shape of the distribution as repre- f(v) - x = logio (5.51)
.

sented vs logi,(D/l m), where D is particle diame- - -

ter in micrometers. Thus, f(v) for spherical particles where p is the material density.

J

Table 5-11 Sectional Coagulation Coefficients With Geometric Constraint
*

(vi+1 In 2vi , i = 0,1,2, . . . , m - 1)

Symbol Remarks Coefficient *
.

i < t-1

'*d,4, = % , 0

j < t-1

'I<t5m

''' ' ' ' - ' ud (u,v) dp
2, ) , <,,. ,-,3 uv (x, - x,.,) (x,., - x,.2)

i < t-1

!

d"
L,- t j ,.3,L,

f
'''%''*'' ' ' ' - ' ud(u,v)

, dydx
L(\x., = xt-2)Ja j f(,,,,-,) fp,

1<t5m
s

*
i=t-1s

T
''' '''-8 ud(u,v)

d@ +

uv(x,,, - x, 2)2u 2,<,,,,,, 2.,.,

1<tsm

' ' ' F ''-' ud (u,v)*

i'#,.s-u " i'4s-us dydx
2.,, 2 , 4,,. ,_,, uv (x, - x,_,) (x,., - x,_2)

i < t-1

* x, = f(v,), u = f-'(y), v = f-'(x) .
Note that the expressions given for 'd and *dare valid even if the geometric constraint is not satisfied.
However, if the geometric constraint is not satisfied '#,, , > 2"'#,,,,, .
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Table 5 II (cont)

Symbol Remarks Coefficient *

1<t5m

' " ' "'' ud(u,v)
2>g.'' . i.3''2 + ' J.,, 2,i.e., uv (x, - x,,,) (x, - x,,,) dydx

,

a 151<t

o

1<t5m
. ' ' ' '"'c" vs (u,v)

2bg'' uv (x, - x, ,) (x, - x,.,) dydxh_ , 2 .,.,

Isi<t

' '8 t'c', d r='
(it + v)#(u.v) dydx

s.,., 2 n,,-,3 uv (x, - x,,,)2

8B,. , - 2 '*B,. a ,,, Istsm *

'"' '''
(u + v)#(u,v) dydx4

lei,r', a a , i "V (*s - *s-i)*w

e
1st<m

'"' '"' ud(u,v)g'' q
uv (x, - x,,,) (x, - x,,,) dydxh,., 2 .,.,

o
I<i5m

'
*

~ * x, - f(v,), u - f-'(y), v = f-'(x) .
. Note that the expressions given for B and 'd are valid even if th,e geometric constraint is not satisfied.8

However, if the geometric constraint is not satisfied 8#,., , > 2'a#,,.,. .

5.2.4 Computational Requirements use in subsequent problems. Because :.e particle size
A solution is obtained by determining the section- range, section size, and coagulation mechanism of

al coefficients and integrating a system of m x s or- interest are usually the same for many atmospheric
dinary differential equations. Since typically more aerosoi problems, one set of sectional coagulation
than 90% of the computational effort is devoted to coesficients can be used for problems with a different
numerically evaluating the sectional coagulation co- number of components, initial mass and composition
efficients, the user should try to minimize the num- distributions, and source, removal, growth, and reac-
ber of these coefficienis and store them for possible tion mechanisms.
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'
The total number of sectional coagulation coeffi- nonzero independent coe.'!icients for 863. Since the

cients can be determined as follows. Using the fact number of coefficients for 2*d, 2*d, $d, and *d is not
that ''3 , 86dg,, the number of toefficients affected i,y the geometric constraint, the total num-4
for 8adand 868 for section ( 2: f n (t - 1)3521 ber of sectional coagulation coefficientneduces to its
Therefore for m sections minimum valuc of 2m2 - 2m + 1.

2m8 - 3nd + m
(t - 1)2 (5.52)-

t=2

References for Section 5 -

coefficients have to be determined. For *d,2*d, and .32

51 r. Gelbard and I.11. Seinfeld, Simulation of Multicompo.ther:are 3m(m - 1)/2 coefficients and only m coef.
nen A 1 Dynami ,o pu 1 shed (1980tficients for 3.Thus, the maximum number of coeffi-8

.g , , , 5

5-3 E. X. Berry, f Afmimphcric Sci 24.688,1867.

54 W. T. Scott,1 Armisphenc Sci 25.54,1%8.
m' + 3m2 -' m 5-5 R. L. Drake, Topsa m Cunent Anod Rman*, (eds(5.53)*

3 G. M. Ilidy and J. R. Brock), 3.201-376, Pergamon, Omford
(1972).

5-6 S.11. Suck and J. R. Brock, f Acrinal Sci 10.518, 1979.

liowever, if the geometric constraint is satisfied, 57 J. R. Brock. Atmosrhcr,c rnviron=cnt 5.833, 1971.

58 J. R. Brock, f Colloid inscrface Sci 39.32,1972.

''dg,- '*dq, - O for i < t - 1 59 r. Gelbard and J.11. Seinfeld, ; Collord Interface Sci
6A.173,1979.

510 C C. Lindaun and A. W. Castleman, Anisol Sa 2.85,1971.and j < t - 1, 2 8'd,,, , - 2 '*d,,,,, 23,,
5-11 J W. Burgmeir, I. II. Blifford, and D. A. Gillette, Water, Air

. and Sost pollutoon 2.97, 1973.
and8Q,,, 2*4,,. 5 12 P. Middleton and J. J. Brock,1 Colloid laterface Sci 54.249,

1976.

Therefore,all '@a can be determined from the 2 s 5-13 F. Gelbard and J.11. Seinfeld, f Colloid Insoface Sci 68.363,
3979-and Ts, and are only

5 14 A. A. Lushnikov, f Colloid interface Scs 54 94,1976.

515 r. Gelbard and J.11. Seinfeld, f Colloid Interface Sci 63 472,

{" t - 2 - (m - 2)(m - 1)
1978-

(a.54) 5 16 r. Gelbard, Y. Tambour, and J.11. Seinfeld, f Collord interfect i
s.3 Sciin press (1980).
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6. ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 6.1.5 Multiaxial Test Facility
DESIGN ASSESSMENT ^ *"ie5 o' 13 e*P

tubular biaxial spec?riments has been conducted on;imens of 316 stainless steel at(J. A. Van Den Avyle,5835; W. B. Jones,5335,
C. H. Karnes, 5835; D. W. Lobitz, 5521; 866 K (593*C). These tests had the purpose of check.

-

C. ht. Stone, 5521) ing out the multiaxial test facility and specimen
'

design under typical operating conditions and to
compare the biaxial results with existing uniaxial and

6.1 Uniaxial Creep-Fatigue Behavior biaxial data.
Testing conditions along with cycles-to-specimen

,

failure, and for pressurized specimens, cycles-to-de-*

6.1.1 Creep Testing tection-of-a leak, are listed in Table 6-1. The specimen ,

.

No creep testing was performed during the cur- was a tubular design shown in Figure 6.1-1. Two wall
thicknessess were checked: 0.64 mm and 1.27 mm.* rent reporting period.
The tests were run in total axial strain control with

--

simultaneous measurement of axial and diametral

6.1.2 Creep-Fatigue Testing strain. Seven tests were cycled uniaxially without '

internal pressure, and six were cycled with a constant
No additional uniaxial testing was performed. See (within 7 kPa) internal argon pressure which pro-

Section 6.1.5 for discussion of biaxial testing. vided a hoop stress of 41 hf Pa. Induction heating was
employed.

The specimens were cycled until leaking was
6.1.3 Nondestructive Tes: Program noted; the pressure system was then shut off, and

No additional nondestructive examinations were cycling continued until a crack had propagated ap-
puformed. Proximately 50% around the circumference. The data

of Table 6-1 show that at least 90% of the life is
required to develop a leak and less than 10% is

6.1.4 Microstructural Analysis needed i Propagate the crack to failure. Since the

Transmission electron microscopy (TEhi) exami- cycles required to propagate the leak crack to failure. .

nations were completed on a 2.25 CR 1 hio steel are a low fraction of life, a direct comparison of cyclic

specimen obtamed from C. R. Brinkman at Oak Ridge I ves for the uniaxial and biaxial tubular specimens is,

reasonable.
National Laboratory. The specimen was cycled at -

811 K (538*C) at the low strain range of 0.00, with a F gure 6.12 shows a Coffin-hfanson type plot of

0.05 hr compressive hold period. It ran under these the data from Table 6-1 plotted as plastic strain ranges

conditions for 8124 hr at which time the strain range vs cvdes to fail re. Also included are reference un-
was increased to 0.004 and cycling was continued t iasial data from salid round-bar (6.35-mm-diameter)
failure. Of particular interest to Sandia were the specimens generated at Sandia and by Brinkman and

dislocation and precipitate substructures. Earlier " orth at ORNL.*H All data fall along straight lines,
. cal of this type of plot. Several observations canwork at Sandia has shown that cycling at 866 K .,.

be made'-
(593*C) results in significant changes in carbide pre-
cipitation that do not occur during thermal aging or The tubular data are consistent and reproduc- -

. '

* creep deformation. Examination of the ORNL sample ible.
-

showed that only thermal aging effe<.ts had occurred Uniaxial tubular data show significantly lower+

and that the strain range-temperature combination lives compared to round-bar data.
used in the test did not result in added carbide The effect of the 41 hiPa hoop stress is neglici-+

precipitation. In addition, the dislocation density ble for the thin-wall specimen.
observed in the foils was very low considering the Thicker walled tubular specimens consistently+

3733 cycles at .h = 0.004 given the specimen prior to show a slightly longer life than thin walled.
failure. These observations indicate that accelerated A 1 min tensile hold period gives abou' i 50%*

testing of 2.24 Cr-1 Afo steel at higher than service reduction in life at the strain range tester. This
temperatures needs to be re-evaluated. is consistent with round-bar data.

_
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The lower life for tubular versus solid specimens initi ted at the inner surface, as would be expected
could be due to at least two factors. First, as si own by from the strain distribution. Surface finish on the
the thick and thin wall results, greater specimen interior is difficult to control, and it is impossible to
thickness does influence life by increasing the cycles polish as is typically done with the outside. Any
necessary for propagation. The effect is not thought machining grooves present would decrease the cycles
to be large, however, since crack growth rate in- necessary to initiate a fatigue crack.
creases rapidly with crack length, so a thick section Analysis of this failure data along with cyclic
would not contribute much to life.The second factor rxhetting results from these tests is continuing and
which could reduce life of the tubular specimen is will be further discussed in a topical report to be
internal surface finish. For these tests, cracks always published later.

.

Table 6-1 Blaxia.' Creep-Fatigue Tests on 316 Stainless Steel at 593*C
,

Tensile
field Pressr re t

Specimen Act Aep (min) (M./a) (mm) N1. Nf
455- - 0.64316-BX-1 0.0103 0.0054 --

45450.64316-BX-2 0.0050 0.0014 - -- -

0.64 4056316-BX-3 0.0050 0.0015 -- - -

- - 0.64 -- 227606315-BX-4 0.0030 0.00014
4.7 0.64 3580 3864316-BX-5 0.0050 0.0016 -

316-BX-6 0.0050 0.0016 - 4.7 0.64 3840 4230
10.5 1.27 41800 42877316-BX-7 0.0035 0.0006 -

316-BX-8 0.0054 0.0020 - 10.5 1.27 - 4523
316-BX-9 0.0050 0.0016 1 10.5 1.27 1637 1665

316-BX-10 0.0050 1 10.5 1.27 - -

0.64 - 54975316-BX-11 0.0035 0.0004 - -

316-BX-12 0.0050 0.0016 1 10.5 1.27 2118 2129
5314316-BX-13 0.0050 0.0015 - - 0.64 -

- - 1.27 - 489316-BX-14 0.0103 0.0058

Ae, - total axial strain range

ae,- plastic axial strain range
No - cycles to pressure leak
N,- cycles to failure

.

4
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6.2 Creep-Fatigue Damage Analysis,.000 DiA.-

. No additional work was performed in this report-.750 DIA. - -

ing period..

.4 50 DIA. -
1 -| '

|

'.625 |

|
|;

6.3 Structural Analysis" '

Work on the report on the piping elbow analysis
3

| continued this quarter.
1 2.62

, ,i

|.75 RAD

(2PLCS) j| |
-- 6.4 Structural Evaluation.

y i ,-,

I5.25 I -TRANSITION REGION No work in this area was performed in this report-

|i ing period..500 - | =
"7.25 DIA'

''j 1.000 G AUGE SECTION
I 2.000, g

| Reference for Section 6'
m

I i 6-1 C. R.Bnnkman and G. E. Korth, Aicf allurgical Transactions
48 Ik 5:792-794, Afarch 1974.
4..J.

e

t

.625

h

Figure 6.1-1 Multiasial Specimen Geometry (All dimensions in
inches)
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7. LMFBR Accident Delineation Data co lection was also initiated during this peri-
od in preparation for the quantification effort during
Phase II. This effort will involve the gathering of
existing data on initiator recurrence frequencies,.

7.1 Engineered Safety Systenh component and subsystem failure probabilities, and
(J. A. Sholtis,4424; E. R. Copus,4424) ESS availability and reliability values; when such

During this period, the fault trees under develop- data is not available it must be determined analytical-
ment fc. detection SCRAhi, and shutdown heat re- ly or by extrapolation from similar systems.
moval system (SilRS) failures in the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor Plant (CRBRP) were completed.
These fault trees will provide a basis for subsequent*
relative quantification of CRBRP initiating-accident
categories during Phase II of the delineation study.
This relative quantification effort will focus on 7.2 Accident PhenomenoloSY

(D. C. Williams, 4424)*
CRBRP as a base case with alternative Lh! FUR designs
and design options to be addressed by sensitivity The main task this quarter involved preparation
analysea. Because of the complexity and size of the f detailed documentation for the LAffBR Accident
SliRS fault tree developed for CRBRP and the sensi- Delineation Study, Phase i Final Report. Topics covered

tivity of the SliRS function to common mode and in the accident phenomenology area during this peri-
common cause effects, quantification of the SliRS od included:

fault tree for all important accident initiators will . Accomplishing a substantial expansion and revi-
require a substantial amount of time. This quantifica- sion of the delineation of protected accidents
tion is important in quantifying protected accidents * Delineating the late phase of local fault propaga-
in CRBRP. To provide timely results, therefore, tenta- tion (LFP) accidents (other aspects of LFP acci-
tive plans for Phase 11 are to quantify CRBRP unpro- dents were treated in earlier time periods)
tected accident categories in a relative sense first and a Revising the dePneation of the ULOF late transi-
treat the relative quantification of protected accidents tion phase and the delineation of the fuel disper-
in CRBRP over the longer term. sal phase to reflect recent results obtained with

The accident initiation and engineered safety sys- the Slhih!ER 11 code
tems (ESS) response sections of the LAffBR Accident . Describing the applicability to delineation of two
Delineation Study Phase I final Report were completed representation techniques other than event trees.
in draft form during this period and will be complet-
ed in final form for review in the next quarter. Summaries of these four topics are given below.

Sandia staff personnel met with individuals from
the University of Arizona recently to discuss the
potential for using the BRENDA systems code t 7.2.1 Delination of Protected Accidentscharacterize the mitiation phases of accidents with
failures at different points within the system. The Protected accidents are events in which successful

University of Arizona will attempt this BRENDA SCRAh! action causes neutronic shutdown but a core

application for both protected and unprotected acci- disruption may still result because of impaired decayo

dents in CRBRP. This information will be useful to heat removal. Tha occident class has received much
the delineation stud". less study by the Lh1FBR safety community than have

In preparation for the relative quantification of unprotected accidents. The relative neglect of pro-'

CRBRP accident initiation during Phase II, several tected accidents cannot be justified, since they appear

event and fault tree analysis codes were investigated to c ntribute more to the overall probability of a core
during this period. The Sandia National Laboratories' di5ruPtion than do unprotected accidents, and it has

SETS code for fault-tree evaluation is now available n t been established that consequences of protected

for use and two test cases have been run to acquire core disruptions are necessarily less severe than un-

familiarity with the SETS code as well as to verify its pr tected accident consequences. This subject clearly
correct functioning. The AUTOET event-tree evalua- deserves greater emphsasis in future Lh1FBR safety
tion code is presently under consideration and either programs.

the AUTOET code or an internally generated equiv- Protected accidents were delineated by first divid-

alent event-tree quantification code will be used dur- ing them into two subclasses:

ing Phase IL = Protected transient or failure (PT/F), in which

I
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the core is itself initially undamaged but subsys- that might result from a specific cause and also deter-
tem failures has e occurred which impair decay mining core coolability limits as a function of damage
heat removal capability type and extent are both necessary. In the latter task,

+ Damaged core scenarios,in which the core itself at least three sodium flow states should be consid-
has suffered sufficient damage to significantly ered: pony motor flow, natural convection, and full
affect its coolability but the damage falls short of primary pump flow (in case restoration of primary
a full CDA; additional failure of decay heat re- pump flow under these conditions should prove
moval systems may or may not be involved. possible and desirable).

A generic event tree was constructed for protected
accidents. It includes questions concerning the avail.
ability of key subsystems involved in decay heat 7.2.2 Delination of the Late Phase of LFP

,

removal and also phenomenological questions con- Accidents
cerning coolability by natural circulation in the ab- The LFP accident late phase (beginning with sub-
sence of forced flow. The questions included in the assembly-scale fuel disruption) was delineated ge- i

tree are sufficient to sort damaged core scenarios nerically. Key questions include: (1) whether fuel
from PT/F accidents and, for the latter, to determine dispersal axially or into interassembly gaps can result
the occurrence of a CDA and timing information if it is a coolable fuel configuration without shutdown,
does occur. (: ' whether pressure-generating events (e.g., FCI)

Many accident categories falling within the PT/F cc aid result in high ramp reactivity insertions or in
subclass could be defined, but most of these have core distortion that could preclude shutdown,and (3)
received little or no study. Two accident scenarios in at what stage might signals calling for RSS action be
CRBRP which have been analyzed at Brookhaven and generated if subassembly-to-subassembly fuel dis-
UCLA were selected for review as illustrative exam- ruption propagates by melting attack, if neutronic
ples. Accidents considered included (1) a protected shutdown is achieved, a damaged-core scenario re-
rupture of the primary boundary in u ich all capa- sults; otherwise a CDA is the outcome. In the latter
bility to remove heat from the primary s? stem is lost event, there is a qualitative similarity to UTOP transi-
due to massive rupture and (2) a much less drastic tion phase scenarios.
temporary loss-of-heat-sink transient in which nor-
mal heat transport paths are interrupted but heat
rejectioq via the protected air-cooled condensers is
ultimately established. In the first accident, a CDA is 7.2.3 Delineation Revisions Based Upon. . ..

inevitable and recriticality may be a strong possibil,
ity. In the second accident, heating of the clad above SIMMER-II Calculations
the presumed ~900*C (~1600*F) failure limit is Recent calculations at LASL using the SIMMER-Il
likely if pony flow is not available and the situation is code have lead to significant revisions of earlier
marginal in this regard if pony flow is available; delineation results in two areas, the ULOF late transi-
subsequent consequences were not addressed. tion phase and the fuel dispersal phase. In the first

Even less information is available concerning da- area, the SIMMER-Il calculations indicate that se-
maged core scenarios. Indeed, definition of this sub- quences involving bottled-up pools generally lead to

*
class in the Accident Delineation Study was motivat- a prompt neutronic burst. Indeed,given certain mod-
ed largely by the Three Mile Island accident. Such eling assumptions (thought to be pessimistic), severe
scenarios could conceivably arise in several ways: (1) energetics (ramps > $100/s) can be calculated; ,

LFP accidents in which shutdown does not occur whether these results could be realistic under any
until the late phase is reached, (2) initiators which actual circumstances remains to be determined. The
directly damage the core, (3) initiators falling outside event tree for the ULOF late transition phase was
the reactor safety system (RSS) design basis (but for revised to reflect a reduced estimate of the likelihood
which shutdown is achieved albeit not without core that molten pools would re nain stably boiled-up,
damage),(4) partial failure of the RSS with initiators and an increased estimate of the likelihood that such
within the design basis, and (5) partial or temporary sequences will terminate with an energetic
failure of decay heat removal subsystems after shut- disassembly.
down, including failures due to inappropriate opera- Concerning the fuel dispersal phase, calculations
for actions as at Three Mile Island. The last-men- have been made at LASL using the SIMMER-Il code
tioned of these five categories is very likely the most for a specific ULOF disassembly scenario in CRBRP,
important. In all instances, determining the damage with fission energetics in the intermediate range.
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Investigators found that work energetics were miti- outcome; its primary motivation was to serve as a
gated by about an order of magnitude relative to the possible intermediate step in setting research priori-
values calculated for isentropic expansion with fuel ties for resolving the outstanding uncertainties. The
as working fluid. The ca!culated mitigation was pri- second approach is an alternative diagrammatic re-
marily due to heat and momentum transfer to the presentation of the natureof the interaction between
above-core structure, and is therefore dependent the closely-coupled phenomenologies involved in
upon the assumption that this structure remains in core disruptive accidents (CDAs). Though program
place. This assumption is increasingly likely to fail as personnel are not convinced that either of these
disassembly severity increases, and also may be inva- approaches should replace event trees as the main
lid for disassemblies crising late in the transition delineation tools, these approaches do display certain,

phase, when much of the above-core structure may problem features more clearly than do event trees
have been destroyed by ms iting attack. Interpreta- and may therefore prove useful as a supplement.
tion of the SIMMER-Il calculations is further compli-

'

cated by the fact that the principal source of sodium-
slug kinetic energy was calculated to result from
development of a secondary, ex-core pressure source 7.3 Postaccident Plienomenologydue to fuel-coolant heat transfer. Without better un- (F. Sciacca, 4424; P.W. Conrad, 4424) |
derstanding of the latter process, no assurance can be 4

given that more severe work energetics cannot arise The event trees defining the postaccident phe-
even if SIMMER-il is correct in predicting that the n men I gy were modified somewhat during this |

effects of the original pressure source in the core do quarter. The changes provided a clearer treatment of

undergo heavy attenuation before affecting the pri- both in-vessel and ex-vessel energetic recriticality.

mary boundary. Primary sodium spills which do not lead to CDAs can
also be handled better by the revised tree. This tree
modification effort also endeavored to arrange the
tree structure, where appropriate, to allow effective
feedback interaction from experimentation and anal-
ysis information. in the on-going work, this interac-

7.2.4 Alternative Representational tion will influence branch-point probabilities and
. .

TechniqueJ outcomes. The on-going work also seeks to character-
' Event tree methodology was the principal repre- ire the outcomes of the event-tree branches. Substan-

sentational tool employed in delineating the accident tial effort during this quarter has been aimed at
phenomenology area. It proved useful in many re- preparing the LAffBR Accident Delineation Study
spects, but several limitations to event-tree applica- Phase 1, final Report, which will be completed during
bility also became clearly apparent. In particular, the next quarter.
event trees are not well suited for representing im- Cognizant personnel at Sandia have compiled a
portant problem features such as continuously vari- list of LMFBR containment research and develop-
able parameters, phenomena acting in parallel with ment needs.The list was formulated in response to an

,. the net effect of the combination governing the out- NRC request. The listing presents the R&D needs in
come, cyclic or semicyclic phenomena, feedback rela- three categories: Primary Containment (primary sys-
tionships, etc. tem boundary), Secondary Containment - Reactor

: It seemed desirable to explore means other than Cavity, and Secondary Containment - Upper RCB.a

l event trees for representing accident phenomenol- Relative priorities of the R&D needs within each
ogy issues, and two such means were developed and category were defined. Both the list and the priorities
applied to the ULOF initiation phase for aploratory were established based on available experimental
purposes. The first of these is a scheme to categorize and analytical information. The R&D needs specified'

; - the phenomenological uncertainties in terms of the and the priorities assigned must be considered pre-
magnitude and nature of their impact upon accident liminary at this time,

i
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8. Test and Facility Technology AS earlier reports have outlined, the instrument
observes, through a slot in the core, the gamma rays
emitted by the fissioning fuel. The geometry is
shown in Figure 8.1-1. The gamma rays are divided

8.1 ACRR Fuel Motion Detection.

and introduced into two collimators within which
System o. c. Kelly,4426; K. T. Stalker,4426) coded apertures and vertical pinhole apertures med-

ulate the beams before they strike the scintillator
detectors. The visible light coded images from theA fuel motion detection system has been devel-

.

detectors are observed with turning mirrors and im-
oped for use with the ACRR. This system, called the age intensifiers, and the amplified output signals are> Coded Aperture Imaging System (CAIS), will mea- recorded by high speed framing cameras. The instru-
sure nuclear fuel motion in simulated reactor acci- mentation chamber is shielded by a massive shield
dents. The evolutionary nature of system develop- fabricated of layers of water, steel, borated polyethyl-, ment will continue as improvements are incor- ene, and lead.
porated; thus the system is not being described as The initial shield was effective enough to permit
completed. However, the CAIS achieved a milestone quality images of the test pin to be reconstructed
this quarter in tests which show that it will provide '

from x-ray film placed at the detector plane, but the
importar;t diagnostic information in fuel motion ex- images of the pin recorded with the active system
periments. Therefore, the CAIS is being declared were much poorer. The prudent course for improv-
operational and experimeters are planning to use it as ing the performance of the active system was, there-
a diagnostic toolin upcoming PBE tests scheduled for fore, to investigate as many explanations and solu-
the summer of 1980.

tions as were possible. The studies were broken down
This quarterly report will (1) review the problems into the following five areas:

to be addressed during the latest series of tests, (2)
review the changes (made since the Phase I proof test * Scintillator development
of 1979) to improve system performance,(3) describe * Radiation transport calculations
the Phase Il proof tests, and (4) discuss some of the * Problems with the main shield
preliminary results. In addition, noise sources in the * Scene beam studqs
active system will be analyzed and future plans will * Image reconstruction development.
be delineated. The first four areas were presented in detail in the

System performance has been extensively im- previous quarterly report. The principal findings andproved, primarily by alterations in the shield struc- directions to be taken will now be summarized.
ture.The large reduction in the radiation background
at the detector location has led to the opportunity to 8.1.1.1. Scintillator Developme9
identify secondary sources of background that were The scintillator studies indicated no dramatic dif-
Previously obscured. Further, the data obtained in ferences in the calculated gamma ray and neutron
the test series indicate that significant additional

responses of various scintillators as compared to x-ray
improvements can still be made. Section 8.1.2 below film. However, Zns activated with silver appeared too elaborates on the enhanced opportunity to identify be less responsive to low energy gamma rays and.
secondary sources of background.

neutrons than the standard CaWO. screen.
g In the experiments, several alternative scintillator

configurations were to be compared. The CaWO. x-
8.1.1 Problems to be Addressed ray intensifying screen (duPont High Plus) was

Although the Phase i proof tests (February and planned for use again because its resolution and
July 1979) demonstrated that fuel motion can be sensitivity have been the best in previous tests; a test
recorded with the CAIS in a simulated core disrup- of CaWO. powder was planned to investigate the
tive accident, the signal-to-noise ratios obtained from possible influence of fast neutron-photon recoil in-
coded images recorded on motion picture film were teractions in the hydrogenous binder, and a BaSO.
lower than anticipated. Therefore, an extensive ser:es screen was to be u.,ed because of its theoretically
of calculations and subsidiary tests was conducted, lower response to thermal neutrons and soft gamma
leading to design changes in the system. These rays. Also,7.nS activated with silver was to be tested
changes were tested for effectiveness in hfarch 1980. in three configurations: a duPont Cronex D intensify-
hiodification of the system after initial tests had been ing screen, pure ZnS:Ag powder,and ZnS:Ag powder
part of the development effort from its inception. mixed in a glass binder low in hydrogen.
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8.1.1.2 Radiation Transport collimators actually passed through the narrowest
In the bulk shield, the transport calculations re- Portion of the collimation system at the boundary of

vealed that although thermal neutrons are strongly the core test chamber. This is very important because
absorbed in the borated polyethylene shield, very it means that little radiation arrived from the collima-
thin layers of water will quickly re-establish the tor walls. Most of the scene background was generat-
thermal flux. ed within the field of view of the collimator and the

sources to consider are therefore limited.

8.1.1.3 Problems With the Main Shield For the latest experiments, several configurations
were prepared to determine the source of the back-

A comparison of the radiation inside and outside
grounds and to test methods of suppressing them.

the collimated beams showed that the bulk shieldin8 The major contributors might be the capture gamma,

near the scintillators was inadequate.
rays, scattered garama rays, inelastic gamma rays and

A radiation sensitivity was observed in the image scattered fast neutrons from the foNwing objects:
intensifiers and additional shielding had to be placed3
in their vicinity. . The 0.635-cm-thick stainless wall of the experi-

mental cavity
. The 1.4-cm-thick tube wall of the Be heat sink

8.1.1.4 Scene Beam Studies around the fuel pin containment vessel
The LiH windows placed in the collimators near . The inconel containment vessel around the fuel

the core should be very effective in stopping low pin (primarily nickel) with 0.127-cm-thick wall
energy neutrons, but this material could also act as a a The 3.5-cm-thick lead shield block behind the

'

secondary source of scattered radiation. fuel pin
The backgrounds generated in the scene beam by + The reactor structure of the core behind the pin

the steel wall through which the pin is observed and * The Al canister walls.
by the lead wall behind the pin could be substantial.

Thin filters in the beams were not calculated t Not all of these potential sources could be investi-
have a major effect on the backgrounds generated in gated thoroughly during this set of experiments be-
the scintillator.

cause of physical and time constraints, but attempts
to identify major noise contributors are described

8.1.2 Modifications and Test below. In a number of cases, the experiment was
Configurations arranged so that two configurations with only one

parameter changed could be compared during the
same run with the same detector. (For example,if in

8.1.2.1 The Bulk Shield one data channel, x-ray film observed a section of the
Drawings of the altered shield configuration in fuel ;in configuration in which the beryllium heat

the previous quarterly showed the details of the sink only covered part of the fuel pin, then the affect
changes in the bulk shield. The main features were: of the heat sink material could be evaluated by a
(1) transferring the LiH window to a position just in comparison of the two regions.)
front of the coded aperture,(2) embedding a multiple a. The Stainless Steel Wall of the 4CRR Test Chamber>

layer (boral and Cd) thermal neutron shield in thy - The possibility exists that the capture gamma rays
collimator behind lead and as a layer just before the generated in the steel could be significantly reduced

i final l'b shield in the main shield protecting the by proper placement of a thermal neutron shield. In
intensifiers, (3) filling up of the region around the one channel, a 0.6-cm-thick ;ayer of LiF was placed
detectors with lead and borated polyethylene, and (4) on each side of the steel. Figure 8.1-2 shows the
adding much more shielding in front of the image configu aticn. The Li, in the LiF should strongly
intensifiers, attenuate the thermal neutron fluence passing

| through it and reduce the gamma-ray production in
the steel. Upon capture, the steel emits high energy,

gamma rays and the Li. does not. Geometrical con-
8.1.2.2 Tests of Various Schemen to Reduce Scene straints prevented the steel from being shieldee from
Feam Background all directions.

Examination of the x-ray film coded images ob- b. The Be Heat Sink - In a manner similar to the
tained in Phase I indicated that most of the back- example above, the !1e was removed from a portion of
ground which arrived at the detectors through the the field of view (r ') of one channel as Figure 8.1-3
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shows. Any strong influence on background caused lead,its elimination might reduce the capture gamma
by the Be should be observable. The edge of the Be ray production by factors of 2 or 3. Runs were made in
would be expected to be blutred by the 1.2-cm resolu- the ACRR using canisters with and without the anti-
tion of the aperture along the fuel pin. mony in the block to test its effect.

FUEL PIN

[STEEL WALL
//

////// M
)gi i

-.
.

!'////// ----Be HEAT SINK,

% \ j '
,

LiF
Figure 8.1 3 Geometry for Testing the Effect of the 3e ifeat Sink on

a. Horizontal Cross Section of Canister and the Scene Background

Collimator
The experiment with a lead box surrounded by

boral indicaud that capture gamma-ray production

STEEL WALL in the lead con be important. Figure 8.1-4 shows how
the lead block configuration was modified to permit

g shielding it from the thermal neutrons in the test,
*

N section. About 0.6 cm of LiF powder was placed in*
3

k front of and behind the block and some cadmium
_ _ ( 'I protected the sides. Although reason existed for be-

| g ! lieving that the emission from the lead would be/

'7 - s / s ; reduced, the LiF itself might be an additional source
Ds'j|

'

of radiation because the gamma ray albedo from low- -

Z elements tends to be much higher than for high Z/

elements.

LiF FUEL PIN

b. Vertical Cross Section of Canister and Collimator

Figure 8.1-2 Configuration of Thermal Neutron Shield Sandwich-
ing the Stainless Steel Window

cd
c. The inconel Containment Vessel - The vessel r

extended beyond the fuel and field of view at the top VIEWING
DIRECTION '

of the pin. Analysis of the coded image in the un-
'

fueled region might reveal whether a structure is ,Pbl

present in the image which matches the geometry of /
s

the vessel. If the fuel itself causes a background to be
generated in the vessel, then this background emis-
sion would probably not be observable beyond 0.5 cd
cm from the fuel.

d. The Lead Shield Block Behind the Pin - A lead LiF
block placed behind the fuel pin has already been
shown to reduce the scene background by a large figure 8.t-4 Thermal Neutron Shielding of the Pb Shield thck

factor, but further improvements are still believed
possible. In the earlier experiments, the block con-
tained 5% by weight of antimony. Since this materi- e. The .ieactor Structure Behind the Pin - The lead
al's capture cross section is 33 times larger than that of block behind the pin reduced the baAground from
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the core. However, a block that is too thick might Because of the uncertainty in the neutron re-
generate more background than it blocks out. One sponse of the TLD, additional neutron dosimetry
simple analysis indicated that 1.5 cm would be close packages were assembled. The dosimeters in these
to ideal. Two thicknesses were tried: 3.5 cm and activation packages are usually exposed at much
1.5 cm. (The l.5 cm block was between layers of LiF so higher levels because they are read by counting
more than one parameter was changed between these individual gamma rays from activation decays, and
tests.) the count rates recorded from thme experiments

Directly behind the lead block is a fuel rod which were often very low. In a given package, there were
can contribute background radiation. The effect of four types of detector foils: sulphur pellets (threshold
replacing that rod with a lead mockup was tested. of 3.2 MeV), Indium foils (1 MeV threshold), and two

a Whether this configuration can be used in maxi- gold foils for thermal an " epithermal measurements.
mum pulse experiments is not yet known because the in each case one of the gold foils was encased in
removal of the fuel reduces the available reactivity cadmium. Figure 8.1-5 shows the geometrical ar-

) and further divides the core. rangement. Since there may be significant changes in
the neutron fluence over :. distance of a few centi-
meters (as ,might be expected in the beam) the mea-

8.1.3 Radiation Measurements surements may not be entirely consistent. The inac-
The necessity for having accurate radiation mea- curacy caused by spatial separation of dosimeters is

surements at many locations in and around the detec- greatest in the gold foil pair. During the assembly of
tion system has become increasingly evident as the each test, the location of each radiation detector was

testing of the CAIS has progressed. This is because recorded on a map of the instrumewaon chamber.
more detailed information is needed to provide the
basis for additional improvements in performance. In

Auparticular, although the detector materials and com. - cd
ponents are most sensitive to gamma rays, local neu-
tron reactions have been found to generate much of IRIDIUM
the background gamma-ray fluence. Therefore, SULFUR
knowledge of the spatial and energy distributions of
the neutrons a needed to devise methods for reduc-
tion of the gamma ray backgrounds.

The fluences to be measured in the detector vicin- SULFUR cd Au
ity are much lower for both neutrons and gamma rays
than those previously encountered at this work loca-
tion. In the instrumentation chamber of the CAIS,

rigure 8.b5 Neutron Dosimeter L_b~-- I-ut
representative doses of 104 to 10 rads are encoun-
tered. This is in the range of interest far health
physics monitoring of emplov < exposures. Two
types of thermoluminesceM detectors (TLDs) nor- 8.1.4 Conduct of the Experiment

3 mally used for personnel dosimetry were obtained, During the period in which the new shielding
3 one of which is more sensitive to neutrons (particu- hardware and scintillator structures were being pre-

larly thermal neutrons). Typically, three chips of pared, several handling equipment changes were
each type (for statistical accuracy) are inserted into a made so that the safety would be increased and theo

! small plastic vial which is placed at a location of turnaround time between experiments would be
interest. In some cases, chips are placed in cadmium shortened. Briefly these included extended bellows
or boron covered cases so that the thermal and slow tubes which carry the instrumentation cables so that
neutron response can be separated from the total they could be mounted directly to an instrumenta-
response. tion rack, stronger and simpler rigging, a removable

The primary difficulty encountered with the TLD support device for the bellows during assembly, rear-
measurement of neutrons is that the neutron re- rangement of the scintillator support structure and
sponse is a very strong function of energy and the mirror mounts so that rapid changes in detector
neutron spectrum at the detectors is not well known, structure could be made through the rear access door
although the neutron spectrum has been assumed to (rather than by separating the aperture chamber from
be the same as that measured in the experimental instrumentation chamber), altered support structure
cavity. for the slot collimator, modified structures in the
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carts used to support the system outside the reactor, 2.5. In the latest series, that ratio is about 15. There-
and enlarged access doors to the instrumentation. fore, the influence of the radiation penetrating the
These changes permitted as many as three complete shield or backscattering from the structure behind
system assemblies, exposure periods and retrievals the detectors is small at the detector plane. This same
from the reactor in I day. This capability was impor- factor of 15 was found in the fast neutron dosimetry
tant because in a period of 9 reactor days 15 runs were results (E > 1 hieV). The thermal neutron fluence
made. appears to have been reduced by at least an order of

The run schedule used to guide the experirients magnitude (uncertain because of poorer data on the
was subject to some revision part way through the ea rlier experiments) and appears to be !!90 as intense
test series because of time constraints and some re- as the fast neutron fluence in the beam. Atost of this1

ordering of priorities. Specifically, two runs were improvement appears to be caused by the multiple 4
,

deleted because the effect of antimony in the rear layer thermal neutron shield which was placed just
block appeared to be of secondary importance. outside the lead surfaces. Evidently a large fraction of

4in a typical run, the dosimetry packages were the former background was generated by thermal
mounted within the chamber, the appropriate scintil- neutron capture in everything around ik entilla-
lator or x-ray film detectors were bolted in, the film tors. This includes the lead portions on the shield.
was loaded into the cameras and the bulkhead doors The x-ray film exposures taken at the detector
were sealed. The instrumentation aperture chamber plane are very much improved. Because of their'

combination was lowered by crane and guided into linear response and high spatial resolution, they
position within the shield structure. Then a checkout show many important features in the coded images
procedure was followed to make certain that the which indicate the sources of other backgrounds.
electronics were ready, that cooling air was flowing Figure 8.1-6 is a photograph of the coded image
through the intensifiers, that the film in the cameras obtained at the upper channel in run number 10. The
was advancing, etc. For these tests, because establish- fuel visible in this channel is 93% enriched. The
ment of the signal-to-background ratio was the pri- boundary where the top of the fueled region of the

- mary objective, only steady-state reactor runs were pin ends is very evident, and the coded image of the
made. In most cases the energy deposited in the core fuel itself stands out clearly. Figure 8.1-7 shows a
was 50 h1J per run. For a 50-h1) run, the reactor power density can along the axial direction within the
was operated at 50 kW for 10's. The came as used central zone, t he ste). where the fueled region begins
were Nikon reflex 35-mm cameras which have a is pointed out in the r;raph. This trace also indicates
remote triggering and film advance capability. Dur- the magnittJe of the fission density variation along'

ing a run, sets of 20 to 36 exposures were made for the length of the pin. This variation is caused by the
different exposure times and different image intensi- thermal neutron flux profile in the core and by
fier gain settings. aperture transmission variations. Since the upward

slope of the exposures on each side of the step are the
same,it is easy to extrapolate the background into the

8.1.5 The Results of the Experiments region where the fuel is presect. The difference in
The results and conclusions which can be drawn density between the total signal and the background

i from the tests at this time are only preliminary in at the same axial position is about .iD - 0.45. e

nature because thorough analysis will take several Figure 8.1-8 displays density traces across the coded
more months.This is partly because of the immense image at two different radial positions: one above the

,

amount of data obtained. Approximately 800 fuel pin fuel and one through the fuel region. The lack of f

coded images were accumulated in the 9 days of higher spatial frequency structure in the background
experimenting along with 1200 exposed TLDs and trace is very evident. The form of this background is
about 40 neutron dosimetry packages. Each film easy to explain and is quite important. It first consists
frame must be digitized and processed extensively principally of one trapezoidal structure (which rer ~

-before an optimized reconstructed image is obtained. sents the convolution of the opening in the front
Similarly, the 25 x-ray film recorded images must be collimator with the whole coded aperture).The high

processed. frequency zones are smeared out because the collima-
The new shield structure brought about a great for opening is wide. Outside the first zone, the aver-

.

improvement in the effectiveness of the bulk shield. age transmission of the aperture is about 504. The
During the Phase I experiments (conducted in 1979), second trapezoidal structure that rides on the first is

- the ratio of the tote gamma ray dose in the direct the convolution of the first open zone of the. coded
beam to that dose just outside of the beam was about aperture with the front collimator. The important
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EDGE OF small .limensional characteristics. This structure can
COLLIMATER be seen more clearly if the background is subtracted

from the total signal by scaling the background trace
up until it is AD - 0.45 below the total signal as
shown in the figure. The signal-to-background ratio'

END OF FUEL PIN
.~ under the central peak is (Dr - D.)/ D, - 0.23, almost a

factor of 4 higher than that achiaved during the
Phase I test of 1979. Only part of this increase is

ydD : 0.45 caused by the higher enrichment of the pin (93% vs
20%). The reason is that the range of thernni neu-

,/ trons in both materials is such that most of the
,

s
,' neutrons will be absorbed in traversing the pin. Tha

,/ - total brightness of the two enriched pins should be
close to the same but because most of the fissioning in
the highly enriched pin takes place on the surface,

FUEL PIN REGION the radial structure of the coded image should be=

different for the two pins if the aperture has the
resolution to see it.

/ The question of differences in ndial profile can
_

be investigated even without reconstructing the im-
f age. Examination of the coded image in Figure 8.1-6
l and the traces in Figure 8.1-8 reveal that the zone
f shadows disappeai at about the third open zone and

[ then reappear as if the coded images from two line

/ sources separated slightly in space were interfering
with each other. The geometrical analysis is quite
simple but will not be illustrated here in detail. It

i

turns out that if two sources are separated by 3.5 mm'

figure 8.1-7 Axial Scan Along Central Zone of Coded Image their coded images will shift by one full zone at about
the 12th zone radius in the code. They will, therefore,''

add in phase and the zones in this region will be
enhanced as these pictures show. This is approxi-
mately the separation one finds would exist between
the maximum exposure from limbs of a tube shaped

ruct en sance source observed from the side if the fissions are
s4 ront ewast cancrttatx)= concentrated within about 1 mm of the surface in a 5-,,c, o, ,f mm-diameter pin. Thus, a spatial resolution, in thePIN CODED WAGES

~ E ffnouso fundamental aperture-detector system, of less than 2,

; mm in the reactor geometry is demonstrated by this
example. The way in which this resolution is carried
through the rest of the recording system will depend

cc"tOron on the results of detailed analyses of the active system ,
'

'"' data. Althot,;h a more detailed discussion will have
,

k exeosuar rnou to await the next quarterly report, a few generalynac, ,sovt /

p wItPa~r^ti!"as ca.E'o,g comments can be made at this time about the data'' t

-j acquired with the active system.' '

- ro"o'[EtI . The signal-to-noise ratio in the recorded images
*

has improved by a large factor, but the precise
figure 8.1-8 Radial Scan of the Caled Image value of the improvement is hard to determine

because of the poor data obtained in 1979.

. The CaWO. scintillator, commercially made by
The trace in the fuel region shows structure in the duPont, still appears to be the best scintillator.

high frequency regions indicating a source with Although this scintillator was expected to be
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more sensitive to neutrons than ZnS:Ag because the active system at that time have a far lower
of capture in the tungsten, the effect appears to background relative tc, signal (as was the case in
be small because of the large reduction in ther- 1979). This result again confirms that except for
mal neutron fluence achieved with the new film grain noise in the recording film the largest
shie' ding. In addition, the high density of backgrounds are generated by neutrons.
CaWOc compared to ZnS:Ag seems to insure
higher resolution in the CaWO 1,ecause of the

8.1.6 Noise Sourcesshorter range of secondary electrons.
If improvement in the system is to continue, the

* The partial shielding from thermal neutrons af- sources of background and noise must be identified
forded by the steel containment wall through and quantified. The active recording system, because,

which the fuel pin is observed did not provide an of its electro-optical image intensifiers and the use of
obvious improvement in the signal to back- photographic film has different noise characteristics

1 ground ratio. from x-ray film. The source of these differences and
. The Be heat sink around the fuel pin does not their effect on CAIS performance will be discussed in

appear to add a significant background to the the next section.
" scene" beam.

8.1.6.1 Details of Noise Measurement* Removal of the antimony from the lead behind
the pin does appear to reduce the scene beam To determine the ultimate measurement detecti-
background. The possibility of using lithium vity for the active detector system used in the CAIS, a

mixed with lead is being investigated because of series of experiments was performedPn These ex-
two potential advantages. First, a 50% x 50% periments were designed to separate *he noise contri-

mixture by atomic number of these two materials butions of the image intensifier, the film grain noise,
can have a higher melting point than either and the quantum noise. This was done by first expos-
material alone, and second, the lithium can ab. ing test film with a step wedge illuminated by a
sorb thermal neutrons without emitting gamma 1-ms pulse of light which was spectrally filtered to
rays in the process. closely match the emission from a P-Il phosphor.

The film used was Kodak Tri-X pan deve:Oped in
* The LiF protected rear block appears to have been liCl10 Dilution A for 6 min at 20*C. Next, the

close in performance to the thick pur lead block, developed step wedge was digitized with a Perkin-
- + A fuel pin coded image shows clearly on the Elmer PDS microdensitometer using a 50- x 50-m

films even with exposures so short that they aperture. Mean density and density standard devi-
would correspond to an exposure time during the ation were calculated from 200 data samples in each
peak of the PBE pulse (200 MJ in 10 ms) of about density step. Next, a series of exposures was taken off
3 us. Shorter exposures appear to be degraded by the P-11 output phosphor of an EMI 9912 four-stage
inadequate photon counting statistics in the scin- image intensifier tube illuminated by a uniform

i tillator. source of optical radiation at the input. The tube

. At the detector plane the principle background is Potential was 23 kV, corresponding to a gain of 2.3 x

.3 coming irom the scene beam through the front 104.The exposure time, film, and processing were the
same s f r the film alone. These films also were'

collimator. Therefore improved geometry and
materials must be sought for the containment scanned with a microdensitometer and the density

| and the canister. If steel and nickel could be deviation calculated. Finally, to determine the uncer-#

I replaced by zirconium in the scene beam, the tainty c ntributed by quantum statistics, the total

scene background would probably be much active detector system was illuminated by a 10-MeV
i smaller. - bremsstrahlung source providing i source of x-rays

whose spectrum closely approximatas the gamma-ray
. The intensifier is susceptible to bulk shield radi- spectrum emitted by fissioning fuel The x-ray beam

ation leakage that is unsymmetrical and appeus was incident on the 0.75-mm-thick CaWO. scintilla-
to come from the side. The rig 6;ng and instru- tor providing a uniform ilhimination at the image
mentation chamber have been designed to ac- intensifier. Once again the output was photo-
commodate more side shielding. graphed, and the filn. developed and scanned using

. When the reactor is turned off, many delayed tha same procedures as before,
gamma rays remain which are emitted by the fuel Figure 8.1-9 shows the experimental results ob-

- pin for a few minutes. Fuel pin images :aken with tained with an intensifier potential of 23 kV (2.3 x 104
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gain). For each film type, a characteristic curve was D-KE (8.1)
determined from the data so that density deviation as
a function of log exposure is plotted. The image where D is the net density change above fog; K is a
intensifier-film combination (boxed data) is only constant; and E is the energy deposited in the film.
slightly more noisy than film alone(solid line) Other For an intensified system, the film in the high-speed
tests showed that at the maximum gain of 106 intensi- camera is exposed by optical quanta and in this case
fier noise does become significant. Data obtained the optical density is related to energy deposition in
when the whole system was exposed to x-radiation the scintillator by
also shows good agreement with the film-only situa-
tion (even though part of the data was taken for D - 3 Log E (8.2)

'
photons passing through 200 mm of lead). The major
conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that the assuming operation in the linear region of the film
most significant noise source for the active detection characteristic curve. In this expression D is the mea- '
system operating at a < ain of 2.3 x 104 or less is film sured film density; y is the slope of the D - Log E
grain noise. curve in the linear region; and E is the light energy

incident on the film, proportional to energy deposit-
ed in the scintillator. Becaust of this difference in theu , , , , , , . , ,

u -
- relationship of E to D, the effective contribution of

u -
- one significant noise source, film grain noise,is quite

.

u - different. In the case of x-ray film a ADc caused by
" ~ k film grain produces an equivalent AE which is giveng
u - e N by'

5: 5 a# 39" (8 3)
D e

AE -8
- , K

-

|u -

,u
3A -

in the case of photographic film exposed F light, thee

|y
_

equivalent AE caused by a film grain ADc is given byee
w _

v. . .

ADru - -

AE - 2.3 E (8 4)C

|u _

- FILM ONLY yg * 2ime THROUGH Pt BRICK -u -

+ 23Ee raw BEAM
^38 ' = 23Kv Irr ONLY

- , . i or
te SS 50 LS 3D sS 4D 42 CD *CS

LOG (1POSURE (f RGS/,. )
AF AD' (8.5)-J = 2.3 .

Figure 8.1-9 Density Deviatwn vs Log Exposures for Three E 7Pnmary Noise Sources in the CAIS Active Detector Sprem

in the fuel motion tests discussed earlier in the The Nutting formula relating density deviation to e

paper, a low gain was used (3 x 101) and a smaller mean density indicates a square root dependence
scanning aperture was used (12.5 x 66.7 um) to scan while other investigators indicate a dependence of as

ithe film. Although the film used was different, its low as the cube root?2) This implies that AE/E is a
granularity is comparable to that of Tri-X (0.040 for slowly increasing function of deposited energy, thus
Double-X in D-19 vs 0.36 for Tri-X at Log E - -1.5 the percentage uncertainty in E increases only slight-
scanned .vith 50- x 50-pm aperture), so for that ex- ly as a function of deposited energy. In the case of x-
periment the major noise source was definitely film ray film, the film grain noise is of less concern when
grain noise. used with the CAIS because the resolution element is

To further explore the impact of film grain noise, larger and a large effective scanning aperture can be
a comparison of the electro-optical detection system used (300 x 400 m). Thus, for x-ray film quantum
and x-ray film can be made. In x-ray film the net fluctuations would be expected to be the major noise
optical density responds linearly to the energy depo- source and so the signal-to-noise ratio should in-
sition; i.e., crease as the energy deposited in the des ctor.
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8.1.6.2 The Effect of Additive Background with a 50- x 50- m aperture (AD /y = 0.036)a signal-c
Another consequence of the logarithmic response to-background ratio of 0.086 could be tolerated (E, -

11.6 E ). Keeping the same film as before but increas-of film to optical radiation is the decrease in signal- s

to-noise ratio with increased additive background. ing the signal-to-background ratio by a factor of 2
For a situation with a uniform additive background from 0.15 to 0.30 would result in an increase in SNR
the density is given by from 1.0 to 1.9. Both methods will be used in future

tests to increase sigrul-to-noise ratio when possible.
In experiments requiring a time resolution of less

D - y Log (Es + E.) than 200 fr/s, a 35-mm framing camera will be used
s''

(8.6) and the film will be scanned with a larger aperture to) provide less film grain noise. Modifications have
already been made to the bulk shielding which

where Esand E, are the signal and background light would theoretically reduce the nonscene back-
3

energies, respectively. The density change attribut, ground by about one third and should provide a 60%
able to the signal may be found by subtracting the increase in SNR.
density due to the background alone or The scene and nonscene areas are both equally

affected by the above noise sources. Additional
i

sources of background within the scene, such as !
'AD, = y Log (F + E.) - y Log E, (8.7a) penetrating gamma rays from the reactor core behind3

the fuel pin being imaged and scattered radiation
from the containment structr s, are also present.

t =1F
'

1+E - y Log E, (8.7b) These sources may have a s( .icant effect on the( s/ total signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed image.
This is because a broad low-level background which

"7l"8(I+Q
E) fills the field of view acts the same as a broad sources #

in reducing the signal-to-noise advantage of the cod-
ed aperture over a pinhole camera of cc.mparable
resolution. For this reason the inclusion of additional

Assuming that film noise is the dominant noise i,hielding within the area around the test fuel pin is
source aa was indicated in the previous section, the being investigated in an effort to reduce these back-
signal-to-noise ratio is giver by ground sources.

i

y LogCI + E
s

SNR = AD E, (8.8)s
=

AD' 3D
8.1.7 Future Plans

where AD is the density deviation due to film grain. The CAIS is now being prepared for a full-scalec
s For the fuel motion tests using Double-X film devel- PBE test to be conducted in August of 1980 with a 14%

oped in D-19 developer and scanned with a l2.5- x 67- enriched pin in stagnant sodium. The intention at
um aperture, a typical measured value for D,c/y was this time is to use phase-locked cameras at 500 fr/s8 0.06. Thus, to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of 1, the and two new image intensifier tubes which have
ratio e' signal-to-background must be 0.15 (corre- fewer stages of ampr.ication. Fewer stages in the
sponding to a background level 6.75 times the signal tube will mean higher resolution and contrast in the
level). Theoretical estimates of the signal-to-back- images and is permitted because of the high light
ground ratio for the shielding geometry used in the output of the CaWO, scintillators. Additional shield-
first prototypic fuel motion tests are about 0.05, yield- ing whict % Nen modified will be placed around
ing a SNR of 0.35. the intensifiers.

~

ro ways of improving this situation are to re- Major calculational and experimental < fforts will
duce the film grain level or reduce the background continue to be directed toward identifying sources of
present caused by shield venetration. The film grain and reducing scene beam backgrounds. The members
noise may be reduced by changing film or scanning of the IEFM task group will be consulted to assure
with a bigger aperture. For example, by using Tri-X that the sodium loop design is compatible with the
film developed in HC110 Dilution A and scanned CAIS.
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8.2 ACRR Status A new external cavity (used primarily for DOE
weapons experiments) was installed and tested in(T. R. Schmidt, 4451)
February. It provides a 38-cm-diameter dry cavity

During this quarter, modification of the ACRR
next to the " flat" of the core (same side as the CAIScontinued with the objective of improving its perfor-
system). The cavity system consists of a 16-in. OD

mance in several ways including giving it a capactiy luminum tube 7.9 m long which extends to the
for increased power levels, faster control rod drive surface of the pool, a lead ballast, and a composite
speeds, and enhanced pulse shaping capability. This shield plug. Ten additional fuel elements were addedmodification was not only applicable to the reactor to the core on the side toward the cavity to enhance
itself, but also involved installing and testing several the leakage fluence. Tne consequence of the addi-
pieces of auxiliary equipment for programming tional fuel was to reduce the worth of the transient
ACRR operating modes. rod bank by $0.15.The programmable transient rod withdrawal The initial characterization of the programmed ,

equipment was installed and the zero-power me. transient od withdrawal (TRW) mode was per-
chanical and functional tests were performed. formed under control of the e%ht-segment hard-

The new shield plug, incorporating a hole wired programmer. The initian attempt at a high-
through the center for access to experiments such as Power square wave resulted in a power level of 3715
the fuel dynamics experiments located in the central MW for 4 s with an energy release of 150 MJ.
loading tube, was installed and a radiation survey
conducted.

Over the end-of year shutdown, fuel storage
holes up to 32 ft deep were installed in the floor of
the ACRR high bay to accommodate storage of full
length PBE and DBE experiments. The holes are References for Section 8

.

aligned with the penthouse crane so that experiments K. T. Stalker, L. M. Choate, and L. D. Posey, "The8-Imay be removed from the' reactor and placed in
Potential for High Speed X-Ray Cinematography as a

storage by remote control.
Fuel Motion Diagnostic for Safety Test Facilities," Pro-The hardware and B,C poisr for the previously

installed new high-worth tras ient rods were re. ccedings of the International Meeting on Fast Reactor
Safety Technology, Seattle, WA, August 19-23, 1979,

|

ceived.
The preoperational survey by the DOE Albuquer- Vol. 5, kp. 2270.

que Operations Office on the Transient Rod With- 8-2 F. Naderi and A. A. Sawchuck, " Estimation of

drawal (TRW) mode was completed for the hard- Images Degraded by Film-Grain Noise," Appl. Opt.

wired rod-drive programmer. 17:1228, 1978.

6
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4410 D. J. McCloskey 4426 S A. Wright
4420 J. V. Walker (5) 4441' M. L. Corradini
4420. ~ Secretary (7) 4450 J. A. Reuscher
4421 R. L. Coats 4451 T. R. Schmidt
4421 ~ J. E. Cronager 4452' M. F. Aker
4421 G. W. Mitchell 4723 D. O. Lee
4421 C. Ottinger 5500 O. E. Jones
4421 J. B. Rivard 5530 W. Herrmann
4422. D. A. Powers 5534 D. A. Benson
4422 R. M. Elrick 5541 W. L. Luth
4422 J. E. Smaardyk 5800 R. S. Claassen
4422 D. W. Varela 5820 R. E. Whan
4423 P. S. Pickard 5822 K. H. Eckelmeyer
4423 A. C. Marshall 58' 3 M. J. Davis

i 4423~ D. A. McArthur 5835 - C. H. Karnes
4423 K. O. Reil ~5846 E. K. Beauchamp
4424 M. J. Clauser 5846 R. A. Sallach

.4424 E. R. Copus ~ 8214 M. A. Pound
'4424 F. E. Haskin 3141 L. J. Erickson (5)'

4424 J. T. Hitchcock 3151 W. L. Garner (3) '
4424 P. J. McDaniel For: DOE / TIC (Unlimited Release)
4424 J.P.Odam 3154-3 C. Dalin (25)
4424 F. W. S,iacca For: NRC Distribution to NTIS g.
4424 _ M. E. Senglaub
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